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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION &
BACKGROUND
1.0 Introduction
Electrons are the driving force behind every chemical reaction.

The exchange,

ionization, or even relaxation of electrons is behind every bond broken or formed. According
to the Bohr model of the atom, it takes an electron 150 as1 to orbit a proton[1]. With this as a
unit time scale for an electron, it is clear that a pulse duration of several femtoseconds2 will not
be sufficient to understanding electron dynamics. Our work demonstrates both technical and
scientific achievements that push the boundaries of attosecond dynamics. TDSE studies show
that amplification the yield of high harmonic generation (HHG) may be possible with
transverse confinement of the electron. XUV-pump-XUV-probe shows that the yield of APT
train can be sufficient for 2-photon double ionization studies. A zero dead-time detection
system allows for the measurement of state-resolved double ionization for the first time.
Exploiting attosecond angular streaking[2] probes sequential and non-sequential double
ionization via electron-electron correlations with attosecond time resolution. Finally, using
recoil frame momentum correlation, the fast dissociation of CH3I reveals important orbital
ionization dynamics of non-dissociative & dissociative, single & double ionization.
Feist et. al[3] demonstrate the importance of attosecond time resolution.

When

plotting the electron-electron two-photon double ionization, the longer pulse duration (750 as)
shows two discreet energies. However, probing with a shorter pulse duration (150 as) shows a
completely different result.

1
2

1 as = 10-18 s (attosecond)
1 fs = 10-15 s (femtosecond)

The electrons show a very strong correlation, and energy

2

dependence which is lost at longer pulse durations. A similar result can be seen in the angular
distribution, as the preference towards 180° degrees in the relative angular momentum is
eventually lost as the pulse duration becomes longer.

Figure 1

Time dependent calculation of two-photon double ionization electron-

electron energy spectra (a) & (b) and relative angular momentum (c) following twophoton double ionization. (a) Pulse duration of 150 as FWHM. (b) Pulse duration of
750 as FWHM. (c) Pulse duration of 75 as FWHM (solid blue), 150, 300, 750, 4500 as
FWHM (dotted from left to right) (adapted from [3]).
Current technology allows for high resolution studies of the dynamics of atoms and
even protons, but electrons are still just out of reach. Commercially available lasers can readily
produce femtosecond (fs) pulses. There are many proposals for ways to improve from
femtosecond time resolution (molecular dynamics) into attosecond time resolution (electron
dynamics)[4-7]. Two notable proposals involve ultra-short pulses[8] to further increase the
time resolution of traditional pump-probe experiments[4, 9-10] and taking advantage of the
wave-like nature of light via attosecond streaking to gain ultra-fast time resolution in strong
field studies[11-12]. XUV-Pump-XUV-Probe has been achieved using high harmonic
generation in a highly efficient gas cell with loose focusing geometry and two-photon double
ionization was probed[13]. The development of a novel zero dead time detection system has
since allowed for the detection of more than one electron per laser pulse. In conjunction with
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an attosecond streaking technique or “attoclock”[5], attosecond time resolution was
achieved[14].

Our work pushes the boundaries of available technology, probes electron-

electron interactions and provides valuable framework for further studies into attosecond
dynamics and spectroscopy.
Strong field physics and attosecond spectroscopy are pushing the limits of time
resolution in ultrafast spectroscopy[8].

Femtosecond dynamics experiments, specifically

pump-probe[15-16], are well established and can track the dynamics of atoms during chemical
and physical processes. As a relatively new field of study, strong field physics has introduced a
number of exciting physical phenomena, such as High Harmonic Generation (HHG)[17-18],
Above Threshold Ionization (ATI)[19-21], and Non-Sequential Double Ionization (NSDI)[2223]. Understanding these processes is allowing scientists to gain further control over physical
systems and is providing tools necessary to approach the time regime of electron dynamics.
High harmonic generation is extremely useful for many applications. It allows for the
creation of a table top VUV, XUV, and even X-ray lasers[24]. Such high-energy photons are
usually only produced in particle accelerators[25-26]. When an electron is ionized in an
intense laser field (>1013 W/cm2), it is driven by the electric field away from the parent ion, but
when the sign of the electric field changes, the electron is driven back towards the parent ion
[27]. In order for recollision to occur, ionization must occur at or after the peak of the electric
field intensity[27]. When the electron recollides, three important processes can happen. First,
the electron can scatter providing structural information about the parent ion[28]. Second, the
electron can collide, imparting enough kinetic energy to ionize a second electron (NSDI)[2930]. Third, the electron can recombine[31]. In the third case, HHG, the parent atom or
molecule releases a photon whose energy is of odd harmonic order of the driving laser
frequency.
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When the driving laser, usually in the infrared, is coherent, HHG can create a train of
attosecond pulses[32] [13, 30, 33]. This pulse train is a result of electrons being ionized at
the peak of the electric field and recombining at the zero field point where photons are released
in bunches, generating attosecond pulses every half laser cycle. Various methods have been
used to isolate these pulses, such as ionization gating[34], polarization gating[6] and noncollinear geometry[35-36]. Using these techniques, it is possible to isolated single attosecond
pulses (IAP) [4, 10, 37-38]. Several gating methods have been shown to produce IAP’s from
APT’s, such as ionization gating[39], polarization gating[6, 40], and non-collinear
geometry[35-36, 41]. The shortest recorded attosecond pulse was 67 as[8]. While very short
attosecond pulses have been generated, the traditional pump-probe experiment has yet to be
realized in the attosecond regime. Utilizing new techniques, however, we can probe attosecond
electron dynamics.
Unfortunately, the realization of pump-probe attosecond spectroscopy using IAPs has a
major technical difficulty to overcome; the low HHG yield. Many IAPs have power of nJ or
even pJ per pulse[42]. One potential option for improving the HHG yield is to use longer near
IR wavelength light (>1100nm), instead of the traditional 800 nm light. The longer the
wavelength of light, the longer the ionized electron will be accelerated in the electric field, and
this effect extends the cut-off energy, the highest energy photons released[43-44]. The longer
time spent in the electric field also means the electron will have a larger dispersion
perpendicular to the electric field than at shorter wavelengths. It may be possible to exploit
this dispersion, in order to refocus the electrons, increasing the recollision probability and
therefore increasing the harmonic yield. Our calculations show this may be possible.
An alternative to IAPs is to use an infrared laser with circular polarization and a time
mapping technique called the “attoclock”[5]. This technique relies on the time-dependent
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polarization of the electric field. The electric field polarization of a circular pulse is rotating in
the plane perpendicular to the propagation axis. Therefore, the relative angle in the plane of
polarization can be mapped to the time domain by the frequency of the light. Mapping the
instantaneous polarization direction to time is called the “minute hand”, and assuming a
Gaussian like wave envelope, the electric field amplitude is the “hour hand”. Thus, the electron
ejection angle and kinetic energy release can give us temporal information about the electron
dynamics. These techniques will be used to move further into the attosecond time domain. We
exploit this attosecond angular streaking[2] in order to make electron momentum correlation
measurements with attosecond resolution.
All of these accomplishments are pushing the time resolution of strong field
spectroscopy further into the attosecond regime.

With continued improvement in pulse

duration, attoclock techniques, and continued ingenuity, the ultimate goal of attosecond
spectroscopy and time resolved studies of electron dynamics may soon be possible.

1.1 Strong Field Physics
Light is both a particle and a wave. For many applications in chemistry, the particle
nature is often considered, such as exciting a specific energy state. In many cases, a single
tunable photon is enough to access a particular energy state. In the case where selection rules
do not allow single photon transitions, a two- or three-photon transition may be possible. In
strong field, however, both wave and particle nature of light must be considered. Often the
intensity is high enough that the electric field becomes significant. In the case of HHG, for
instance, the electron does not absorb photons after ionization, but is still driven by their
electric field away from the parent ion and eventually accelerated back towards it, gaining
significant energy in the field. Of course, the particle nature of light is inseparable, and the
photon eventually released will be of harmonic order of the driving laser frequency.
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A laser pulse is considered intense enough to elicit strong field responses when the
intensity is comparable to that of the electric field of the hydrogen atom operating at the Bohr
radius[45].
3.4

10

(1)

5.1

10

(2)

Where

is the electric field, and
5

10

(3)

The dominant mechanism for ionization depends on the intensity of the laser pulse, and is
described by the Keldysh parameter
,

(4)

where Ip is the ionization potential, and
(5)
is the quiver energy of an electron, also called the ponderamotive potential. Here, E is the
electric field, ω is the carrier frequency, and
polarized light and

is the elipticity, where

1 is circularly

0 in linearly polarized. Multi-photon ionization dominates for large

values of the Keldysh parameter, Γ ≫ 1. In the case of small Keldysh parameter, Γ ≪ 1, the
electron is almost instantaneously released via optical field ionization (OFI) and plasma is
formed. Relative to atomic transitions, the electric field oscillations are slow, and can be
approximated as static.

In the simplest quasi-classical model, the laser field distorts the

Coulomb barrier, and if it is above the threshold, the barrier will be suppressed below the
electron’s initial energy. This threshold is calculated using
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Figure 2 Coulomb Potential Barrier under zero electric field (blue) and intense laser
field (red)[19].

1.1.1 Coulomb Distortion
Under the influence of an intense electric field the Coulomb barrier of an electron in an
atom will be distorted. When considering a static electric field, E, this field will be modified by
–xE, where x is the distance from the center of the potential well.
electromagnetic field, both the sign and amplitude are oscillating,

Of course, in an
cos

, where

ω is the frequency, and φ is the phase. The oscillation of the field will appear to rock back and
forth in time.

1.1.4 Charge Resonance Enhance Ionization
The Coulomb barrier distortion has a dramatic effect on electron dynamics.

The

ionization rate for instance cannot be considered simply a function of the ionization potential.
There exist charge-resonant (CR) states, for instance, that at large internuclear distances, R,
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are strongly coupled to the electromagnetic field. In H2+, 1σg and 1σu have been characterized
as CR states[46]. The instantaneous static electric field alters the sum of the Coulomb fields
form the two nuclear centers. The case of H2+ is similar to H, in that the barrier is suppressed
along the laser polarization, and enhanced in the reverse direction. The major difference comes
from the two distinct wells generated from two nuclear centers instead of one. Not only are the
barriers at the positive and negative ends of the potential, along the internuclear distance,
distorted, but the barrier in the center is distorted as well. As the two nuclear centers separate
significantly enough, once might expect them to resemble that of H and H+, and Barnett and
Gibson show just that. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the Coulomb potential in H2+ as the
internuclear separation increases.

9

Figure 3 Coulomb potential of H2+ at increasing internuclear distances (adapted from
[47]), (a) 2 a.u., (b) 5 a.u., and (c) 35 a.u. (d) shows the ground and excited state wave
functions. As the internuclear distance increases significantly, the Coulomb potential
resembles that of two hydrogen atoms.
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Figure 4 Zuo and Bandrauk study the Coulomb barrier distortion in charge resonance
enhanced photoionization of H2+[48]. At resonant distances, the state 1σ+ is equal to or
above the barrier between Coulomb wells, allowing for significantly enhanced ionization
rates.
At resonant distances, the ionization rate is increased above that of hydrogen atom, despite the
ionization potential remaining above 13.6 eV. Figure 4 shows the Coulomb potential for two
CR states in H2+. The Coulomb distortion of the potential wells is clear, but more importantly,
as the internuclear distance increases from its equilibrium of 2 a.u., the Coulomb potential
undergoes further modification. At resonant internuclear distances, the 1σ+ state is equal to or
greater than the potential barrier along the electric field direction. This enhancement is
referred to as Charge Resonant Enhanced Ionization (CREI). Zuo and Bandrauk[48] show
that at R = 7 & 10 a.u., there is a peak in the ionization rate, see Figure 5 below. Figure 4
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shows that the electron in the 1σ+ indeed can be instantaneously freed due to the suppressed
Coulomb barrier.

Figure 5 Ionization rate of H2+ as a function of internuclear distance in an intense, short
pulse laser field. Zuo and Bandruck[48] show that there is in fact CREI at R = 7 a.u.
and R= 10 a.u.

1.1.5 Recollision
As the ionization rate becomes rather significant in an intense laser field, so does the
number of free electrons. The electric field component of light has an inherent sine wave like
nature. After ionization the electron is driven by the electric field. When the sign of the
electric field changes, however, the electron is driven towards the parent ion rather than away.
Depending on at what point in the electric field the electron is ionized, it can recollides with the
parent ion when it is driven back. This leads to several of the most exciting phenomena in
strong field physics, such as High Harmonic Generation (HHG) and Non-Sequential Double
Ionization (NSDI), which may help advance dynamical studies into the attosecond regime.
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1.2 High Harmonic Generation
One of the most promising prospects for attosecond spectroscopy is the control of High
Harmonic Generation. HHG has been used to generate Attosecond Pulse Trains (APT) and
even Isolate Attosecond Pulses (IAP). HHG is driven by a process of ionization, acceleration,
and recombination, the so called 3-step model. First, the electron is ionized in an intense laser
field. It is then accelerated in the laser field, and when the sign of the electric field changes and
the electron is driven back towards the parent ion. HHG occurs when the electron recombines
with the parent ion and releases a photon of harmonic order of the laser frequency.

1.2.1 3-Step Model
The 3-step model illustrates the process of HHG. As described briefly above, the first
step is ionization under the influence of an intense, short laser pulse.

The electric field

component of the laser has a sine wave nature and if the electron is ionized in the field, when
the sign of the field changes it will be ionized back towards the parent ion.

Figure 6 Three step model. (1) Ionization, (2) Acceleration, (3) Recombination [49].
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However, the point or instantaneous phase at which the electron is ionized is not trivial.
If the electron is ionized before the peak of the laser field it will escape without recollision.
This happens because the electron gains too much energy after being accelerated in the field for
it to decelerate and then return. If the electron is ionized at or after the maximum of the field
amplitude, there are two main quantum paths that contribute to high harmonic generation, the
short and long trajectories. These occur due to phase difference between the electron and the
electric field. The point at which these two paths merge is called the cut-off; it is the highest
recombination energy possible given the laser parameters. Figure 7 (b) shows that all energy
values between 0 and 3.2 Up, the ponderamotive potential, can be achieved by the short or long
trajectory. The difference between the two is the time relative to the optical cycle before
recombination. As 3.2 Up is the cut-off energy gained in the field, the cut-off harmonic energy
will be that plus the ionization potential,

3.2

.

This corresponds to a

tunneling time of ti= 0.3T and a recombination time of tr = 0.95T. With this we can define the
short trajectory as having an excursion time in the continuum of tr - ti < 0.65 T[49].
It is apparent in Figure 7 that the return energy of the electron is dependent on the
return time, thus chirping the photons released positively on the short trajectory and
negatively on the long trajectory. Phase matching conditions favor the short trajectory, and if
only the short trajectory would be produced, this chirp would be linear and could be
compensated to compress the pulse further.
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Figure 7 (a) shows the classical trajectories for electrons ionized with different initial
phases relative to the electric field. The electron returns to the parent ion when it
crosses the horizontal. (b) shows the recombination energy versus the return time. Note
that the cut-off energies correspond to a recombination at the zero of the electric field.
This occurs because the vector potential is out of phase with the field amplitude by π/2.
The grayscale indicates kinetic energy for the various trajectories (adapted from [49]).
The behavior of the high harmonic generation energy spectrum is similar to that of
ATI, which is a similar process in which the electron does not recollide. Features such as the
plateau and the cut-off energy are reproduced in the HHG spectrum. However, these electrons
do not create a continuum of photon energies, but rather odd harmonics of the laser frequency.
This is due to the periodicity of HHG. Electrons that can recombine are generated at the peak
of the laser field intensity, with a period T/2, relative to the laser cycle. This periodicity
corresponds to an energy and spacing of 2ω. Thus, only odd harmonics are produced as a
result,
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2

1 .

(8)

As all possible photon energies are obtained with effectively equal probability, there is a plateau
region in the harmonic spectrum between the initial lower harmonic region and the cut-off
energy. This broad energy spectrum is extremely useful for generating ultra short pulses, and
will be discussed in further detail later.

Figure 8 High Harmonic Generation energy plot, log scale. The major features are
shown. Only odd harmonics are produced with a cut-off at approximately the 31st
harmonic (adapted from [49]).

1.2.2 Introduction of HHG Gas Source
There are several methods that have been used successfully for introducing a gas
medium into the laser beam path, including gas jets, gas cell, and hollow fibers containing gas.
The numerous methods each have advantages and disadvantages, as well as require a balancing
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of parameters for efficiency to be maximized. There are several factors that are important to
consider, the absorption length, Labs, and coherence length, Lcoh, and the length of the gas
medium, Lmed. Of course, if the length of the gas medium is larger, there will be more gas to
ionized, and more harmonics will be produced.

However, if the length is too long, the

coherence of the pulse can be lost and the harmonic photons produced may be absorbed. For
1 mm. Under these conditions, a gas medium of 10 mm,

instance, in 60 mbar of Ne gas,

may see very little high harmonic light exit the gas cell, as 90 % has exceeded the absorption
length. Constant et. al[50] show that the number of on-axis photons released is proportional
to
/

1

exp

2 cos

exp

(9)

From this equation, the medium length can be plotted as a function of the coherence and
absorption lengths, see Figure 9 below.
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Figure 9

Gas medium length plotted as a function of coherence length, Lcoh, and

absorption length, Labs (adapted from [50]).
From Figure 9 it is clear that as long as there is absorption, the output photon flux will
≫

saturate at a certain medium length, regardless of coherence length. Even when
the output photon flux approaches an asymptotic limit. In the case of
, the maximum is actually higher than the saturated output photon flux.

5

,
and
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Figure 10 (a) Number of 15th harmonic photons produced as a function of increasing
xenon pressure in hollow-core fiber. There is a clear maximum and saturation limit,
with most intensities saturating before 10 mbar.

The inset shows the normalized

evolution after integration on the spatial profile of the fundamental. (b) Number of 15th
harmonic photons produced in xenon 4 cm fiber (squares), 800 μm gas jet (crosses), and
in the same fiber with argon (circles) (adapted from [50]).
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A similar trend between photon yield and backing pressure as there is for photon yield
and medium length can be seen in Figure 10. (a) shows the 15th harmonic yield for several laser
intensities versus the Xenon pressure in a hollow core fiber. There is a clear maximum at
lower pressure, and saturation at higher laser intensities. The inset shows two laser intensities
for Xe and Ar integrated over the spatial profile of the driving laser. Xe has a clear maximum
just under 10 mbar with a sudden drop off at higher pressures, and Ar shows a similar behavior
with a maximum just over 10 mbar. (b) compares the 15th harmonic photon yield between
xenon is a hollow core fiber and in a gas jet. From Figure 10 (b) it apparent that the hollow
core fiber not only produces a higher total photon yield at optimal conditions, but also does so
at lower backing pressures. Argon is shown as well in the same hollow core fiber, and has a
similar behavior to xenon, but with a slightly lower yield and a maximum at slightly higher
backing pressures.
From Figure 10 it can be seen that the high harmonic efficiency is dependent not only
on the physical parameters of the laser and the introduction of the gas, but also the gas species.
Heavier atoms such as Xe, Kr, and Ar have the highest high harmonic generation efficiency,
while higher energy photons are produced in Ne and He. This makes intuitive sense, as the
recombination rate is dependent first on the ionization rate, which will decrease as the
ionization potential increases. The maximum kinetic energy gained by the electron, on the
other hand, will increase under similar conditions. HHG has been produced in molecular
species[51] and solids as well[52].

1.2.3 Attosecond Pulse Trains (APT)
One extremely exciting phenomenon of HHG is the generation of Attosecond Pulse
Trains (APT). APT’s occur as a natural consequence of a coherent laser field intense enough to
generate high harmonics. The symmetry combined with the extremely broad wavelength
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distribution of the harmonics produced, is enough to generate pulses much shorter than the
original driving laser pulse. During HHG, the electron is ionized at or after the peak of the
electric field. Recombination, however, happens close to the point where the electric field is
zero. As the electric field and the vector potential are out of phase by π/2, the vector potential
amplitude is at a maximum when the electric field is zero, and vice versa. A consequence of
these dynamics, is that the photons are released in bunches at every zero field crossing of the
electric field of the laser pulse. The motion can be controlled such that the pulses have a
duration shorter than 250 as[53]. A natural extension of this phenomenon is attosecond
pump-probe. Pump-probe experiments are limited in time resolution by the step size of the
delay and the pulse duration. The step size can be infinitely small, but if the pulse duration is
still several femtoseconds, the time resolution of the experiment will be too long to study
attosecond dynamics. APT’s are an exciting advancement, as the pulse duration is just a
fraction of an attosecond, making attosecond pump-probe experiments a more realistic
prospect.

1.2.4 Resolution of Attosecond Beating by Interference of Two-Photon

Transition (RABBITT)
In order to generate an attosecond pulse, an extreme broad bandwidth ranging from
XUV to near IR is required. HHG and Raman scattering[54-55] are both known to produce
such bandwidths. However, the time profile of these pulses is not easily resolved. Pulses
within an APT are produced with a frequency of one half optical cycle of the driving laser.
Therefore, the driving laser pulse is inherently much longer than the individual attosecond
pulses produced. Theory has predicted the possibility that the harmonics produced will be
locked in phase.

If this is correct, they will exhibit a beating characteristic caused by

constructive interference and amplitude modulation necessary to generate individual pulses.
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Here the phase-locked harmonics could produce a pulse as short as Tlaser/2N, where N is the
number of phase-locked harmonics and N=5 is sufficient for attosecond pulses[56].

Figure 11 Photoelectron spectra (left) and energy diagram (right) showing the yield and
energetic of the harmonics and sidebands. (A) is the photoelectron spectrum of Ar
ionized by the odd harmonics. (B) & (C) include the IR pulse at time delays of -1.7 fs and
-2.5 fs respectively. (C) exhibits the strongest sidebands (adapted from [18]).
The harmonic intensities are rather low, and thus only generate one-photon ionization
events. However, the introduction of an IR field can induce multi-photon processes. At
relatively low IR intensities, sidebands can be observed at even harmonics resulting from either
the addition or subtraction of the energy of one IR photon (see Figure 11). At such an intensity
this process can be treated as a 2nd order perturbation.

When plotted as a function of delay

between the IR beam and the HHG beam, the sideband peak signal does indeed exhibit an
intensity modulation with a frequency of 1.35 fs or one half an optical cycle for 800 nm
light[18].

This beating method has been coined Resolution of Attosecond Beating by

Interference of Two-Photon Transition or RABBITT[57].
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Figure 12 Left, the sideband-peak normalized to total signal as a function of the time
delay between the IR and the harmonics. Each exhibits an amplitude modulation with a
period of 1.35 fs, or one half optical cycle of the 800 nm IR beam.

Right, the

reconstructed intensity profile shows a peak to peak time separation of 1.35 fs and a
pulse width of 250 as (adapted from [18]).

1.2.5 Intense APT’s
The observation of attosecond pulse trains is an exciting achievement because these
pulses are at least an order of magnitude shorter than can be achieved with commercially
available lasers and other non-linear techniques. The pulses are generated in bursts with very
broad bandwidth, leaving the possibility of further compressing the pulses. One of the major
shortcomings of using HHG to generate APT’s is the low yield of HHG photons. Many
experimentalists use a metal filter to separate the driving IR laser from the XUV APT. In this
case the transmission of the metal filter allows some of the XUV light to pass while blocking
the IR light. Unfortunately, the XUV intensity is diminished as this process is not 100%
efficient. Midorikawa et. al[58] chose not to use a metal filter, but rather to use a Si mirror set
at the Brewster angle of the IR light as a harmonic separator. At the Brewster angle for the IR
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pulse, the Si mirror transmits the IR light almost entirely, while reflecting about 60% of the
XUV pulse. It then sends the APT pulse train into the TOF mass spectrometer at a higher
efficiency, and without the spatiotemporal distortion that is introduced to the pulse by passing
through the metal filter. The figure below shows both the experimental set-up and the relative
intensities of observed harmonics using Ar in the TOF mass spectrometer.

Figure 13 (a) Experimental Set-Up for producing intense APT’s. A Si beam splitter set
at the Brewster angle for the IR beam transmits nearly all the IR light while reflecting a
significant portion of the APT. (b) Relative intensities of HHG photons produced. It
was measured using Ar in the experimental TOF mass spectrometer (adapted from
[59].)
A major reason that the low HHG yield of experiments is an issue is that looking
forward to the possibility of XUV-pump-XUV-probe, the yield needs to be high enough to
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support a two-photon absorption. To demonstrate that the yield was indeed higher using the
harmonic separator technique, Midorikawa et. al tested their APT on a sample of N2[58]. The
reason for using N2 over Ar, which was used to measure the relative intensities, is the cross
section for the harmonics is about an order of magnitude higher. This greatly increases the
probability of two-photon absorption. If two-photon spectroscopy is possible, then XUVpump-XUV-probe experiments may soon be as well. The total energy to generate N+ from N2+
is 46.5 eV, or more than the 30th harmonic. Therefore, the major contributions should be from
the photons above the 11th harmonic in order to reach a sum of the 30th. In this experiment, the
harmonic separator is also split through the middle in order to generate two delayed. The
pulse delay is used to generate an autocorrelation measurement in the production of N+ ions.
From the autocorrelation traces of the high energy ion peaks made using the RABBIT
technique it is clear that the HHG intensities are indeed sufficient for two-photon double
ionization of N2.
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Figure 14 (a) KER of N2 after ionization by APT. (b) Energetic diagram for two-photon
double ionization of N2. (c) Ion signal intensities as a function of time delay for the high
energy peaks in (a). The large energy separation is due to the Coulomb explosion of
N+ + N+. (d) same as (c), but for the central peak in (a), which is largely due to N+ or N2+
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following single ionization. (e) is the autocorrelation trace for N+ fragments from N2
exposed to only the 800 nm fundamental light (adapted from [58]).

1.2.6 Phase Control

Figure 15 (a-c) 3-step process.

(c)

A few cycle wave envelope depicts the cut-off

radiation for HHG (adapted from [53]). (d) shows the modulation of photon energy in
relation to the electric field intensity and pulse envelope amplitude. (e-f) HHG
generation in few cycle cosine wave and sine wave pulses, respectively (adapted from
[27]). The cut-off energy is achieved when the electron is ionized at the peak of the
electric field and recombines ¾ of a cycle later at zero electric field. Recombination
happens in bunches near the cut-off forming a very broadband, ultra short pulse every
half cycle. The XUV filter can reflect the fundamental, while allowing a section of the
HHG spectrum to pass, thus leaving only the APT.
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The cut-off energy in Figure 15 (a-c) 3-step process. (c) A few cycle wave envelope
depicts the cut-off radiation for HHG (adapted from [53]). (d) shows the modulation of photon
energy in relation to the electric field intensity and pulse envelope amplitude. (e-f) HHG
generation in few cycle cosine wave and sine wave pulses, respectively (adapted from [27]).
The cut-off energy is achieved when the electron is ionized at the peak of the electric field and
recombines ¾ of a cycle later at zero electric field. Recombination happens in bunches near the
cut-off forming a very broadband, ultra short pulse every half cycle. The XUV filter can reflect
the fundamental, while allowing a section of the HHG spectrum to pass, thus leaving only the
APT. is achieved when the electron is ionized at the peak of the electric field and recombines
when the electric field is zero, three quarters of a laser cycle later. Figure 15 (c) shows this
dynamic. From Figure 7 (a) shows the classical trajectories for electrons ionized with different
initial phases relative to the electric field. The electron returns to the parent ion when it
crosses the horizontal. (b) shows the recombination energy versus the return time. Note that
the cut-off energies correspond to a recombination at the zero of the electric field. This occurs
because the vector potential is out of phase with the field amplitude by π/2. The grayscale
indicates kinetic energy for the various trajectories (adapted from [49]). and Figure 15 (d) one
can see the photon energy release is a continuous spectrum, with the cut-off energy being
released at

/2. The cut-off energy, or the maximum achievable photon energy release, is

defined as 3.2 times the ponderamotive potential, Up, plus the ionization potential, Ip. The
ionization potential is factored in, because as the electron recombines, for maximum energy
release it, decays to the ground state.
3.2

(10)
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1.2.7 Direct Measurement of Light Waves
An interesting application of the attosecond double slit experiment was achieved by
Goulielmakis et. al[60].

They combined the attosecond double slit concept with high

harmonic generation in order to implement a pump-probe time-delayed experimental set-up. A
single XUV pulse with approx. 250 as width. The goal of this experiment is to measure the few
cycle pulse by ionizing the molecular beam using an XUV-pump pulse. The ionized electrons
will then be driven towards or away from the electron detector, or “single slit”, depending on
the electric field of the laser pulse (see schematic in Figure 16 below)

Figure 16

Basic experimental set-up[60].

Electrons are first ionized by an HHG

generated XUV pulse. The electric field will drive ionized electron towards or away
from the electron detector depending on the sign of the field.
The initial laser is 750 nm, 0.4 mJ, < 5 fs and is focused onto neon gas to generate 250
as pulses at

93 eV. The XUV pulses and the IR pulse then copropagate towards a two

component spherical Mo/Si mirror. The kinetic energy observed by the electron detector after
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the XUV-pump pulse will be
this example,

2

, where Wb is the electron’s binding energy. In

71.5 eV. When introducing the IR pulse, there will be a field-

induced variation of the electron kinetic energy release. In Figure 17 below, the field-induced
variation is apparent. As only a couple cycles appear in the electron kinetic energy spectrum, it
is possible to conclude that a single XUV pulse was used to pump. Comparing the results of
the reconstructed (red) and calculated (gray) pulses in Figure 17 confirms this. The inset
shows the energy spectrum obtained via Fourier transform. Theory predicts that if a few cycle
pulse creates a single XUV burst, it has a cosine carrier envelope phase[61]. In this way, the
pulse was measured with comparable accuracy to autocorrelation methods.

Figure 17 Left, electron kinetic energy release vs. time delay in femtoseconds. Right,
reconstructed pulse (red), and calculated pulse (gray) (adapted from [60]).

1.3 Double Ionization
Recollision plays a major role in strong field phenomena, as discussed in the sections
about high harmonic generation and isolated attosecond pulses. As the intensity of the laser
pulse increases, the likelihood of multiple ionization naturally increases. This is not a linear
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trend, as the dynamics are not simply based on photon energy absorbed. The simplest strong
field multi-photon process in which two electrons are ionized is when each electron is ionized
sequentially.

Aptly called Sequential Double Ionization (SDI), this process is when one

electron is ionized, escapes, and then another electron is ionized in the same laser pulse, but not
necessarily the same optical cycle[62]. However, as discussed in detail above, the first ionized
electron has a non-zero probability of extremely energetic recollision with the parent ion. In
the case of HHG, this recollision results in recombination and emission of the excess energy via
a high energy photon. Another interesting result is the so called self-imaging of an atom or
molecule[28, 63]; a process quite similar to X-ray crystallography, but in gas phase. It has
been predicted[64] and recently achieved[65] that this process can be used to track molecular
dynamics and often produces quite beautiful diffraction images.
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Figure 18 Electron diffraction imaging of a single atom (a), a diatomic (b), and circular
cuts (c) in each. The solid line in (c) is the cicular cut of (b) and the dashed line is the
same for (a). (d) is the schematic of the recollision dynamics (adapted from [66]).
This recollision process in a strong laser field is extremely energetic and the recolliding
electron can carry enough energy to ionize a second electron. This process is referred to as
Non-Sequential Double Ionization (NSDI) and differs from SDI because it can only occur
within the same laser cycle. There are a few proposed mechanisms for NSDI, such as direct
impact ionization and Recollision induced Excitation and Subsequent Ionization (RESI)[67].
Direct impact ionization is an autonym. The energy imparted by the recolliding electron is
high enough to overcome the ionization potential of the second electron. RESI happens when
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the recollision excites another electron from the ground state of the cation, and it ionizes after a
delay period.

Figure 19 Ionization following recollision. Direct impact ionization is depicted by the
full lines, and RESI is depicted by the dashed lines. The lower panels depict the two
electron trajectories for the two processes. Continuous and dashed lines denote x and y
dimensions respectively (adapted from [67]).

1.3.1 “Knee Structure” Transition
Intuitively one might assume that as the laser intensity increases SDI might appear first
as the dominant pathway for double ionization because the dynamics are simpler.

SDI
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pathway, however, requires more initial energy imparted by the electric field in order to
overcome both the single and double ionization potential barriers. For this reason, NSDI
actually dominates double ionization at lower intensities. As the intensity increases, the atom
or molecule is more likely to absorb enough photons to overcome the potential barrier for the
second ionization. This transition from NSDI dominant to SDI dominant can be seen in the
ratio of single to double ionization for multiple species as the intensity is ramped up. Below a
certain intensity, little to double ionization occurs, but as the intensity increases the ratio
climbs dramatically before leveling off. Then, there is a sudden increase, which can be plotted
as a second slope, which is a sign that SDI is becoming more prevalent and even dominant.
This sudden change in slope is often referred to as the “knee structure” and is the transition
from NSDI to SDI dominant pathways.
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Figure 20 Plot of single and double ionization rates that display the “knee structure” at
the transition from single to double ionization. Noble gases such as Kr[68], Xe[68],
and Ar are displayed, as well as several small molecules, N2[69], C2H2[69], and NO[23].

1.3.2 Elipticity vs. Recollision
Non-sequential double ionization and high harmonic generation rely on the recollision
of the electron with the parent ion. The probability of this happening is highest at linear
polarization. The electron is ejected with little to no perpendicular momentum and is driven
linearly away from and linearly back towards the parent ion. Any perpendicular moment that
is not substantial can be compensated by the coulomb focusing[70] which focuses the electron
probability distribution close the positively charged parent ion. As the elipticity of the electric
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field increases, the electron is driven in a spiral pattern that pulls it further and further from the
parent ion[71], and due to this, the electron recollision probability drops quickly to zero with
increasing elipticity.

Figure 21 Sequential double ionization under the influence of elliptically polarized laser
field,

. . The electron is driven away from the parent ion, and because of the

rotating polarization it does not return[71].
While the probability of NSDI reduces dramatically, because the recollision rate drops
as elipticity increases, it is not impossible for recollision and therefore NSDI to occur. The
recollision probability also does not drop to zero with molecular species the same way it does in
atomic species. This is likely due to the size of the parent ion. Figure 21 shows the spiraling
pattern of the first and second ionized electrons in SDI, and Figure 22 below shows the same
patterns, but due to non-zero transverse momentum, recollision is possible. When the first
electron is ionized, it has zero momentum parallel to the electric field, but may have some
initial momentum perpendicular.
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Figure 22 (a)-(d) show trajectories for the first and second ionized electrons in a NSDI
recollision process[72]. Insets in (a) & (c) are expanded in (b) & (d) respectively. (e)
shows the ratio of single to double ionization of benzene, deuterated benzene, Kr, and
Xe at

/

(dashed) and

.

/

(solid). The double ionization

rate drops at most to about 40% in benzene at the lower power, but Xe & Kr drop
quickly to zero. The level after

.

is the level of the noise. (e) was performed in

our lab using 800 nm, 1kHz, 40 fs Ti:Sapphire laser.

1.3.3 Attosecond Angular Streaking
Attosecond streaking as a technique has been used to characterize attosecond
pulses[34](see Figure 17), but it is a much more powerful technique. For instance, attosecond
streak imaging has been used to measure the photoemission delay[73], which had previously
been treated as instantaneous.

The application that is most applicable to this work is

attosecond angular streaking. As discussed in previous sections, the vector potential of the
electric field is π/2 ahead of the phase of the electric field amplitude (see Figure 15). A typical
streak camera measures the electron kinetic energy release (KER), but when the laser field is
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elliptically polarized, the electron momentum distribution will have a significant angular
distribution[2].

Figure 23 Electron momentum distribution at increasing elipticity[74].
Due to the phase difference between the electric field and its vector potential, the
electron streaks 90° away from the major axis of an elliptically polarized electric field. This can
be seen in Figure 23. As the elipticity increases, the electron distribution spreads perpendicular
to the major axis. There is an angle Δ which corresponds to the electron tunneling delay.
Pfeiffer et. al performed a semi classical calculation and were able to compare with the
experiment to derive a relationship between the experimentally observed Δ and the calculated
electron tunneling delay[74].
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Figure 24 Attoclock schematic (adapted from [75]). The “hour hand” is mapped by the
amplitude of the electric field, and the “minute hand” is mapped by the angle.
Elliptically polarized, specifically circularly polarized light, offers a very unique
application to ultrafast physics. In a circularly polarized laser field, the amplitude of the field is
determined by the wave envelope, but unlike a linear pulse, the electric field amplitude is never
zero. In an ideal circular laser pulse, the electric field amplitude is always the maximum
allowed by the envelope, and it instead rotates in the plane perpendicular to propagation. What
makes this rotation so appealing to ultrafast physics, is that the frequency of the rotation is
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known. The instantaneous polarization of the electric field can be considered a time stamp for
direct translation to dynamical processes. The so called attoclock[5, 76] uses the laser pulse
itself as a clock. Electron KER can be mapped directly to time. The amplitude of the ionized
electron is a coarse time measurement, or the “hour hand,” and the angle is the fine
measurement, the “minute hand” (see Figure 24). Using this method it is possible to map
electron emission to the time domain, and for instance, time the delay between the first and
second electron following double ionization. The attoclock technique will be particularly useful
for studying electron-electron correlation following SDI or NSDI in strong laser fields.

1.4.4 Electron-Electron Correlation
The dynamics of electrons in an atom or molecule are inherently tied to one another.
Whether it is quantum interactions involving the wavefunction, or the classical Coulomb
repulsion between them, the electrons are constantly affected by one another. For this reason,
during a double ionization process, the dynamics of the first and second ionized electron are
inherently correlated. Studying this correlation poses a difficult practical problem. Electrons
are extremely light, and as discussed before, their dynamics happen on a time scale much faster
than current experimental resolutions allow for. Several methods have been proposed to
approach this time regime. IAP and attoclock, for example, serve as tools that could be used to
improve experimental resolution. With double ionization, however, there is another practical
difficulty; detecting two electrons. Weber et. al have studied the electron-electron correlation
following double ionization by detecting one electron, the parent ion and deriving the
momentum of the other electron via momentum conservation[77].
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Figure 25 (a) Electron momentum vs. ion momentum following double ionization. The
momenta are directly correlated, but the width is indicative of a three body interaction.
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(b) Electron-electron momentum plot at
momentum plot at

/

/

.

(c) Electron-electron

(adapted from [77]).

Weber et. al[77] via momentum conservation have effectively reproduced the “knee
structure” argument discussed above (Section 1.3.1). The electron-electron momentum plot
reveals a strong correlation between the momentum of the first and second electrons at
3

/

10

, but the correlation disappears almost completely at 15

10

/

. This

likely due to the transition from NSDI dominant to SDI dominant pathway, as seen in the ratio
of single to double ionization in Figure 20. The reason the electrons in Figure 25 (b) have a
strong tendency to either both have positive or both have negative momentum, is because of
the fast ionization following recollision. If NSDI is the dominant pathway to double ionization,
recollision will be the dominant mechanism. When the first electron recollides with the parent
ion and the second electron is ionized by the imparted energy of the first, both will be driven
together along the direction of the electric field. For this reason, NSDI will show strong
correlation in the first and third quadrants of the electron-electron momentum plot. SDI, on
the other hand, will not have the same correlation, as the two electrons are ionized far enough
apart by subsequent optical cycles.

1.4 Remarks
Many promising experimental results are pushing ultrafast physics into the attosecond
regime.

Isolated attosecond pulses show promise towards an ultrafast pump-probe style

experiment with attosecond time resolution. The shortest pulse to date is 67 as and is already
orders of magnitude shorter than a few cycle IR pulse.

Attoclock measurements offer

attosecond time resolution without the elaborate set-up necessary for high harmonic generation
and therefore may be a more practical or cost effective route for experimentalists. These
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techniques are critical steps towards the study of attosecond and electron dynamics. With
them, the possibility of elucidating electron-electron correlation dynamics is becoming a reality.
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CHAPTER 2 ENHANCED HIGH HARMONIC
GENERATION IN A TRANSVERSELY
CONFINED SYSTEM
2.0 Abstract
We investigate the effects of the transverse boundary (perpendicular to the laser
polarization) in the simulation of high harmonic spectrum of a hydrogen atom by numerically
solving 3-D time-dependent Schrödinger equation implemented using a combination of CPU
and GPU computing. Enhanced harmonic yield of more than one order of magnitude near the
cutoff region is observed for small transverse grid sizes (<32 a.u.) while the harmonic cutoff is
not changed by the transverse confinement. This effect is due to reflections at the transverse
boundary, thereby increasing the probability of recombination after ionization. With this
confinement, the scaling between high harmonic yield and driving laser wavelength becomes
much more favorable (-5 vs. -6 with unrestricted system). We discuss the possibility of using
low-dimensional nanostructure to implement this confinement to enhance single atom high
harmonic generation efficiency.

2.1 Introduction
In the numerical solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for strong field
phenomena such as strong field ionization and high harmonic generation, the absorbing
boundary requires careful treatment. While it is desirable to have large grid to avoid reflection
at the boundary, the computational cost become prohibitive quickly. Previous studies show that
accurate results can be obtained by employing a reasonable size grid with a proper absorbing
boundary that is implemented using mask function[78], exterior complex scaling, and many
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other methods. In 2D and 3D simulations, both the longitudinal and transverse absorbing
boundary were imposed even though the electronic dynamics at these directions are distinct:
the electron moves violently in the direction of laser polarization and have large spatial
excursion (~10 nanometers); transversely electron only spreads out with a narrow momentum
distribution peaked at the zero and relatively confined around the nuclei (~1 nanometers). The
transverse motion of the electron is detrimental to harmonic generation especially with long
drive laser wavelength, because it reduces the recombination probability when electron is
driven back to the nuclei longitudinally[79-82]. The reflection from the longitudinal boundary
produces spurious high harmonics and unphysical background level and should be avoided. A
transverse boundary behaves differently because the reflection off it will not produce
unphysical dipole acceleration along the laser polarization direction and thus should not affect
the cut-off of the harmonics. Furthermore, it is highly likely that the transversely spreading
electronic wave packet will be forced back toward the nuclei and thus to increase the
recombination probability and high harmonic generation efficiency. In this paper we investigate
the effects of such transversely confined system on high harmonic generation by numerically
solving the time-dependent Schrodinger equation in cylindrical symmetry using a split
operator method develop by Bandrauk and coworkers. The confinement is simply provided by
the transverse boundary located at various distance from the nuclei. As mentioned early,
reflection off such a wall generally does not represent a real physical procedure and might
produce strong bremstrahlung background, as in the case of reflection off a longitudinal
boundary[78, 83]. However, in high harmonic generation, the typical transverse energy for
electron is very small (<1 eV)[79, 84] so we can expect minimal background interference. We
find that this confinement can indeed increase the harmonic generation efficiency more than
one order of magnitude for those harmonics around the cut-off region. The scaling between the
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high harmonics efficiency and driving wavelength is also much favorably at (-5 instead of -6
for unrestricted system. It should be noted that various approaches using ultra-intense
magnetic field or a combination of magnetic and electric field to control the spreading motion
of the electron have been explored by Bandrauk and coworkers[85] and Starace and
coworkers[86].

Rost and coworkers[87] also investigated a longitudinal confinement

potential that can extend the harmonic cut-offs.
To compute the numerical solution to the Schrödinger equation, simulations were run
on Graphics Processing Units (GPU’s) as opposed to Central Processing Units (CPU’s).
GPU’s have been used to improve computational time by taking advantage of the massive
number of processors and optimal parallel processing capabilities. Traditionally, very powerful
CPU’s are used to compute large calculations, but recent studies have shown that when parallel
processing is possible, GPU’s outperform CPU’s, especially in large scale calculations.[88]
CPU’s have more powerful processors individually, but in parallel processing the sheer number
of processors gives the GPU an advantage.

2.2 Boundary Conditions
In general, in the numerical solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for
strong field phenomena such as strong field ionization and high harmonic generation, the
boundary requires careful treatment. Previous studies show that accurate results can be
obtained by employing a reasonable size grid with a proper absorbing boundary that is
implemented using mask function[78], exterior complex scaling[89], etc. Usually, both the
longitudinal and transverse absorbing boundary are imposed to suppress reflection at the grid
edge even though the electronic dynamics at these directions are distinct: the electron moves
violently in the direction of laser polarization and has large spatial excursion (~10 nanometers);
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transversely electron only spreads out with a narrow momentum distribution peaked at the
zero and relatively confined around the nuclei (~a few nanometer). The reflection from the
longitudinal boundary produces spurious high harmonics and unphysical background level and
should be avoided[10]. A transverse boundary behaves differently because the reflection off it
will not produce unphysical dipole acceleration along the laser polarization direction and thus
should not affect the cut-off of the harmonics but does offer confinement the electronic wave
packet. In this paper we investigate the effects of such transversely confined systems on high
harmonic generation by numerically solving the time-dependent Schrodinger equation in
cylindrical symmetry using a split operator method developed by Bandrauk and
coworkers[90]. The confinement is simply provided by the transverse boundary located at
various distances from the nuclei (the size of the transverse grid).

As mentioned early,

reflection off such a wall generally does not represent a real physical procedure and might
produce strong bremstrahlung background, as in the case of reflection off a longitudinal
boundary[78, 83]. However, in high harmonic generation, the typical transverse energy for
electron is small (<1 eV)[79, 84] so we can expect minimal background interference.
Furthermore, such small transverse kinetic energy suggests a typical atomic potential offered
by neighboring atom(s) could provide confinement without itself being ionized/excited,
although in current approach, the confinement potential is effectively infinitely high. We find
that this confinement can indeed increase the harmonic generation efficiency more than one
order of magnitude for those harmonics around the cut-off region. The scaling between the
high harmonics efficiency and driving wavelength is also favorably improved to -5 from -6 for
unrestricted systems.
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2.3 Graphics Processing Unit
Calculations for this study were carried out on NVIDIA Tesla M2090 graphics
processing unit (GPU) in combination with Intel i7 2700K central processing unit (CPU).
While CPU’s have the ability to compute individual processes very quickly, they can only
compute one process at a time. Quad dual core processors (i.e. 8 processors) are now common
for CPU’s and parallel processing has been implemented and is being further developed and
optimized.

A single GPU has hundreds of stripped-down processors, which may pale in

comparison individually, but excel at parallel processing due to sheer number. For example,
the Tesla M2090 has 512 processors compared with our CPU’s 8.

Both are extremely

powerful, but for our purposes the GPU excels beyond the capabilities of the CPU with
calculation time decreased by a factor of more than 16.

Similarly, GPU’s have been

implemented to accelerate computation speed across scientific fields such as physics[91-95],
chemistry[96-98] and biology[99].

Processor
Type

Processors Format

Simulation
Size

Grid Size
(BesselFourier
Space)

Average
Computational
Time

Intel i7
2700K
(CPU)
Tesla
M2090
(GPU)
Tesla
M2090

2

256 a.u. by 8
a.u.

1024 x 16

8 hr

512

C++ with
GSL Math
Library
Arrayfire C++

256 a.u. by 8
a.u.

1024 x 16

<30 min

512

Arrayfire C++

1024 a.u. by
64 a.u.

8096 x 96

3 hr

The computational speed was increased by more than an order of magnitude after
implementing Arrayfire’s CUDA based multi-core C++ library on a Tesla M2090 GPU.
Originally, the simulations were run on an Intel i7 2700K quad dual-core processor. A small
simulation size of 256 a.u. by 8 a.u. corresponding to 16,384 grid points took approximately 8
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hours to run. After implementing Arrayfire, the same simulation completed in less than 30
minutes.

Variables are still initialized on the CPU, however, the entire TDSE algorithm is

computed on the GPU after variable are initialized and transferred. With optimized computing
speed a larger simulation size of 1024 a.u. by 64 a.u., which corresponds to 777,216 grid points,
an increase of a factor of 24, finished in approximately 3 hours, or less than half the time of the
original simulation. This signifies an increased efficiency with larger simulation size, which is
supported by standards for GPU performance.

2.4 Method
HHG has been studied using various numerical and experimental methods. In this
work, we use a numerical solution to the 3-D Time-Dependent Schrödinger Equation (3-D
TDSE) presented by Chelkowski et al. [100]. The laser propagates perpendicular to the z-axis
and is linearly polarized such that the electric field is directed parallel to the z-axis. The
Schrödinger equation for the electronic wavefunction in cylindrical coordinates in an intense
laser field is

i

 p2

d
  , z , t     ezE t   Vc  , t   , z, t  ,
dt
 2


(1)

where E(t) is the electric field generated by the laser, Vc(ρ,z) is the Coulomb interaction with
the nucleus.

The laser pulse has a Gaussian wave envelope with the form

E(t)  sin( 0t)exp(t - T/2)2 / 2 , where δ is proportional to T [see Figure 26(a)]. The time
step is Δt=0.01a.u. The nucleus is stationary in the simulation. This method utilized a BesselFourier transform to eliminate the ρ dependence during propagation and also eliminate the
singularity at the origin. The basis functions for the Bessel-Fourier transform are
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2
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J0 n 
LJ 1 xn   L  ,

(2)

where J0 and J1 are zeroth and first order Bessel functions, respectively, xn are zeros of J0, s.t.
J0(xn)=0, L is the maximum value of ρ. The functions satisfy the following orthonormality
relation

 n  m    n   m  d   n, m
L

0

.

(3)

Finally, the wavefunction can be expanded by

  , z, t   n 1n  z, t  n  
M

.

(4)

Most notably, φn is not dependent on ρ. The φn's can be isolated using the orthonormality
relation (eq. 3),

 n  z , t    n      , z , t 

.

Further details can be found in Chelkowski et al. [100].

(5)
This method enables 3

dimensional modeling of an atomic or molecular system in a laser field with cylindrical
symmetry. It also conveniently allows treating the longitudinal and transverse boundary
independently. The necessary value of M depends on the size of the simulation, specifically L.
In our simulations for L=8 a.u. & 16 a.u. we use M=32, for L=32 a.u., M=64, for L=64 a.u.,
M=96, and for L=96 a.u., M=128. For all simulations the maximum value of z was set to 1024
a.u. or ±512 a.u. The step size of the grid in z was Δz=0.125 a.u. No absorption mask was set
at the transverse boundary to mimic a high confinement potential while an absorbing mask was
implemented at the longitudinal boundaries. The absorbing mask is 5 a.u. thick and has the
form
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1, if z  Z max  5 a.u.

,
b z     512  z    18
  , if Z max  5 a.u.  z  Z max
sin 
  5  2 

(6)

where Zmax=512 a.u. He et al. discuss a method called exterior complex scaling which reduces
reflections from the boundaries[89]. We however have chosen are longitudinal boundary large
enough, such that there are no reflections or minimal reflections which have no effect on the
acceleration dipole, (see below eq. 10). We monitor whether the wavefunction has reached the
boundary by using the norm, N, and the overlap with the initial wavefunction, N0.
N t    t   t 

,

N 0 t    0   t 

(7)
.

(8)

The final value of N0 shows us how much electron density was ionized and N shows
how much density has reached the longitudinal absorbing boundary.

ψ(t) is normalized

initially and as a result N(t)=1 as long as the density does not reach the longitudinal absorbing
boundary.

2.5 Spectra and Yield
The harmonic spectrum was calculated using the acceleration gauge dipole expectation
value and applying the Fourier transform. The length gauge dipole expectation value (eq. 9), is
dominated by large z and most harmonics are overshadowed by electron density far from the
nucleus. Whereas, the acceleration gauge dipole (or acceleration dipole eq. 10)[101-102], goes
to zero at large values of z and ρ and also gives the correct cut-off.
DZ t    t  z  t 

Dz t     t  eE t  

,

(9)

z
 t 
r3
,

(10)
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where r is the spherical radial coordinate, i.e. ρ2+z2=r2.
ωcut-off = Ip + 3.17Up, where Ip is the ionization potential.

The cut-off frequency is

Up=I/4ω02 is the ponderamotive

potential, where I is the intensity in a.u., and ω0 is the laser frequency. Note that ħ=1 in atomic
units.

The absolute value of the Fourier transform of the acceleration dipole gives the

frequency spectrum for the HHG[101-102] and is given by

~
Dz   

1
T02



T

0

dte

 it

Dz t 

2

,

~
P   Dz   ,

(11)
(12)

where T is the length of the simulation, in our case 6 laser periods [see Figure 26(a)]. The
yield is calculated by integrating the frequency spectrum over a specific energy range using
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where E0 = Ip (full spectrum or 1st method) or E0 = Ip + (3.17/2)Up (half spectrum or 2nd
method) and E1 = Ip + 3.17Up = ωcut-off. These energy ranges are also more relevant than any
fixed range, because we study a variety of wavelengths and the energy spectrum varies
accordingly. The two intervals we studied in this work are the interval from Ip to the cut-off
energy (E1) and the second half of the interval from Ip to the cut-off energy. We observe
oscillations in the full spectrum similar to Schiessl et al. [103]. However, considering the
latter half of the frequency spectrum gives more informative results and is more relevant to this
study because the harmonic enhancement occurs at higher energies, near the cut-off. It has
been recently suggested that dipole velocity should be used in computing HHG spectrum
[104]. In this study, we have used all three methods (dipole, dipole velocity and dipole
acceleration), the conclusions are consistent.
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Figure 26 (a) Electric field of the driving laser pulse, used for all wavelengths in the
simulations. (b) Electron density at peak laser intensity for driving laser wavelength of
800 nm and intensity of 1014 W/cm2. (c) Same as (b), but for driving laser wavelength of
2400 nm.

A significant increase in transverse dispersion is apparent at 2400 nm

compared with 800 nm.
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2.6 Results
The effects of the boundary conditions on the HHG have been studied previously, but
have mainly focused on the longitudinal boundary. Krause et al. reported that their results are
insensitive to the transverse boundary at distances larger than 25 a.u. for a laser wavelength of
800 nm[102]. They also show that reflections from the longitudinal boundary can artificially
extend the cutoff and increase yield.

The distance at which HHG is insensitive to the

transverse boundary varies with wavelength, as discussed below. As mentioned early, we
believe there is opportunity to implement a transverse boundary in the laboratory. Assuming
that this is possible the boundary would act as a focusing mechanism, which would increase
harmonic yield by more than an order of magnitude, while not artificially increasing the cut-off
energy. For longer wavelengths, the ionized electron will also spend more time in the electric
field due to a longer laser period. This means that if the wavelength is increased and the
electron has non-zero transverse momentum it is more likely to reach the transverse boundary
and be reflected. For the same reason, reflections can be observed at more distant boundaries
with longer driving laser wavelengths. Figure 26 (b) and 1(c) show the electron density at
peak laser intensity (1014 W/cm2) for both 800 nm and 2400 nm lasers, respectively. For 800
nm, a negligible amount of electron density reaches the boundary, whereas for 2400 nm,
reflections can be seen. 2400 nm also shows significantly larger longitudinal and transverse
excursion distances than 800 nm. This effect amplifies the yield at small transverse boundaries.
A significant increase in yield is observed near the cut-off region for all wavelengths
studied, but occurring at increasingly distant boundaries for increasing wavelengths. For
example, Figure 27(a) shows the frequency spectrum for 800 nm and an increase in yield of
several orders of magnitude can be seen between boundaries at 8 and 16 a.u. Similarly, for
1600 nm, an enhancement of several orders of magnitude is observed near the cut-off frequency
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between boundaries at 16 and 32 a.u. [see Figure 27(b)], and enhancement is also seen for 2400
nm, between 32 and 64 a.u. [see Figure 27(c)].

Figure 27 High harmonic frequency spectrum for driving laser wavelength of 800 nm
and intensity 1014W/cm2. Enhancement of 2-3 orders of magnitude is seen near the cut-
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off energy between 8 and 16 a.u. transverse boundary positions. (b) Same as (a), but with
driving laser wavelength 1600nm. An increase in high harmonic yield is seen between
16 a.u. and 32 a.u. (c) Same as (a), but with driving laser wavelength 2400nm. An
increase in high harmonic yield is seen between 32 a.u. and 64 a.u.
The harmonic yield is plotted as a function of wavelength for each transverse boundary
studied. Figure 28 (a) shows the harmonic yield for the full spectrum (1st method). Oscillations
in the yield are seen with increasing wavelength, however the overall wavelength dependence
for a transverse boundary of 96 a.u. (the largest in this study) was λ-6.2, however, when the
boundary is reduced to only 8 a.u. the dependence improves to λ-5.2.

The wavelength

dependence for the whole spectrum is improved by an order of magnitude as the transverse
boundary is reduced to 8 a.u. However, the full spectrum is largely dominated by lower energy
harmonics, which have a higher yield. For this reason we consider the second half of the
spectrum (2nd method), because it is more reactive to the enhancement effect near the cut-off
energy. Figure 28 (b) shows the harmonic yield for the 2nd method. A more regular trend is
observed, where the simulations with a transverse boundary at 96 a.u. have no reflections for all
wavelengths, with the possible exception of 3200 nm, which has an observed enhancement
between 64 and 96 a.u. For all other wavelengths, the yield at 96 a.u. is nearly identical to the
yield for 64 a.u. Figure 28 (b) clearly shows the enhancement discussed above and shown in
Figure 27, for all wavelengths from 400-3200 nm.
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Figure 28 (a) High harmonic yield for the full high harmonic frequency spectrum (1st
method) with different wavelengths and boundary positions. Due to oscillations, the
enhancement in harmonic yield is apparent, but inconsistent. (b) Same as (a), for second
half of the spectrum (2nd method). Using the 2nd method the enhancement, seen near the
cut-off, is clear. The wavelength dependence improves from λ-6.2 to λ-5.2 as boundary
position is moved from 96 a.u. to 8 a.u.
A transverse boundary of 32 a.u., radius in the laboratory frame, corresponds
approximately to a diameter of 3 nm. We believe there is potential to implement these confined
conditions in the laboratory using nano-fabricated materials[105].

For example, a laser

wavelength of 2400 nm could see an enhancement in harmonic yield for diameters less than 6
nm, with increasing enhancement as the diameter decreases. Ghimire et al. observed HHG in
bulk crystals, showing that while HHG is largely performed in the gas phase, it can indeed be
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observed in solid materials as well[106]. Kim et al. have also observed localized electric field
amplification in a series of aligned gold nano-triangles[107]. However, the motivation for
previous studies on HHG with nanostructure[108]was to achieve field enhancement and thus
enable HHG at lower input laser intensity. Our proposal concerns controlling the electronic
dynamics during HHG production.
The current study does not aim to provide a realistic modeling of HHG in solid but to
suggest a new approach to confine electron wave packet with reduced-dimensionality material.
The calculation clearly show that a few nanometer is needed for achieving this and longer
wavelength driving laser can further relax the size requirement, which can be produced with
current technology.
Finally, in this study, the implementation of the CPU/GPU combination decreased
calculation time by a factor of >16. Initially, a simulation space of 256 by 32 a.u. with M=32
and λ=800 nm required approximately 8 hours to compute. After implementing ArrayFire’s
C++ Library with the Tesla M2090, mentioned previously, the same simulation required only
approx. 30 min to complete. Afterwards, a longitudinal grid size of 1024 a.u. was standard for
this study and as large as 2048 a.u. was used to ensure that reflections from the longitudinal
boundary were effectively suppressed and/or eliminated. A simulation space of 1024 by 96 a.u.
with M=128 and λ=800 nm required approx. 3 hours to complete. The simulation space is
about 24x larger than the original simulation and with the CPU/GPU combination still
completed more than twice as quickly.

2.7 Conclusions
Transverse confinement of the electronic wavefunction focuses the wave packet and
significantly increases the likelihood of the ionized electron recombining with the parent ion.
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Increases in yield efficiency of multiple orders of magnitude are observed as the transverse
boundary is set at shorter distances from the nucleus. An enhancement of the dependence of
the yield on wavelength is seen from λ-6.2 to λ-5.2 as the boundary is decreased from 96 a.u. to
8 a.u. For longer laser wavelengths, enhancement is seen at more distant boundaries, allowing
the potential to utilize HHG at longer wavelengths and therefore obtain more energetic
harmonics in experiments.

We also show that implementing parallel computing using a

CPU/GPU combination can decrease computation time by a factor of >16.
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CHAPTER 3 ELECTRON-ION COINCIDENCE
DETECTION OF TWO-PHOTON DOUBLE
IONIZATION BY INTENSE ATTOSECOND
PULSE TRAINS
3.0 Introduction
High harmonic generation (HHG) is promising light source for attosecond
spectroscopy. HHG generates high energy photons of odd harmonic order of the driving laser
frequency, and thus can be used as table-top XUV and/or X-Ray light sources. Furthermore,
HHG offers the possibility of generating attosecond pulse trains (APT) when the driving laser
pulse is coherent (see Section 1.2, pg. 12). Considering pump-probe experiments are a well
established method for time-resolved spectroscopy, APT offer a promising possibility of
attosecond pump-probe spectroscopy.
Attosecond pump-probe has been proposed and theoretically demonstrated[4].

In

traditional pump-probe, the system is excited by the first pulse (pump) and probed by second
pulse (probe). The time resolution is determined by the pulse duration. Current commercially
available lasers support pulses as short as several femtoseconds, but the pulses in APTs are on
the order of 250 as or less[18]. This is promising as it’s already an order of magnitude shorter
than commercially available laser can achieve.

Isolated attosecond pulses have been

demonstrated as short as 67 as[8]. With these advances the possibility of attosecond pumpprobe spectroscopy appears to be achievable.
Unfortunately, a major shortcoming of HHG is that the yield of the high harmonics is
often very low, making multi-photon or even two-photon processes extremely unlikely.
Several methods to improve the overall yield have been proposed and studied (Section 1.2.2, pg.
15). In order to optimize the HHG yield, several factors need to be considered: focal length,
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gas pressure, gas cell length, gas source, etc. Loose focusing geometry[109] has been shown
to improve the overall yield. By using a long focal length lens (> 1 m), the focal length in
which HHG can take place is maximized. At the same time, the length of the gas cell is
controlled to be less than the coherence length of the gas medium and therefore not so long
that the coherence is lost or high harmonics are absorbed by the gas itself[50]. A similar
balance needs to be found with the gas pressure. If the pressure is too high, the high energy
photons generated will reabsorb, but if the pressure is too low, there will not be sufficient
atoms to generate high energy photons.
We demonstrate an intense attosecond pulse train produced in a xenon gas cell with
loose focusing geometry and sufficient intensity for double ionization of xenon. The energy of
harmonics generated by xenon is not sufficient to doubly ionize xenon in the coincidence
apparatus by single-photon absorption. However, they are sufficient for two-photon double
ionization. The XUV-pump-XUV-probe double photoionization generates an electron energy
spectrum with the signature of both sequential and non-sequential double ionization. Nonsequential double ionization appears to dominate, however both processes likely occur.

3.1 Methods
XUV photons are produced via HHG in a 14 cm Xe gas cell. The driving laser is an
800 nm, 25 fs, 1 kHz, Ti:Sapphire laser with a 16 mJ pulse energy. A loose focusing geometry
is achieved using a 4 m focal length lens. Immediately after the focus, the laser passes through
a quartz window into vacuum tubing. Due to non-linear interactions with air, the laser pulse
must pass entirely through vacuum. The focus is set at the back end of the Xe gas cell. The
XUV and IR light are separated at a silicon mirror set to the Brewster angle of the IR light,
and then a series of apertures clean up the beam profile, to ensure no stray XUV light scatters
inside the coincidence measurement chamber. In the coincidence chamber, a silicon carbide
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concave mirror focuses the XUV pulse onto a double skimmed molecular beam. A series of ion
lenses drive the electrons and ions towards complementary charged particle detectors. An
microchannel plate (MCP)/Phosphor screen detects the ion TOF, and a delay line detects the
electron TOF and position for three dimensional momentum detection.

3.1.1 Laser
Our experimental laser is an 800 nm Ti:Sapphire laser that can operate at 1-3 kHz. The
output of the oscillator is ideally at or above 500 mW. It’s sent through a stretcher, which is
composed of an optical grating, and several curved and flat mirrors, and stretches the pulse in
time by giving it a temporal chirp. A temporal chirp is when the laser pulse either increases or
decreases in frequency as time passes at a point in space in the laboratory frame. This temporal
chirp prevents the laser from burning the optics after amplification by stretching the total
energy of the pulse in time. The laser is then sent through an amplification ring, through
which it makes 12-14 passes on an amplification crystal. The crystal is pumped to a population
inversion by a YAG pump laser.

When the seed and pump beam overlap well in time

significant amplification is achieved (approx. 200 mW to 3 W). The seed laser then passes into
a second amplification stage; this one is much simpler than the first. The seed laser makes only
two passes through an amplification crystal. This time, however, there are two pump lasers,
and all three beams must overlap in time. The input beam of 3 W can be amplified to 22 W.
This beam is then sent into a compressor. As the name implies, the compressor, composed of
two optical gratings, compensates for the temporal chirp of the laser pulse, thereby
compressing it in time. Optimized, the laser has a pulse of approximately 25 fs (25 x 10-15 s).

3.1.2 HHG Gas Cell
High Harmonic Generation (HHG) is the process by which odd harmonics of the laser
frequency are generated in an intense laser field. The process is commonly described by the
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Three Step Model: ionization, acceleration, and recombination. First, the electron is ionized in
an intense laser field. Second, the electron is accelerated away from the parent ion, and when
the sign of the electric field changes, back towards the parent ion. Finally, if the electron
recombines with the parent ion, a high energy photon of odd harmonic order of the laser
frequency is emitted. HHG photons are odd harmonics due to symmetry conditions.
A standard approach to generating HHG photons in the lab is to use a gas cell and focus
the laser into the gas medium [110-111]. At or near the focus, the electric field strength
should be intense enough for the process to occur (1014-1015 W/cm2). However, allowing the
laser to enter the gas cell is challenging without high order effects broadening the pulse
duration or otherwise affecting the coherence of the pulse.

In addition to this practical

challenge, the laser intensity, in our case, is high enough to generate plasma in air, and needs to
travel through vacuum. In the past, our group and others have placed small (approximately 1
mm) stainless steel tubes on either end of the gas cell. These tubes separate the gas medium
from the vacuum, allow the beam to pass into the gas, and are small enough to limit the gas
that leaks out into vacuum. This method has its challenges as well. If the beam shifts even a
small amount from day to day, the laser has to be carefully realigned through the tubes on
either side. This is a time consuming process.
Our solution to decrease the amount of time spent aligning the beam each morning was
to use a thin (approximately 250 μm) aluminum sheet adhered to a window on either side of the
gas cell. The laser intensity is more than high enough to burn through the aluminum almost
instantaneously and thus allows a pre-aligned path for the laser to focus into the gas cell. The
holes in the aluminum are burned by the laser and therefore the laser is self-aligned through
the gas cell. The only practical challenge here is replacing the aluminum each morning.
However, the amount of aluminum needed is less than 1 in2, so this is not costly. Utilizing a
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gate valve with a reusable gasket allows us to take the window itself out of the vacuum line to
replace the aluminum, which greatly simplifies the process and allows us to set up the
experiment rather quickly.

3.1.3 Differential Pumping
Differential pumping is an important technique for achieving ultra high vacuum (UHV).
Our experiment has several different stages set up, both to improve performance and efficiency.
In the HHG/X-ray experiment (details of that to follow), the laser must propagate entirely
through vacuum. The reason for this is that at 12-15 W and 25-40 fs, the laser intensity is so
high, that high order effects can occur in air. The laser, if focused, will create plasma in the air.
This will cause the properties of the pulse to change, such as width and wavelength. In fact, if
you allow it to focus in the air, using a short focal length lens (10-20 cm), it will generate light
that spans the visible spectrum. While this is an impressive sight, it’s counterproductive for
our experiment. This small test is a good rough measurement of the pulse duration; the
shorter the pulse duration, the more intense the plasma will become. The other reason is light
ranging from UV to X-ray will absorb almost instantly in air.
After the beam propagates through the quartz window into the vacuum tubing, it then
propagates towards the gas cell (described below). Just before and just after the gas cell are
two turbo pumps. The smaller of the two is connected before the gas cell. It pumps the 4.5 m
of 2 ¾ in stainless steel tubing to approximately 10-3 to 10-4 torr. The gas cell is pressurized to
1 – 2 torr with 1 mm holes burned in either side of it, allowing the gas to leak out of the cell.
For this reason, the two pumps are positioned before and after the cell. There another 10 m of
vacuum tubing that the laser must pass through before the experimental chamber. A larger
turbo pump, positioned just after the gas cell pumps the chamber it is attached to 10-5 torr.
The conductance of the 2 ¾” tubing is poor, so further down the beam path and just before the
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experimental chamber, is another large turbo pump. It further reduces the pressure in the
tubing to 10-7 torr. The tubing is connected directly and openly to the experimental chamber
in order to allow the HHG light to enter the chamber without passing through any solid
material. This set up is not used for strong field experiments, because the light can pass
through.

Figure 29 Experimental Set-Up. The 1 kHz, 15 mJ, 800 nm Ti:Sapphire laser is sent
through a 4 m focal length lens and into vacuum tubing. The differential pumping
system ensures that vacuum increases as the laser path get closer to the coincidence
chamber, where it is ~10-9 torr (before
the molecular beam is sent in).
The vacuum chamber also has its Figure 30 Differential pumping of the
own differential pumping stage.

The molecular beam.

The gas sample is sent

differential pumping stage for the vacuum into the vacuum chamber and is double
chamber is used for all experiments. The skimmed before entering the coincidence
chamber.

The

supersonic

expansion

following the exit of the gas jet ensures that
the skimmed beam has extremely low
transverse kinetic energy.
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vacuum chamber is separated into two parts, the experimental chamber and the source
chamber. The source chamber is where the target gas is initially introduced into vacuum, and
the experimental chamber contains the ion and electron time of flight (TOF). The target gas
flows through tubing from outside the chamber into the source chamber. The tubing is set to
point directly at a skimmer. When the gas exits the tubing, it expands supersonically, leaving
just the gas molecules with close to zero perpendicular kinetic energy left in the beam. The
skimmer blocks all atoms and molecules from the beam from passing out of the source chamber.
The source chamber is pumped by a small turbo pump and is typically between 10-5 and 10-7
torr, depending on the pressure of the incoming gas. After the molecular beam passes the first
skimmer, it passes through the second section of the source chamber and is skimmed again
before entering the experimental chamber.

The second section of the source chamber is

pumped by a larger turbo pump and is approximately 10-7 torr. These two pumps prevent, but
don’t eliminate, residual gas from the molecular beam, that is skimmed, from entering the
experimental chamber. In addition, this acts as a differential pumping stage, because the
experimental chamber is pumped by a large turbo pump, which exhausts into the second
section of the source chamber and is pumped outside both chambers to a roughing pump.

3.1.4 Charged Particle Detection
For the following experiments, we used two different types of charged particle
detectors. The first, the delay line detector (DLD), was used for the XUV-pump-XUV-probe
experiment. The second, developed by our group, is an improvement on the DLD for two
electron detection.

Both detectors have a very high time resolution, but detecting two

electrons ionized from the same species presents its own difficulty. When an electron is
detected by either device a pulse (signal) propagates through the MCP or wiring and is sent to
a digitizer and/or computer for detection. The pulse width is the major limiting factor in
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detecting the second electron arriving at the detector. In a simple scheme, the signal is
detected by setting a threshold. When the amplitude of the signal rises above the threshold, a
signal at that TOF is sent to the computer. Some detectors have more sophisticated picking
mechanisms and/or algorithms. However, when two electrons arrive close together in time,
their respective pulses will overlap in time. Depending on how close they arrive together, the
threshold method will likely not be able to resolve both electrons. We define dead time as the
minimum amount of time between electrons arriving at the detector that is necessary in order
to resolve both electrons. In our case, the DLD had a dead time of approximately 5 ns. The
electron signal for the XUV experiment had a width of more than 6 ns. In order to detect both
electrons in the same laser pulse, they would need to arrive at both extremes (one very early
and one very late). Ultimately, the result is the loss of information of nearly all 2nd arriving
electrons. The detector we developed has a similar single electron time resolution, and a dead
time of less than 1 ns. The development of the zero dead time detection system, in the
following chapter, allows for the detection of both electrons from double ionization, but for the
current experiment only one electron was detected.

3.1.5 Delay Line Detector
The DLD offers three-dimensional momentum detection of electrons and charged
particles with a very high time resolution, 25 ps. It accomplishes three-dimensional momentum
detection by using two methods. The first is an MCP detector, which detects the arrival time
of the electron. The arrival time of the electron, or the TOF, can be converted into Zmomentum. The second method involved multiple overlapping wires. Our DLD is a type
known as hexanode with three sets of wires, set at 120° relative to one another. Each wire
detects along a direction in the two-dimensional XY plane. The positions are converted from
the three wire coordinates, UVW, to Cartesian coordinates, XY. This allows for a redundant
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coordinate in the detector, which helps prevent false signals, and improve accuracy. When an
electron hits the wire, a signal is sent in both directions along the wire. Based on the time
delay between the two signals from the same wire, a position on the wire can be determined.

Figure 31 Basic delay line schematic. When a particle is detected, a signal is sent in
both directions along the wire. The time delay between each signal is converted to
position[112].

3.1.6 Coincidence Detection
Coincidence detection is at the core of our experimental set-up. This method is what
allows us to connect the electrons, which are indistinguishable particles, to the ions they
originated from. In an ideal experiment, we would set the ionization success rate to one per
laser pulse. This ensures that each electron and ion detected can be directly correlated to one
another. However, no such ideal environment exists. Therefore, we rely on a statistical
success rate that is well below one per laser shot.
In the laboratory, the chamber does not have a perfect vacuum. Instead the backing
pressure is approximately 1-5 x 10-9 torr, and this value increases when the molecular beam is
in, because it is not perfectly pumped out of the chamber despite ultimately being directed at a
turbo pump. This means that some laser shots will ionize background atoms or molecules,
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water being the most abundant at this pressure. We can eliminate these by selecting only the
electrons that are detected during the same laser shot as an atom or molecule from the
molecular beam. This is achieved by limiting the range of the ion TOF when analyzing the
data. The square of the ion TOF is proportional to mass over charge ( ∝

/ ). We can use

this proportionality to find the mass of any atom or molecule in the TOF spectrum.
False coincidence is also a concern. This occurs for a number of reasons. For instance,
if two different atomic or molecular species are ionized during the same laser pulse, the
electrons that are detected are indistinguishable. While we can resolve the TOF of both ions
and, with our zero dead time detector, both electrons, we cannot correlate the electrons to their
respective parent ions. We can eliminate these types of events from our final data analysis, by
selecting only events in which one ion and one electron, and then further narrowing our
selection to the relevant ion TOF. There are exceptions that depend on the experiment. For
example, if we are studying double ionization, we select one ion and two electrons, and if we are
studying dissociative double ionization, we select two ions and two electrons.

Another

challenge arises because the quantum efficiency for electrons and ions is not 100%. We found
that the quantum efficiency for our experiment is approximately 50% for electrons and 30% for
ions. It follows that the detection success rate for an individual single ionization event is 15%.
It is therefore possible in the previous example for a background molecule and a molecular
beam molecule to be ionized during the same laser pulse, but for only one to be detected. This
is another reason why our ionization success rate needs to be limited.
Successful absorption of a photon by an atom or molecule from the molecular beam is a
random event.

We increase the probability of success by collimating the molecular and

focusing the laser onto the molecular beam. The photons, atoms, and molecules are still orders
of magnitude smaller than the focal volume of the laser and the molecular beam.

The
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absorption cross section also depends on the wavelength of the photon and the atom or
molecule present. The power of the laser will affect the intensity at the focus. The focal length
and initial beam size also affect the focal volume. All of these factors affect the probability of
absorption and the probability of ionization per laser pulse. For example, if we see an average
success rate of 1 ionization event per laser pulse, this does not imply that there is 1 ionization
event for every laser pulse, but rather there is an average of 1 ionization event per laser pulse.
Therefore, this means it is highly probable to observe 2 or more ionization events per laser
pulse and the success rate is a distribution and not a fixed number. The ionization success rate
is described by a Poisson distribution. We can use this model to find the optimal success rate
to limit multiple ionization events such that false coincidence is negligible.

Paired with

coincidence conditions discussed above, a high true coincidence rate can be achieved.

3.1.7 Ion Optics & Beam Quality
A major technical obstacle caused significant saturation for our electron detector. We
implemented two major changes in order to clean up the signal and see the relevant electrons
coming from the ionization of the molecular beam. The first was to implement a series of
apertures, both in the beam path of the laser, and in the electron TOF path in the coincidence
chamber. Two apertures, made with vacuum safe optical tape, were placed along the beam path
of the laser with diameters of 4 mm and 3 mm. A copper tube with a copper cap was placed in
the beam path, extending from the flange of the coincidence chamber towards the ion optics but
not close enough to distort the electric field. The copper cap had a large hole in it that was
covered with the same vacuum safe optical tape. Two 5 mm apertures were made in the tape;
one for the entering beam and one for the exiting beam.
The apertures were necessary to clean up the beam profile as any stray XUV light in the
chamber was enough to overcome the work function of any material. The final adjustment we
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made was to change the material of the ion optics from stainless steel to magnesium. We tried
several metals and found that magnesium produced the lowest level of electron signal. The
aperture on the magnesium ion optics are also reduced to eliminate passage of stray electrons
into the TOF measurements.

3.2 Theory
Non-sequential double ionization is a complicated process and in an atom as large as Xe,
which has 54 electrons, the dynamics of even a single electron can be complex. For this reason,
non-sequential double ionization was not possible to predict. However, by utilizing cross
sections, we were able to calculate predictions for the electron kinetic energy release of
sequential double ionization. The cross sections for ionization to the ground and excited states
of the cation, as well as the cross sections for ionization from both cation states to the ground
and first two excited states of the dication are shown in Figure 32. From the available
harmonics, these are the highest probability energy states that can be reached. Sequential
double ionization can therefore occur via these six pathways.
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Figure 32 Cross Sections for ionization to 8 relevant excitations; the ground and excited
states of the cation (J = 3/2 & 1/2, respectively), and ionization from both cation states
to the first three states of the dication (J = 2, 0, & 1).
From the cross sections in Figure 32, the photoelectron distribution was calculated
using
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is an energy-normalized Gaussian function with center at Ee, and Г is the full width half max
(FWHM). Due to large resonance variation, the cross sections σi and σij are both convoluted
with the same Gaussian profile:
′

′

′ ,

,Γ

where the states i = 0 & 1 correspond to the cation states J = 3/2 and J = 1/2, respectively.
The states j = 0, 1, & 2 correspond to the dication states J = 2, 0, & 1, respectively.
In order to calibrate the theoretical predictions, the relative yields are calculated from
ionization of Ar, Kr, and Xe. The relative intensities are show in Figure 33. Then the
parameters are adjusted such that the photoelectron energy spectrum for single ionization was
in good agreement with that of the experiment. To calculate only the first ionization, all
are equal to 0, as they are terms for the second ionization. Figure 33 also shows the calculated
and experimentally observed photoelectron spectra for the single ionization of Xe. Both the
ground and excited states of the cation are populated by the 9th and 11th harmonics, with the
ground state having a slightly higher probability. This agrees with the plot of the cross
sections in Figure 32. Higher harmonics are observed in the single ionization spectrum, but
the energy resolution decreases with increasing photoelectron energy, so only energies below
6.5 eV are shown.
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Figure 33 Left, relative yields for harmonics produced via HHG in the Xe gas cell.
Right, comparison between the calculated and observed photoelectron spectra from
single ionization of Xe by an XUV APT.

3.3 Results
Xe is chosen as the HHG gas medium because the highest intensity harmonics are
enough to singly ionize Xe, but not doubly. The energy of the harmonics however are enough
for two-photon double ionization, which ensures that the double ionization is dominated by
two-photon or pump-probe process. For an 800 nm driving laser, an energy greater than or
equal to the 22nd harmonic is necessary to overcome the second ionization potential of Xe.
From the harmonic yield in Figure 33 and the energetic shown below in Figure 34, it can be
seen that no harmonics capable of one-photon double ionization are present in significant
intensity. In fact, in the noble gases we tested, the highest harmonic observable was the 17th.
The last concern is that the multi-photon ionization process may be driven by HHG
plus IR pulses. Our experimental set-up utilizes a Brewster angle harmonic separator to absorb
the IR and reflect the APT. This, however, is not 100% efficient, and there is a non-zero
probability of 800 nm light co-propagating with the APT. We can rule this contribution out,
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because the contribution of IR or ATI peaks in the single ionization spectrum is not significant.
The energy difference between the 2P3/2 state and the 2P1/2 state is 1.3 eV and the ATI energy
spacing is 1.6 eV. Our energy resolution is enough to resolve these contributions individually,
and the ATI peak at 0.8 eV does not appear in Figure 33.

Figure 34 Xe+ and Xe2+ energy states (horizontal black lines) and photon absorption
energies (red, blue, & green lines). The blue lines show the absorption of a single
photon capable of ionizing Xe and corresponding emission energies are shown on the
right.

For NSDI, a second photon is absorbed capable of overcoming the second

ionization potential (shown in red) and the emission energy is shared between the two
electrons. For SDI (shown in green), the second electron is ionized from either the
ground (Xe+ 2P3/2) or excited (Xe+ 2P3/2) state.
The photoelectron energy spectrum of the double ionization of Xe is isolated by
analyzing only those events in which an electron and a Xe dication are detected. The ion
spectrum is of course dominated by the xenon cation.

The double ionization rate is
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approximately 0.2% of the single ionization rate.

For this reason, there is some forced

coincidence from the single ionization in the double ionization spectrum. This could indeed
also be consequence of sequential ionization, as the first photoelectron will carry the same
signature as a photoelectron from a single ionization event. The DLD can only detect one
electron per laser pulse, as a result of the inherent electronic dead time, so the photoelectron
spectrum will display a combination of the first and second electrons. In either case, it would
still be difficult to distinguish between the first and second ionized electrons, as the laser pulse
is 40 fs3 and the tunneling delay is even shorter. These events take place on a much shorter
time scale than the time resolution of the DLD, which is 25 ps4. For this reason, whether or
not the electron is ionized towards the detector and how much momentum it carries will
determine which electron in a double ionization event will arrive at the detector first. In short,
the arrival time is dominated by the initial momentum of the ionized electron and the electric
field of the TOF apparatus.
While the double ionization spectrum appears to show some forced coincidence, there
are several notable features that are unique to the double ionization spectrum. First is the
enhancement of the peak near 1 eV. In the single ionization spectrum the peak at 1 eV is about
0.8 relative to the peak at 2.4 eV, but in the double ionization spectrum it is slightly higher. In
addition to this enhancement, there are several peaks that are unique to the double ionization
spectrum. The first is near 0 eV, the second at 1.6 eV and the third at 3.4 eV. Peaks above 4 eV
are likely due to forced coincidence from single ionization events.

3
4

1 fs = 10‐15 s
1 ps = 10‐12 s
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Figure 35 (a) Ion time of flight (TOF). Single ionization events dominate the spectrum,
but the inlet shows the double ionization peaks are present. (b) Photoelectron energy
spectrum in coincidence with Xe2+ (red) and calculated SDI photoelectron energy
spectrum (black).

3.4 Conclusions
By generating a sufficiently intense APT in Xe gas, we show two-photon XUV-pumpXUV-probe double ionization of Xe. An accurate theoretical calculation was performed to test
the energetic of SDI and compared to the experimental photoelectron energy spectrum. While
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we suspect SDI is a contributing pathway towards double ionization, the observed energy
spectrum does not reproduce the SDI spectrum. Therefore, NSDI is the dominant pathway,
however, it is highly probable that both pathways ultimately contribute.
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CHAPTER 4 STRONG FIELD PROBE OF
ELECTRONIC STATES OF THE BENZENE
CATION AND OF ATTOSECOND
ELECTRON CORRELATION
4.0 Introduction
While high harmonic generation is an extremely promising phenomenon for eventually
achieving attosecond spectroscopy, it has its limitations. The use of intense infrared light to
generate HHG, can also be manipulated to study electrons dynamics, even on an attosecond
time scale. One major advantage of using strong field via 800 nm IR laser is that generating a
high intensity (> 1013 W/cm2) is relatively easy. Many commercial lasers can achieve powers
sufficient to focus at this intensity, and have sufficiently short pulse durations as well. After all,
these are the conditions necessary to achieve HHG. Our Ti:Sapphire laser can generate 800 nm
light with 30 fs pulse duration and 15 mJ per pulse. A major advantage of our laser is the
repetition rate is 1-3 kHz. Previous studies have been limited to 1-10 Hz, making coincidence
measurements either very time consuming or impossible.
Electron correlation measurements have largely been performed by detecting a single
electron in coincidence with a dication. The second electron is therefore calculated using
momentum conservation. Weber et. al demonstrated electron momentum correlation following
double ionization in this fashion[77]. The electron momenta show either both electrons have
positive or both have negative momentum, which is opposite of what may be intuitive if the
momentum was driven by the coulomb repulsion between the two electrons. Here the electric
field plays a much more significant role in driving the electron momentum correlation. The
electrons are ionized following NSDI in which the first electron recollides with enough energy
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to ionize the second. They are both then ionized close together in the electric field and exhibit
momentum driven along the same direction relative to the field. Weber et. al also demonstrate
that at higher laser intensities, SDI begins to dominate and this correlation is lost completely,
further suggesting a NSDI recollision mechanism is present at slightly lower intensities. One
advantage that our experimental set-up has over this method is we can now detect both
electrons with our zero dead time detection system. It is also possible to further study multiple
ionization by looking at not just triple, but quadruple coincidence such as dissociative double
ionization.
Attosecond angular streaking is an extremely powerful tool for studying ultrafast
dynamics. The electric field itself has an inherent time-dependent nature. As the electric field
oscillates in time, so does its influence on the system. Attosecond angular streaking has been
able to study electronic tunneling delay times[2, 113] by exploiting the time-dependent nature
of light. Under the influence of an intense highly elliptical polarized electric field, the electron
is ionized along the direction of the vector polarization which is perpendicular to the electric
field. However, the angle of the electron ejection is not exactly 90°. The angle is offset by
tunneling delay[113]. Here we don’t attempt to calculate the tunneling delay time, but it’s
important to note that the electron emission is dependent on the electric field’s instantaneous
polarization vector.
Attoclock[5, 76] has been proposed as a method for measuring time under the influence
of an intense laser pulse[75]. Using elliptically polarized laser field both fine (“minute hand”)
and coarse (“hour hand”) measurements can be made. It has the ability to determine both the
phase and optical cycle of the laser pulse, up to degeneracy. The “hour hand” is determined by
the magnitude of the electron’s momentum. The amplitude of the electric field increases as the
amplitude of the carrier envelope increases, and therefore the optical cycle at which an electron
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is ionized can be determined by its momentum magnitude.

The “minute hand” is then

determined by the angular momentum. Here, the electric field is rotating in a plane, and the
amplitude has a local peak every half optical cycle, thus giving the instantaneous amplitude
± 180°.
Many of the novel strong field phenomena discussed in Chapter 1 are a result of clever
manipulation of the electric field of the driving laser pulse. Here, rather than using the electric
field to manipulate the generation of high harmonics or attosecond pulses, we use it to ionize
electrons close to together.

The high intensity of the IR light allows a multi-photon

interaction that readily ionizes nearly any atom or molecule in the molecular beam and also
doubly ionizes those same species at sufficiently high rate (> 0.2% of single ionization) to study
double (cation-e) and triple (dication-e-e) coincidence following SDI and NSDI. While the laser
pulse itself is 30 fs long, the optical cycle of 800 nm light is 2.6 fs. If sub-cycle resolution can
be achieved, it is possible to study attosecond electron dynamics. Here we are able to resolve
the states from which several double ionization pathways originate (Part 1), and using
attoclock technique[76] combined with angular streaking (Section 1.3.3, pg), observe electronelectron correlation dynamics on an attosecond time scale (Part 2).

Part 1: State Resolved Three-Dimensional Electron Momentum
Correlation in Nonsequential Double Ionization of Benzene

4.1.0 Abstract

For the first time, we demonstrate state resolved measurements of electron momentum
correlation in nonsequential double ionization in benzene. By utilizing a novel, zero dead time
detection system, highly efficient triple (electron-electron-dication) and quadruple (electronelectron-cation-cation) coincidence detection is possible. Coincidence measurements reveal the
cationic states of the molecular ions after NSDI and anti-correlation between electrons is
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observed in dissociative double ionization, while the same trend is not present in nondissociative double ionization.

4.1.1 Methods
NSDI is driven by an 800 nm, 1 kHz, Ti:Sapphire laser with a 1.5 mJ pulse energy. The
same laser from Chapter 3, but the second amplification stage is not used. The full power of the
second amplification stage is such that traveling through air generates self-focusing and
filamentation, which will cause the coherence to be lost. For this experiment, the vacuum
tubing and HHG gas cell are removed, so that the IR beam can pass directly into the
coincidence chamber. The laser is again reflected and focused by a concave mirror onto a
double skimmed molecular beam.
An improved, novel detection system allows for the detection of multiple electron and
ion hits in the same laser shot. The improved ability to detect both electrons following NSDI
offers further insight into the dynamics. The dead time is the shortest time between two
electron hits in which both electron hits can be resolved. This dead time is largely due to the
width of the electron pulse. If two pulses overlap in time, it may not be possible to resolve
them individually.

The zero dead time detection system does not literally eliminate the

electronic dead time in the system, but rather decreases the absolute value of the dead time and
allows for the detection of two electrons even when they arrive inside of the dead time of the
system. This means that no electron hits are lost due to the dead time.
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Figure 36 Novel detection system & experimental set-up. The CMOS Camera picks up
the position of the electron hits on the phosphor screen, while the MCP sends a TOF
signal through a signal decoupler and digitizer to the computer. Combining these two
devices three dimensional momentum information can be obtained.
TOF signal is also collected for ions.

MCP/Phosphor

Linearly polarized light is used for this

experiment, and circularly polarized light will be used in the following experiment
(Section 4.2)[114].

4.1.2 Zero Dead Time Detection
One of the major obstacles to studying electron-electron correlation is the inability for
most detection systems to detect two electrons in coincidence following a double ionization
event. The DLD from Section 3.1.5 was limited by a 5 ns dead time. As the FWHM of the
electron TOF is often less than 5 ns, this means the majority of two electron coincidence events
are lost. The major advantage of the zero dead time detection system is that it has a fail-safe
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for when two electrons cannot be resolved temporally. Furthermore, a numerical algorithm is
able to further improve on the absolute TOF resolution.
The zero dead time detection system starts with a standard ion/electron TOF
coincidence apparatus.

After ionization, positively charged ions and negatively charged

electrons are driven in opposite directions. Unlike the DLD, the microchannel plate (MCP)
does not have spatial resolution. The electron or ion triggers a cascade of electrons on the
MCP, which then sends a signal out to the signal decoupler and then the digitizer. The
digitizer converts the waveform to a digital signal which can be read by the computer.
Simultaneously, the electron cascade also triggers a burst of photons on the phosphor screen.
It is common practice to have a charge coupled device (CCD) camera pointed at the phosphor
screen. The CCD sees the dots light up on the phosphorscreen and can be connected to a
camera. This is useful for optimization of the experiment; however, the exposure time and
repetition rates are slow relative to the repetition rate of the laser of 1 kHz. For this
experiment we employed a complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera. The
CMOS camera has a minimum exposure time of 59 μs and can match the 1-3 kHz repetition
rate of the laser. With these specifications, the CMOS camera is used to take an image of the
phosphor screen and a centroiding algorithm finds the position of each flash. The combination
of the MCP/Phosphor and the CMOS camera allows for the detection of charged particles in
three dimensions.
As a proof of concept, the initial tests were done using an ion TOF apparatus[115]. A
dissociative photoionization process was chosen because it produced two ions, which could be
distinguished in time and in space. CH3I was a perfect choice because the I+ fragment could be
easily distinguished from the CH3+. I+ is much heavier and will therefore have a longer TOF
and travel a smaller distance in the perpendicular plane than CH3+. Here, if the hits are
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accumulated, the separate rings can readily be distinguished.

In this example, two CH3I

molecules have been dissociated and two hits appear close together in time and space.
However, it is possible to distinguish between them, and correlate the camera image to the
TOF waveform using amplitude and intensity. While the shot to shot intensity of an ion hit on
the phosphor screen is not necessarily predictable, the intensity of the phosphor screen is
directly correlated to the amplitude of the waveform peak. In the example above, the peak with
the larger amplitude (and longer TOF) correlates to the peak with the larger intensity on the
camera (top right with yellow center).

A correlation plot of the amplitude of the

photomultiplier tube (PMT) versus the camera intensity (shown below) was made to test this
concept. When enough data is accumulated, there is a strong linear correlation; however, there
is also a rather broad bandwidth. From the accumulated plot it appears possible to have two
points with similar camera intensity and very different PMT amplitude, or vice versa. Plotting
multi-hit events, corresponding to a single laser shot, however, tells a different story. Each
individual laser shot shows a linear correlation with little deviation. Therefore, correlating
camera intensity to PMT amplitude is a valid method for multi-hit coincidence detection.
Electrons provide an added complication compared with ions, as discussed previously.
The dead time inherent in electronic detection systems is problematic for electrons for two
reasons:

they are extremely light and arrive very close in time together, and they are

indistinguishable particles. Correlating camera intensity to PMT or MCP amplitude is an
effective method, but not sufficient for electrons. If two electrons arrive close enough together
in time, their electron signal pulses will overlap, and traditional algorithms for recognizing
them, such as thresholding, will only be able to resolve one signal. For this reason, we send the
MCP signal to a digitizer, which converts the pulse to a digital waveform. A basis function
consisting of two superimposed Gaussian functions is generated by fitting to single electron
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events[116]. The camera is critical for detecting two electron events when only one electron
is initially recognized by the MCP. The reason for this is the camera still detects two electron
hits. Using the camera, we can recognize events in which the MCP only detects one of two
electrons, and then employ a numerical fitting algorithm to fit two basis functions to the MCP
waveform. Figure 37, below, shows two examples of an electronic waveform in which only one
electron is resolved initially, but after the numerical fitting algorithm is employed, two separate
electron TOF’s are resolved.
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These two methods combined offer
powerful

resolution

for

two

electron

detection, and the fitting algorithm even
improves the absolute time resolution of each
individual electron detection event.

Of

course, not all electrons are detected. The
dead time is reduced to less than 1 ns, but still
some two-electron events only resolve one

Figure 37 Electron-electron coincidence TOF. In this case, not all information is lost.
TOF. The spacing between the diagonal Instead, both positions on the camera are saved
and the rest of the data offers an accurate and each electron is assigned the same TOF.
measurement of the systematic dead time. These electrons form a diagonal line along
The TOF here is measured in bins, the t1=t2 which we refer to as the zero dead time
maximum resolution of the digitizer. (ZDT), because both electrons are still detected
1 bin = 80 ps.

The spacing of 10 bins despite not resolving separates TOF’s.

The

between the ZDT line and the rest of the separation between the diagonal and the rest of
data is equivalent to 0.8 ns.

the data gives a very accurate measurement of

the actual dead time of the zero dead time detection system. In Figure 37 below, the spacing of
10 bins between the ZDT line and the rest of the data shows a dead time of 0.8 ns.

4.1.3 Results
Nonsequential double ionization of benzene has a few proposed mechanisms; recollisionimpact-ionization (RII)[79], recollision induced excitation and subsequent ionization
(RESI)[117], and double delayed ejection (DDE)[70, 118]. Due to recollision and the multi-
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photon nature of NSDI, there is no simple energy signature that is usually the principle of
photoelectron spectroscopy. However, our zero dead time detection system greatly increases
the efficiency of two electron detection, providing more detail for electron-electron dynamical
studies. By detecting two electrons in coincidence with benzene dication (triple coincidence)
and two dissociated cations (quadruple coincidence), we achieve state-resolved electron
momentum correlation measurements.
Benzene has several different fates following double ionization.

Stable dication is

possible, as seen in Figure 38 (a), and comprises approximately 4% of the single ionization total
yield. Three major dissociation channels are present with degeneracy due to proton sharing
between fragments; (I) C5H3 + CH3, (II) C2H3 + C4H3, (III) C3H3 + C3H3. These final states of
the ions are indicative of the electronic state following NSDI. The electron count rate was
about 0.1 per laser pulse, and the ion count rate was about 0.07 per laser pulse. At this count
rate, we estimate the false coincidence rate to be less than 20%.

Figure 38 (a) 1D ion TOF. C6H6+ dominates, while C6H62+ is approximately 4% of the
total yield. (b) 2D ion TOF. Three major dissociative double ionization channels for
benzene are present; (I) C5H3 + CH3, (II) C2H3 + C4H3, (III) C3H3 + C3H3. The degeneracy
is due to several possible permutations of proton sharing between fragments. (c) Single
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electron photo-double ionization energy spectrum from Fig. 1(a) of Ref. [119]. The
energy values of the dication states were calculated in Ref. [120] and a 1.3 eV shift was
added. The experimentally observed dissociation threshold energy (27.8 eV) is indicated
by the red marker under the 2nd feature[114].
The double ionization photoelectron energy spectrum from Ref. [130], shown above,
shows that the experimentally observed dissociation threshold is nearly 4 eV higher than the
double ionization threshold. Dissociative double ionization yields approximately 16% of the
non-dissociative double ionization. The dissociation limit of CH3 + C5H3 is 24 eV and the
double ionization threshold is 24.65 eV, but dissociation does not appear until 27.8 eV. This
suggests a large activation barrier and other studies have estimated it to be about 3 eV[121122]. Therefore, the non-dissociative dication states are limited to those between the double
ionization threshold and the experimental dissociation limit (24.65-27.8 eV). The three states
of the dication which do not have enough energy to overcome the dissociation threshold at 27.8
eV are 3A2g, 1E2g, & 1A1g[131]. These three states arise as a result of both electrons being
ionized from two degenerate HOMO orbitals. In addition, it has been calculated that the
production of singlet states is favored by NSDI[123] and another study observed a much lower
yield of 3A2g[124]. The reason behind this is electrons with opposite spins interact more
strongly. There is only a small energy difference between the singlet and triplet states below
the dissociation threshold, so the non-dissociative dication states are assigned primarily to 1E2g
and 1A1g. These two states are strongly coupled as a result of distorted nuclear geometry, and
therefore in the current experiment it is not possible to further distinguish between them.
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Figure 39 (a) Non-dissociative & (b) Dissociative electron-electron momentum
correlation following NSDI. The electron distribution in quadrants II & IV are fully
resolved two-electron hits, while the diagonal in quadrants I & III represents twoelectron hits in which only one electron TOF is resolved. Note that, the momentum in
the perpendicular direction, as detected by the CMOS camera, is resolved with no
information loss. Thus, the momentum information perpendicular to the TOF axis is
completely accurate [125].
Above the experimentally observed dissociation barrier, many more states are allowed
energetically. Assigning states is more complicated than the non-dissociative case.
Fortunately, previous studies suggest that dissociation happens on the lowest electronic energy
singlet states. These states do indeed have a large activation barrier[133]. The dynamics of
dissociative and non-dissociative double ionization are very different, and that suggests the
electronic states of dissociative double ionization have an origin different from 1E2g and 1A1g.
This assumption is supported by the appearance of dissociative double ionization at 27.8 eV,
about 3 eV above the double ionization threshold. The states 1B1g, 1E1g, and 1B2g are all above
the observed dissociation threshold, and contained under the second main feature in Figure
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38 (c) [130]. These states are a result of ionization from the HOMO and HOMO-1 orbitals.
Other states are at least 2 eV higher in energy than these three, with the exception of 1A1u at
1.5 eV. However, the maximum available energy is 31 eV for NSDI, and sum of the ionization
potential of 9.2 eV and the maximum recollision energy of 22 eV. Experimental evidence rules
out energy contributions between 29.5 eV and 31 eV[125]. In addition, the branching ratio of
non-dissociative to dissociative double ionization is about an order of magnitude at an energy
difference of about 3 eV. For this channel, the states are now narrowed to these three low
energy excited states 1B1g, 1E1g, and 1B2g.

Triplet states are excluded by the exchange-

correlation argument above, and have an energy that is at least 1 eV higher[126].
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Figure 40 Electron-electron momentum correlation following non-dissociative double
ionization. Z-axis is defined as the TOF-axis of the electrons and is also the laser
polarization axis.

XY-axes are captured by CMOS camera with high momentum

resolution and zero dead time.
With the states for dissociative and non-dissociative double ionization of benzene
assigned, it is possible to do state resolved NSDI measurements. Figure 40 & Figure 41 show
the electron-electron coincidence measurements for non-dissociative and dissociative double
ionization, respectively.

In both cases, side-by-side and back-to-back are observed.

The

electron momentum correlation in the plane perpendicular to the laser field is shown in (b) and
(c), and this is where the major difference between non-dissociative and dissociative double
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ionization lies. For double ionization events, back-to-back is defined as electrons having initial
momentum in opposite directions along the laser polarization (Z-axis/TOF-axis). Side-to-side
is defined similarly as both electrons having initial momentum with the same direction along
the laser polarization. In the case of dissociative double ionization both side-by-side and backto-back events have a clear preference towards 180 degrees to one another in the perpendicular
plane. Here the perpendicular plane is captured by the CMOS camera, so the momentum
measurements are resolved for both electrons and very accurate. In the non-dissociative case
however, the back-to-back events show no obvious preference, while the side-by-side events
again tend to prefer 180 degrees. Similar results have been observed for non-dissociative
double ionization in neon[127] and argon[128]. These results have been explained by the
presence of doubly excited states below the double ionization threshold, but our experiment has
maximum recollision energy of 3.17 UP ~ 22 eV, about 7 eV above the second ionization
energy. This energy is enough for the RII mechanism. In the case of RII, the recolliding
electron will knock off a second electron, and both will have similar momentum direction along
the field, thus traveling side-by-side. If both electrons are ionized in close proximity to each
other, the Coulomb effect will be prevalent, and manifest itself along the polarization axis [129130] or in the plane perpendicular to the electric field polarization[131]. Thus, we see in both
non-dissociative and dissociative cases, the side-by-side event have a strong preference to 180°
to one another, as the electric field is perpendicular and the Coulomb force dominates. With
this evidence, it seems that the tendency towards 180° in the electron-electron relative
momentum plot is directly correlated to electron emission delay. If the delay is long for backto-back events, then the Coulomb force is insignificant, and no correlation perpendicular to the
polarization axis is observable. If this is true, then the results of dissociative ionization are
strange in that the back-to-back events maintain a 180° preference, indicating these events also
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ionize both electrons in close proximity. This may be due to a complex three body (e- + e- +
ion+) interactions.

The second electron is likely ionized at the peak of the electric field

amplitude, and thus the zero of the electric field vector potential, leaving the electron with
near-zero momentum. In this case, the Coulomb repulsion will manifest itself in all three
directions, leading to electron momentum anti-correlation. Thus, back-to-back and also 180° in
the relative momentum distribution are observed simultaneously. This exotic three body state
has been proposed theoretically[132-133]

and supported by results suggesting a doubly

excited state with ionic cores of the three states of interest[132], 1B1g, 1E1g, and 1B2g. Other
notable candidates are the possibility of strongly coupled Cooper Pairs generated during
ionization, which was recently proposed in benzene[134]. It should be noted that for 1B1g, 1E1g
and 1B2g benzene dication states (dissociative), the second ionization energy to these states is
~19 eV. The 3 eV energy difference still allows for RII, but leaves the possibility for other
mechanisms.
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Figure 41 Same as Figure 40 for dissociative double ionization.

4.1.4 Conclusion
The development of a novel, zero dead time detection system greatly improved the
electron-electron coincidence detection which ultimately allowed for the detection of electronelectron momentum correlation with state resolution, for the first time. 3D momentum anticorrelation was observed in the double ionization of benzene to 1B1g, 1E1g and 1B2g dication
states. The results strongly suggest recollision mechanisms drive double ionization at these
laser intensities.
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Part 2: Attosecond Electron Correlation Dynamics in Double
Ionization of Benzene Probed with Two-Electron Angular
Streaking
4.2.0 Abstract
With the new zero dead time detection system and the application of two-electron
attosecond angular streaking, we demonstrate attosecond pump-probe style measurements of
the electron emission delay following double ionization in an intense circularly polarized laser
field. The emission delay is measured from zero to over a femtosecond and double ionization
rate shows a significant decay when the delay between first and second electron emissions
exceeds 500 as. A decay in the Coulomb repulsion in the perpendicular direction is also
observed over the same emission delays.

These results suggest laser-induced electron

correlation is a major factor is strong field double ionization of benzene driven by nearly
circular light.

4.2.1 Intro
The most promising methods for approaching attosecond spectroscopy utilize strong
field recollision dynamics.

Valuable insight can be gained by following non-equilibrium

dynamics via single photon absorption[135-136]. While numerous technical barriers exist, it
has been suggested that electron correlation dynamics can be probed via the momentum
distribution of two emitted electrons[3]. Strong correlation effects can be induced via high
harmonic spectroscopy[137-138] and strong field NSDI[77]. Thus, the physics of recollision
dynamics has largely been the foundation of attosecond spectroscopy.
Elliptically polarized light has been shown to suppress recollision, thus NSDI and
HHG. Angular streaking[2], which maps the ionization time from the electron ejection angle,
has been shown to provide attosecond time resolution[75]. The observation that the second
electron is on average emitted within a few femtoseconds, in some cases even tens of
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femtoseconds earlier than predicted is peculiar if recollision is indeed suppressed and SDI
dominates. This suggests and it has been predicted that the source of this phenomena is
electron correlation. While this topic is still being debated[5, 71, 139], it has been suggested
and theoretically predicted that recollision is indeed still possible under the influence of
circularly polarized light[140-141]. Only a few experiments have provided some evidence has
been found suggesting a transition from recollision driven NSDI to SDI (see “Knee Structure”
Transition Section 1.3.1)[142-143].

Angular streaking will provide not only dynamical

information, but time resolution as well.

4.2.2 Methods
Electrons are detected with high precision in all three dimensions, and ion TOF is also
detected. The zero dead time detection system offers a major advantage in electron-electron
correlation measurements, as both electrons can be resolved. One major change from Section
4.1 is that circular polarization is used to double ionize benzene here. Circular polarization has
been shown to suppress recollision and thus NSDI and HHG[144-145]. Therefore, double
ionization is driven by SDI and may provide inherent information about electron-electron
correlation[146]. Studies have been performed[71, 75, 147] on the subject of femtosecond
angular streaking[2, 5], using a similar method to the attoclock where ionization time is
mapped to the electrons’ ejection angle.

Recollision has been observed using circular

polarization[140-141], schemes to produce HHG have been developed[148], and even
circularly polarized HHG pulses have been observed[149]. Recollision occurs when the initial
velocity is such that it cancels the laser induced motion and the electron is driven back to the
parent ion. Experimental results such as the appearance of a “knee structure” (see Section 1.3.1,
pg. 32)[142-143] have been interpreted as evidence of recollision. A knee structure has been
cited as evidence of the transition from recollision driven NSDI to SDI.
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Figure 42 (A) 3D-2eAS. Ionization time-delay between electrons mapped onto the
relative ejection angle.

The laboratory coordinates are chosen such that X is the

propagation direction of the laser, and therefore YZ is the plane in which the electric
field of the laser rotates. Y is vertical, the molecular beam axis, and Z is the TOF axis.
(B) Experimental set-up for 3D electron-electron coincidence measurements featuring
our zero dead time detection system.
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Pump-probe experiments are a well
established method for measuring time
dependent processes.

This would be an

ideal method for measuring emission delay
between electrons following strong field
double ionization.
been

limited

Such a technique has

to

more

than

1

fs

previously[75]. The dead time in delay line
anode experiments is long compared to the
electron

signal[150].

However,

the

combination of our zero dead time detection
Figure 43 (A) The relative ejection angle

system[116]

and

θ in the YZ plane, perpendicular to the streaking[2]

attosecond

will

allow

angular
for

the

laser propagation, versus the relative measurement of both electrons in all three
double ionization yield shows three main dimensions
peaks at 30°, 85°, and 160°.

(B)

with

high

accuracy

The subfemtosecond time resolution.

and
This

relative ejection angle θ in the YZ plane principle called 3D Two-Electron Angular
versus the ratio of back-to-back to side- Streaking (3D-2eAS), is show in Figure 42
by-side along the X axis shows a value above. Using the attoclock[76] technique,
greater than 1 at smaller relative ejection the relative angular momentum of each
angles, and a value close to 1 at larger emitted electron can be mapped back to the
angles, suggesting small ejection angles time-dependent electric field of the driving
happen on a very short time scale (<
500 as).

laser pulse, and thus, mapped into the time
domain.

As

full

three

dimensional
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momentum information can be recovered, this technique is now capable of measuring both
emitted electrons.

4.2.3 Results
Detailed electron-electron momentum spectra were obtained following the double
ionization of benzene. The main result is shown in Figure 43. Unlike the previous experiment,
we do not attempt to assign individual electronic states. However, we do again see double
ionization yield at 3-4% relative to the single ionization yield, with an estimated false
coincidence rate of less than 20%. Here, the plot of the relative ejection angle in the YZ plane
versus the relative double ionization yield shows three peaks at 30°, 85°, and 160°.

It is not

trivial to convert from relative ejection angle to emission time delay due to the degeneracy of
the electric field. Our laser operates at 800 nm and pulse is multi-cycle with a duration of 30 fs.
However, it is well established that Coulomb repulsion plays a significant role when the two
electrons are ionized in close temporal proximity to one another[127, 151]. The ratio of backto-back to side-by-side events is higher than 1 at small relative ejection angles and
approximately 1 for larger angles above 70°. The presence of significant Coulomb repulsion
will drive electrons back-to-back suggesting that electrons emitted less than 70° relative to one
another have very short emission delays, less than 500 as, and the electrons with larger relative
emission delays are likely ionized far apart, possibly several optical cycles.
The first feature at short ejection angles indeed comes from time-dependent processes.
A calculation assuming sequential ionization and no electron correlation was performed, but
failed to reproduce the time-dependent behavior (discussed later). This further suggests a
dynamics on a short time scale (< 500 as). In order to model the dynamics, a classical ensemble
calculation was performed. The goal of which is to highlight electron correlation in double
ionization dynamics under the influence of strong laser field. Classical ensemble has been
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successful before is studying similar dynamical systems[152].

Such a calculation is

implemented by representing the electron-nuclear and electron-electron interactions by a softCoulomb potential
,

2

The ground state energy of benzene is

2

1

⁄2

,

= -24.65 eV. a and b

were set to 2.7 and 0.5 a.u. respectively. Using Newtonian equations of motion, the electrons
were propagated and sampled with a step size of 0.5 a.u. or 12 as to obtain an ensemble
distribution of 106 initial states. These states were then propagated in the electric field to
calculate trajectories. The laser field is circularly polarized, lasts 30 optical cycles, has a sinesquared wave envelope, and an intensity of 3×1014 W/cm2. Ionization times were calculated
when both electrons reached a distance of 6 a.u. From this time, t2, the trajectories were
backtracked to when the first electron was just less than 6 a.u., t1 such that t1 < t2. Results are
shows in Figure 44. A similar observation to the experiment is observed in Figure 44(A). The
majority of ionization events take place at less than 70° or 500 as. Figure 44(B) also reproduces
the ratio of back-to-back and side-by-side. The insets show a typical recollision trajectory that
contributes to these matching results. However, the absolute modulation is indeed higher than
observed in the experiment. This is likely due to the simulation only calculating recollision
induced double ionization trajectories, suggesting that the experiment includes sequential
double ionization as well lower the relative number of NSDI events observed.
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Figure 44 Same as Figure 43, but a classical trajectory calculation. The same trends are
reproduced, but are more substantial. In (A) the counts are normalized to 110°. Insets
are representative trajectories for YZ plane (A) and XZ plane (B). They show the first
electron (blue) after ionization, as it returns to the parent ion and knocks a second
electron (green) free.
The second feature present in Figure 43 (A) is a result of the orthogonality of the
degenerate HOMO orbitals. The ionization rate is highest when the electric field is aligned
with a HOMO orbital. This implies that this second features arrives from the rotation of the
electric field. The first electron is ionized when the field is aligned with a HOMO orbital, and
then the second is ionized after the field has rotate 90° in the plane to align with the other
degenerate HOMO orbital. This could be observed in some systems, if the molecules are
aligned, but the experimental results show that this dynamic survives the random orientation
averaging of the molecules in the molecular beam. To model this sequential ionization process,
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a time-dependent configuration interaction with a complex absorbing potential (TDCICAP)[153-154] with a 7 cycle sine-squared 800 nm pulse. The time-dependent wavefunction
was expanded in terms of Hartree-Fock ground state and all of the singly excited states of the
time-dependent, field-free Hamiltonian (RHF for benzene with 6661 states, & UHF for the
benzene cation with 12891 states). Dunning aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and a nine set diffuse
Gaussian function absorbing potential were employed on each atom. The complex absorbing
potential is formed by a set of spherical potentials that overlap and have a quadratic rise
starting at 3.5 times the van der Waals potential. A Trotter factorization of the exponential of
the Hamiltonian was used to propagate the time-dependent configuration of the Hamiltonian
using a time step of 1.2 as or 0.05 a.u. A set of TDCI-CAP simulations were performed to yield
the angular dependence of the single cation following ionization and then a second set of
TDCI-CAP calculations were performed to yield the angular dependent ionization rate for each
of the cations. The result is shown in Figure 45(A). A single peak is present at 90° and this is
reproduced at two different laser intensities. While this geometry dependent ionization rate
has been observed in atoms and diatomics[62], this is the first time it has been observed in a
larger molecule. We also observe spatial sensitivity to orbital orientation using 3D-2eAS.
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Figure 45 (A) TDCI-CAP calculation of the angular dependent ionization rate at two
different laser intensities shown in red and blue. (B) 1 shows the degenerate highest
occupied molecular orbitals, HOMO & HOMO-1. 2 shows the total 3D angular
dependent first ionization yield of neutral benzene. 3 shows the angular dependent
ionization rate of the benzene cation following ionization of an electron in the HOMO. 4
shows angular dependence of the second ionization of benzene. Benzene cation has one
electron in α HOMO, α HOMO-1, and β HOMO-1 is ionized to dication by ejection of an
electron from α HOMO-1 (yellow), α HOMO (green), and β HOMO (red). 5 is the same
as 3 but for ionization from HOMO-1 producing benzene cation with one electron in α
HOMO, α HOMO-1, and β HOMO.
The third and final feature from Figure 43 (A) is less straightforward to assign. The
ratio of back-to-back versus side-by-side is very close to 1 implying the time-delay between the
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first and second ionization is long making the Coulomb repulsion insignificant. However, an
anti-correlation effect is still observed, as this peak sit at about 170° in the YZ plane. This
suggests a potentially longer lasting correlation effect, at least lasting one half optical cycle (1.3
fs). Some previous works have interpreted a similar result as occurring through NSDI and
originating from doubly excited states produced via recollision. However, in a circularly
polarized laser field, the electric field and vector potential both rotate in the plane, which would
suggest uniform ionization probabilities if doubly excited states were present. Instead, we
propose strongly correlated doubly excited states. In this case, the excited electrons reside on
opposite sides of the benzene neutral. Possible candidates include Rydberg states that converge
towards dication states in which the charges are spatially separated within the molecule. The
presence of such states has been proposed previously in an NSDI study of benzene using
linearly polarized light[114]. Perhaps the attraction to the positively charged ionic core can
explain the slight shift away from 180° similar to the observation of Coulomb focusing[70].

4.2.4 Conclusion
3D-2eAS has provided several ultrafast spectroscopic measurements not observed
before.

Probing attosecond dynamics less than 500 as was achieved as well as spatially

resolved sequential double ionization dynamics. The technique is capable of symmetry- and
time-dependent electron correlation dynamical measurements. The implementation of fewcycle pulses offers the possibility of further improving the resolution of this technique by
limiting sequential double ionization.

The observation of coupled nuclear and electronic

dynamics continuously from zero up to tens of femtoseconds using simply mid-IR pulses is of
particular interest. This offers a practical high-resolution attosecond spectroscopic technique
that bridges attosecond and femtosecond spectroscopy.
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CHAPTER 5 UNTANGLING STRONG FIELD
CHEMICAL DYNAMICS WITH ANGULAR
STREAKING
5.0

Abstract
Significant advances have been made in recent years towards the development of

spectroscopic tools which can measure process on an attosecond time scale. The interaction of
a strong laser field with atoms and molecules is of particular interest. The intense electric field
interacts strongly with the coupled electronic and nuclear dynamics.

Due to the sheer

complexity and fast relaxation times of electrons, these dynamics present formidable practical
obstacles. Unlike traditional single photon spectroscopy, which access individual energy levels,
strong field physics electron energy spectra are largely dictated by the properties of the driving
laser field.

However, we show that through the use of angular streaking, the angular-

dependent ionization rates are able to flush out dynamics that reveal ionization orbitals and
thus ionization and dissociation dynamics. In addition, the use of three dimensional zero dead
time detection system allows for the kinematically complete measurements of the momentum
vectors of all in fragments resulting from dissociative double ionization. This allows access to
the electron-momentum correlation inherent in multi-electron processes.

5.1

Introduction
The previous chapter illustrated the power of the new zero dead time detection system

as well as the technique of 3D Two Electron Attosecond Streaking (3D-2eAS). The ability to
detect both electrons allows for unprecedented resolution of electronic systems. Benzene is a
very interesting molecule which still experiences NSDI via recollision at high intensity and
elipticity. However, benzene dissociates slowly, which means the orientation of dissociation
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will change from the orientation at the moment of ionization. CH3I is a better choice for recoil
frame imaging, because when it dissociates, the process is fast, and the I is often dissociated.
The fast dissociation means the electron momentum can be rotated to the frame where the I+
momentum is pointing up. Here the momentum of the electrons relates directly to the orbital
structure of CH3I. In addition, a second CMOS camera is added to the ion TOF in order to
gain three dimensional momentum for all particles following multiple ionization and
dissociation.
Following strong field ionization (SFI) electrons are ionized into continuum. Describing
electronic dynamics in polyatomic molecules following SFI is of course more complicated than
atomic species. Not only do polyatomic species have many more valence electrons, but they
have complicated vibrational structures as well[155]. Extensive studies have been done into
the vibrational frequencies accessed by photodissociation and low lying Rydberg states[156160]. Dissociation appears at 12.24 eV, easily accessible by strong field ionization[161].
Channel-resolved above threshold ionization (CRATI) was developed to study the electronic
states accessed by SFI. This method demonstrated not only that electrons can be ejected by
tunneling thus populating the ionic ground state and/or the excited electronic states, but that
this mechanism is a direct, sub cycle process[162]. In some cases the population of the excited
states of the cation exceeds that of the ground states. In previous experiments on CH3I peaks
in the dissociation energy near 0 eV (dissociative single ionization) and 5 eV (dissociative
double ionization) are observed. A Coulomb explosion explains the significant kinetic energy
release. This study also found that the dissociative ionization that generated the lowest energy
fragments, was enhanced when the electric field was aligned with the halide[163]. A major
limitation of CRATI method occurs at higher laser intensities in the tunneling regime, where
the energy signature is significantly more complicated and can no longer identify states.
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Angular streaking does not suffer this shortcoming, and is therefore more desirable in this
regime.
The ability to detect double (cation-electron), triple (dication-electron-electron), and
quadruple (cation-cation-electron-electron) allows for a new method of studying double
ionization. With this technique we measure non-dissociative single ionization (CH3I+ + e-),
dissociative single ionization (CH3 + I+ + e-), non-dissociative double ionization (CH3I2+ + 2e-),
and dissociative double ionization (CH3+ + I+ + 2e-). In the case of benzene the dication had
both stable, metastable and dissociative states, however the dication of methyl iodide
dissociates readily. As mentioned above, that is desirable for this study. With the help of
theoretical calculations, we find that the non-dissociative and dissociative single ionization
takes place via different orbitals, however both result in dissociation following the second
ionization.

The ability to study each step in SDI therefore provides valuable dynamical

information and electronic structural information[164].

5.2

Methods
The experimental result that angular streaking can map angular ionization rates to

orbital structure is a significant advancement. In this experiment, we employ a new method for
studying electron dynamics relative to molecular geometry.

The coincidence TOF

experimental set-up from Chapter 4 is used with one major modification; a second CMOS
camera is added to the ion TOF side of the apparatus in addition to the CMOS camera on the
electron TOF side. With this addition, 3D momentum can be measured both negatively
charged electrons and positively charged ions. Furthermore, 3D momentum can be measured
for multiple hits per laser pulse on the either detector. Thus enabling the detection of double
(e-cation), triple (e-e-dication), and quadruple (e-e-cation-cation) coincidence measurements. In
this case, the ion-ion TOF coincidence measurements are often easier to resolve than electrons,
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as the ions following dissociation can often be differentiated by mass, as in the previous
experiment. Therefore, we only employ the fitting algorithm for electron-electron coincidence.
Now it is possible to measure electron dynamics in the recoil frame. Following dissociative
double ionization, two cations are detected and two electrons (in an ideal scenario).

By

measuring the angle of the ion recoil momentum, we rotate the electron momentum into the
ion recoil frame. Now, the electron momentum is directly related to the molecular geometry.
In the case of CH3I, there are multiple dissociation paths that are of interest. Single ionization
leads to dissociation to a cation and a neutral CH3 + I+ or CH3+ + I and double ionization leads
to CH3+ + I+. In the case of dissociative single ionization, one cation is sufficient to find the
recoil angle, and in the case of dissociative double ionization, momentum conservation can be
applied as well.

Figure 46 3D ion momentum measurements. (A) Ion-ion TOF. Inset shows the I+ +
CH3+ dissociation channel. (B) Ion momentum in XY plane. The momentum distribution
is anisotropic, with preference towards positive and negative Y with low X momentum.
(C) Same as (B) but for YZ plane. Here, the momentum is isotropic. The circular
polarization rotates in the YZ plane, which explains the behavior observed in (B) & (C).
In 3D, the momentum distribution will have a donut like shape.
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The ion-ion TOF plot in Figure 46 (A) shows the main dissociation channel, I+ + CH3+.
There are strong false coincidence lines from H2O and CH3I (observable as horizontal or
vertical lines), as the sample and water are the two most intense single ionization signals. This
however is not a concern, as the ion-ion TOF selection, coupled with momentum conservation
eliminates the majority of false coincidence events from final data analysis. The pxpy and pypz
plots reflect the ion momentum following dissociation. Here, the recoil angle is drive by the
electric field, which rotates in the YZ plane. This explains why the pypz momentum is isotropic
and the pypx momentum favors large py.

5.3

Results
Rotating into the recoil frame following dissociation gives direct correlation between

the electron dynamics and the molecular geometry. When detecting the I+ with one electron
following dissociative single ionization, the electron distribution shows two peaks.

One

streaked from the I+ side and one streaked from the CH3 side. These peaks are slightly larger
than 90° from their respective origins, likely as a result of the Coulomb attraction to the ionic
core. The highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) of CH3I that are of interest are the
degenerate π HOMO orbitals (top right below) and the σ HOMO-1 orbital (bottom right
below). The π HOMO orbitals are perpendicular to the C-I bond and more diffuse on the
iodine side, which explains the larger contribution. In addition to these bonding orbitals, the porbital of iodine also contributes.
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Figure 47 Recoil frame electron momentum (one electron and I+ detected). Coordinate
frame is rotated such that the I+ fragment’s momentum is always up. The electron
momentum is plotted relative to the I+ recoil momentum revealing a streaking signature
with two peaks from the I+ side and the CH3 side. The orbitals on the right show the
degenerate π HOMO orbitals of CH3I (top) and the σ HOMO-1 orbital (bottom).
Our previous work, described in Chapter 4, shows signatures of NSDI and recollision
even at high ellipticities.
dominated.

Certain channels lost their electron correlation indicating SDI

Benzene exhibited strong correlation between back-to-back and side-by-side

perpendicular to the laser polarization (Error! Reference source not found.), however, CH3I
exhibits no such correlation and double ionization is thus SDI. In Figure 48 below, the relative
angle between the first and second electron is plotted against the relative angle between the ion
and the electrons. The two peaks at about 180° between the two electrons also show peaks at
60° (methyl) and 240° (iodine) between the electron and the ion. Comparing Figure 47 and
Figure 48, there is an obvious asymmetry for double ionization. The distribution seen in the
single ionization shown in Figure 47 is only reproduced when the angle between both electrons
is 180°.
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Figure 48

Relative angular momentum of two electrons and one ion (I+) following

dissociative double ionization. There are three peaks near 250° in the ion/e- angle.
They occur at angles near 20°, 180°, and 340° between e-1 and e-2. There is one other
peak at 180° between the electrons and it corresponds to and angle of about 70° between
the ion and e-.
In order to better describe the results above, calculations were performed to predict the
ionization rates for the neutral and cation of CH3I as well as for the π HOMO and σ HOMO-1
orbitals.

The calculations were carried out using aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, the associated

psuedopotentials for iodine, and an additional 15 sets of diffuse functions, for a total of 445 basis
functions. Below are the angular dependent ionization rates for the neutral molecule, CH3I, the
π HOMO orbital, and the σ HOMO-1 orbital. The recoil frame is used for both Figure 47 and
Figure 49 in which I+ momentum is pointing upward (positive Y). From the single ionization
angular distributions, it is clear that ionization from the π HOMO orbitals is the dominant
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mechanism and that ionization from the π HOMO orbital is predominantly from the iodine
side. There is still ionization from the σ HOMO-1, but the intensity is much lower. Note that
as the intensity of the static electric field increases, the contribution from the σ HOMO-1 also
increases, and it’s contribution is from the methyl side. This reversing of the asymmetry is also
observed in Walt, et. al[163].
Single ionization shows a preference to ionize from the π HOMO orbital of CH3I, but
the opposite is observed when detecting CH3+ in the calculation. This implies that ionization is
most likely to occur through the π HOMO orbital and that ionization from the π HOMO
orbital results is a stable CH3I+ cation. In addition, the results also suggest that ionization
from the σ HOMO-1 is predominantly from the methyl side and results in fragmentation. The
ionization pattern matches that of the experiment as well. Double coincidence events in which
one electron and one I+ ion are detected show a preference to ionization from the methyl side.
Theoretical studies has seen similar dissociation channels[163].

(a)
Figure 49

(b)

(c)

Angular dependent ionization of CH3I (blue), π HOMO (purple), and σ

HOMO-1 (red) for static electric fields of (a) 0.045 a.u., (b) 0.050 a.u., & (c) 0.055 a.u.
The recoil frame orientation is such that I+ momentum is pointing up.
here, I is pointing up.

As with above,
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Figure 50 Recoil frame electron angular distribution. Peaks are observed at the iodine
and methyl group sides of the dissociation, but single ionization prefers the methyl and
double ionization prefers the Iodine.
The experimental results for dissociative single and double ionization show opposite
trends. From the calculations, it is clear that ionization from the π HOMO orbital is dominant
in the neutral molecule. However, ionization from the σ HOMO-1 orbital dissociates, and this
why the methyl side is dominant in the single ionization spectra in Figure 50. For single
ionization, one I+ and one e- are detected. For dissociative double ionization both double and
quadruple coincidence are plotted. Both double and quadruple coincidence show a preference
towards the iodine side. In CH3I, double ionization dissociates whether it originates from
ionization out of the π HOMO or σ HOMO-1 orbitals. The first ionization is dominated by
ionization from π HOMO orbital of the neutral and for this reason, and both pathways lead to
dissociation after the second ionization. Therefore, the dissociative double ionization is again
dominated by ionization from the π HOMO orbital which originates from the I side. The
experimental results in Figure 50 and the calculations in Figure 51 are in good agreement.
They both show a preference towards the CH3 side for dissociative single ionization and a
preference towards the I side for dissociative double ionization.
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Figure 51 (a) Angular dependent ionization of CH3I at a field strength of 0.055 a.u. The
contribution of the σ HOMO-1 is multiplied by a factor of 1, 2, 4, 6, & 8 (lowest to
highest yield). (b) Angular dependent ionization of CH3I for π1+π2 at increasing field
strengths of 0.055 a.u., 0.060 a.u., and 0.065 a.u. (lowest to highest yield).
Further studies of the ionization rate from the most probable cationic states are shown
below in Figure 52. Ionization from π HOMO orbital of the neutral results in π1 and π2 cations
and ionization from σ HOMO-1 results in a σ cation. Figure 52 (a) contains the plane of the
singly occupied π α HOMO orbital. This dominates the angular dependence, as ionization from
this orbital dominates the first ionization, as discussed above. Figure 52 (b) is the plane of the π
α HOMO orbital node, which reflects ionization from the σ HOMO-1. Finally, Figure 52 (c)
shows the angular dependence of ionization from the σ cation which is dominated by the doubly
occupied π HOMO orbitals. The highest field strength of 0.065 a.u. reflects the experimental
results well. Ionization from the π1 and π2 cations sum together to fit the experimental results
of double ionization, shown by the red and green curves in Figure 50.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 52 Angular dependent ionization of CH3I from (a) π1 cation, (b) π2 cation, and (c)
σ cation at field strengths of 0.055 a.u. (blue), 0.060 a.u. (purple), and 0.065 a.u. (red) .
As with Figure 58, here, I is pointing up.

5.4

Conclusions
We demonstrate electron dynamics of SDI in an intense circular laser field. Zero dead-

time detection allowed for the detection of all particles following non-dissociative and
dissociative single and double ionization. Mapping electrons to the recoil frame allows for the
study of electron dynamics relative to the orbital structure of the molecule. Attosecond angular
streaking allows for the characterization of the first and second ionization in SDI. The first
ionization of CH3I happens predominantly through the π HOMO orbital, originating from the I
side, but dissociative single ionization happens predominantly through the σ HOMO-1 orbital.
After the first ionization, the second ionization inevitably results in dissociation of the
molecule. From this we infer that ionization from the π HOMO is again the dominant first
ionization mechanism. Ionization from the three cation states π1, π2 and σ are calculated and
the sum of π1+π2 does indeed reproduce the experimental spectrum. Attosecond angular
streaking is indeed a powerful tool for studying electron dynamics.
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Conclusions & Future Work
Numerous advancements have been made towards the ultimate goal of attosecond
spectroscopy.

Two-photon XUV-pump-XUV-probe double ionization was demonstrated

showing that it is possible to produce sufficiently intense APTs to produce two-photon
excitations[13]. This is an important step towards time resolved attosecond pump-probe
spectroscopy. One method for implemented such a scheme is to utilize a BBO doubling crystal
and a time delay compensating crystal. The BBO will produce the second harmonic of the
driving laser and the time delay compensator will adjust for the group velocity mismatch
between the fundamental and second harmonic. The contribution of the second harmonic can
affect the harmonic yield of HHG[165], thus allowing the delay between the second harmonic
and the fundamental to be tuned and optimized. The second harmonic has been used to
generate IAPs[166] and changing the angle of the time delay compensator relative to the
fundamental beam can give attosecond time steps. The combination of these tools could result
in the realization of traditional pump-probe attosecond spectroscopy.
Calculations have been made that suggest further improvements could be made to
increase the yield of HHG via radial confinement. Possible implementations in practice include
nanotubes and zeolites. Nanotubes can be made with small enough diameter to confine the
transverse electron momentum. The pore size of zeolites may also be sufficient. Gold nano
triangles[107] have been shown to increase the electric field at the focus and thus the
harmonic yield. Absolute harmonic yield of HHG for APT and IAP generation have been the
major limiting factor in realizing a traditional pump-probe experiment with attosecond time
resolution.
The zero dead time detection system[115-116] has vastly improved the ability to detect
electrons following high energy processes such as NSDI. Through the use of this detection
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system in combination with attosecond streaking has allowed for the detection of both
electrons following SDI and NSDI in coincidence with one or more ions. Previous works have
studied electron-electron correlation by detecting one electron and one dication and using
momentum conservation to detect the third particle or second electron[77]. We demonstrate
electron-electron measurements where all three particles are detected and in the case of
dissociative double ionization, all four[14].
The use of attoseconds streaking and the development of a zero dead time detection
system have made attosecond electron correlation measurements possible. Exploitation of the
wave nature of light has allowed for the conversion from polar coordinates to time, and thus
enabling time resolved attosecond spectroscopy. The advantage of these measurements over
APT for traditional pump-probe measurements is that they are much simpler to implement in
the laboratory. The process of HHG and the use of XUV and even X-Ray light is extremely
difficult, while achievable, requires significant optimization and time.

The 3D-2eAS

measurements made using IR light requiring significantly less time to achieve, in part because
they simply use the fundamental laser used to generate HHG and APTs. Furthermore, recoil
frame measurements remove the necessity to align or orient the target atoms or molecules for
molecular frame electron correlation measurements. These tools will be useful for studying
chemical changes, charge transfer, and strong field dynamics in real time. Possible advances
with this technique include using few cycle pulses[167] to eliminate the possibility of SDI.
With few cycle pulses, the most intense peak will provide the vast majority of both single and
double ionization, thus largely eliminating the degeneracy of the attoclock and 3D-2eAS
measurements.
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APPENDIX A: TIME DEPENDENT
SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION
Full TDSE code used for the work described in Chapter 2. This program propagates
the electron density under the influence of an intense electric field. The algorithm was written
following the work of Chelkowski et. al (PRA, 46, R5342)[109] and converts from cylindrical
coordinates to Bessel-Fourier space for a reduced computational cost. Arrayfire C++ library
was used to run calculation on the GPU and Visual Studios 2010 was used to compile. TDSE
was calculated with the possibility of up to 256 Bessel functions.
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
//#include <string>
#include <sstream>
#include <time.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <arrayfire.h>
#define PI 3.141592653589793

using namespace af;
using namespace std;

//numerical solution of 3D TDSE following Chelkowski et.al(PRA. 46, R5342)
//Coulomb potential Vc(rou,z)=-sqrt(rou^2+(z-R/2)^2)-sqrt(rou^2+(z+R/2)^2)
//for H2+ in cylindrical coordinate system.
//Intgrnd=@(x) (sqrt(2)/L/besselj(1,xn(n))*besselj(0,xn(n)*x/L).*(sqrt(2)*exp(-sqrt(x.^2+z(m)^2)))).*x;

int main(){
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//af::info();

beginning:

//cout << "Enter Input Filename" << endl;
//string wavein;
//cin >> wavein;
//const char *wf;
//wf=wavein.c_str();
//ifstream PsiIn;
//PsiIn.open(wf);
//PsiIn.open("cube/H2+R2g.cube");
// if (PsiIn.is_open()!=1) { cout << "File does not exist." << endl ; goto beginning; }

cout << "Input Total Longitudinal Grid Size (au): ";
int lgp;
cin >> lgp;
int NumZ=8*lgp; //Number of grid points
int NumZ1=NumZ-1;
int Zmin=-lgp/2; //Z + grid size
int Zmax=-Zmin; //Z - grid size
//double L=8.0;
double L;
double radius=2.0;
// cout << "Input radius: " ;
// cin >> radius;
cout << "Input Transverse Grid Size (max radial value)(au): ";
int LL;
cin >> LL;
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L=LL+0.0;
//cin >> L;
//int gp=64*L;
//cout << "Grid points per a.u. (transverse): ";
int rgp=8;
//cin >> rgp;
int gp=LL*rgp;
//int gp=2048*(LL/8.0);
double dgp=gp+0.0;

//Zeros of Bessel functions
double xn[256]={ 2.404825557695773, 5.520078110286311, 8.653727912911011, 11.79153443901428,
14.93091770848779, 18.07106396791092, 21.21163662987926, 24.35247153074930, 27.49347913204025,
30.63460646843198, 33.77582021357357, 36.91709835366404, 40.05842576462824, 43.19979171317673,
46.34118837166181, 49.48260989739782, 52.62405184111500, 55.76551075501998, 58.90698392608094,
62.04846919022717, 65.18996480020686, 68.33146932985680, 71.47298160359373, 74.61450064370184,
77.75602563038806, 80.89755587113763, 84.03909077693819, 87.18062984364115, 90.32217263721048,
93.46371878194477, 96.60526795099627, 99.74681985868060, 102.8883742541948, 106.0299309164516,
109.1714896498054, 112.3130502804949, 115.4546126536669, 118.5961766308725, 121.7377420879510,
124.8793089132329, 128.0208770060083, 131.1624462752139, 134.3040166383055, 137.4455880202843,
140.5871603528543, 143.7287335736897, 146.8703076257966, 150.0118824569548, 153.1534580192279,
156.2950342685335, 159.4366111642631, 162.5781886689467, 165.7197667479550, 168.8613453692358,
172.0029245030782, 175.1445041219027, 178.2860842000738, 181.4276647137311, 184.5692456406387,
187.7108269600494, 190.8524086525815, 193.9939907001091, 197.1355730856614, 200.2771557933324,
203.4187388081986, 206.5603221162445, 209.7019057042941, 212.8434895599495, 215.9850736715340,
219.1266580280406, 222.2682426190843, 225.4098274348593, 228.5514124660988, 231.6929977040385,
234.8345831403832, 237.9761687672757, 241.1177545772680, 244.2593405632957, 247.4009267186528,
250.5425130369700, 253.6840995121931, 256.8256861385644, 259.9672729106045, 263.1088598230955,
266.2504468710659, 269.3920340497761, 272.5336213547049, 275.6752087815375, 278.8167963261531,
281.9583839846149, 285.0999717531596, 288.2415596281877, 291.3831476062552, 294.5247356840650,
297.6663238584589, 300.8079121264111, 303.9495004850206, 307.0910889315050, 310.2326774631950,
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313.3742660775278, 316.5158547720429, 319.6574435443762, 322.7990323922556, 325.9406213134967,
329.0822103059986, 332.2237993677396, 335.3653884967741, 338.5069776912285, 341.6485669492981,
344.7901562692440, 347.9317456493902, 351.0733350881206, 354.2149245838764, 357.3565141351537,
360.4981037405011, 363.6396933985170, 366.7812831078483, 369.9228728671875, 373.0644626752712,
376.2060525308784, 379.3476424328284, 382.4892323799793, 385.6308223712263, 388.7724124055006,
391.9140024817673, 395.0555925990248, 398.1971827563028, 401.3387729526616, 404.4803631871904,
407.6219534590068, 410.7635437672553, 413.9051341111063, 417.0467244897553, 420.1883149024216,
423.3299053483481, 426.4714958267996, 429.6130863370627, 432.7546768784446, 435.8962674502723,
439.0378580518925, 442.1794486826700, 445.3210393419877, 448.4626300292460, 451.6042207438617,
454.7458114852677, 457.8874022529128, 461.0289930462604, 464.1705838647888, 467.3121747079900,
470.4537655753698, 473.5953564664471, 476.7369473807533, 479.8785383178323, 483.0201292772397,
486.1617202585426, 489.3033112613194, 492.4449022851590, 495.5864933296609, 498.7280843944346,
501.8696754790994, 505.0112665832841, 508.1528577066267, 511.2944488487740, 514.4360400093816,
517.5776311881133, 520.7192223846410, 523.8608135986446, 527.0024048298115, 530.1439960778367,
533.2855873424221, 536.4271786232769, 539.5687699201169, 542.7103612326644, 545.8519525606483,
548.9935439038036, 552.1351352618712, 555.2767266345981, 558.4183180217369, 561.5599094230457,
564.7015008382880, 567.8430922672325, 570.9846837096531, 574.1262751653285, 577.2678666340424,
580.4094581155830, 583.5510496097432, 586.6926411163202, 589.8342326351157, 592.9758241659354,
596.1174157085893, 599.2590072628912, 602.4005988286588, 605.5421904057138, 608.6837819938814,
611.8253735929903, 614.9669652028729, 618.1085568233650, 621.2501484543055, 624.3917400955367,
627.5333317469042, 630.6749234082564, 633.8165150794449, 636.9581067603241, 640.0996984507513,
643.2412901505867, 646.3828818596930, 649.5244735779358, 652.6660653051830, 655.8076570413054,
658.9492487861759, 662.0908405396701, 665.2324323016657, 668.3740240720429, 671.5156158506840,
674.6572076374736, 677.7987994322984, 680.9403912350472, 684.0819830456108, 687.2235748638821,
690.3651666897557, 693.5067585231285, 696.6483503638989, 699.7899422119673, 702.9315340672359,
706.0731259296085, 709.2147177989908, 712.3563096752900, 715.4979015584149, 718.6394934482762,
721.7810853447858, 724.9226772478572, 728.0642691574057, 731.2058610733475, 734.3474529956008,
737.4890449240848, 740.6306368587203, 743.7722287994293, 746.9138207461351, 750.0554126987625,
753.1970046572373, 756.3385966214867, 759.4801885914389, 762.6217805670236, 765.7633725481714,
768.9049645348141, 772.0465565268846, 775.1881485243170, 778.3297405270463, 781.4713325350086,
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784.6129245481411, 787.7545165663819, 790.8961085896701, 794.0377006179459, 797.1792926511503,
800.3208846892252, 803.4624767321134};
int bz1;
cout << "Insert Number of Bessel Zeros: ";
cin >> bz1;
const int bz=bz1;

double rou0;
cout << "Calculate flux at (radial dist a.u.): ";
cin >> rou0;
if(rou0>LL) goto beginning;
rou0*=8;
double z0;
cout << "Calculate flux at (longitudinal dist a.u.): ";
cin >> z0;
if(z0>lgp) goto beginning;
z0*=8;

double dNumZ = NumZ+0.0;
cout << "Zmin = " << Zmin << endl;
cout << "Zmax = " << Zmax << endl;
cout << "Grid Points = " << NumZ << " x " << gp << endl;
cout << "Flux at g.p. " << z0 << endl;
double dZmin=Zmin+0.0;
double dZ=(Zmax-Zmin)/(dNumZ-1);
cout << "dZ = " << dZ << endl;

//strings for coulomb matrices
string cd1, cv1, lgth, b, gs;
const char *cdc, *cvc;
stringstream sL, sB, gsI;
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gsI << lgp;
sL << L;
sB << bz;
gs=gsI.str();
lgth=sL.str();
b=sB.str();
cd1= "h_cd_";cd1+=gs;cd1+="au_";cd1+=lgth;cd1+="au_";cd1+=b;cd1+=".txt";
cv1= "h_cv_";cv1+=gs;cv1+="au_";cv1+=lgth;cv1+="au_";cv1+=b;cv1+=".txt";
cdc=cd1.c_str();
cvc=cv1.c_str();

//check Coulomb Matrices
ifstream dmat; ifstream vmat;
dmat.open(cdc); vmat.open(cvc);
if ( vmat.is_open()!=1 || dmat.is_open()!=1){ goto beginning;}

//laser input
double wavelen=1064.0;//laser wavelength in nm
cout << "Enter Wavelength (*100nm): ";
cin >> wavelen;
wavelen*=100;
cout << "Input Laser Intensity (*1E14): ";
double intense;
cin >> intense;
int lp;
cout << "Enter # laser periods : " ;
cin >> lp;
//laser parameters
double w=2*PI*3E17/4.134E16/wavelen; //laser frequency in atomic units
double t0=729.0; //pulse switch on time
double inten; //laser peak intensity
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inten=intense*(1E14);
double E0=sqrt(inten/(3.5E16));//laser electric field

//time
double dT=0.01;
//cout << "Timestep: ";
//cin >> dT;
double tau=2*PI/w;
const double TimeMax=tau*lp;
const int Tint=ceil(tau*lp/dT); //==TimeMax/dT;
//double Ttime=floor(tau/dT);
//double Halfway=floor(Tint/2.0);
double Ttime=Tint-4;
double Halfway=0;
cout << "Simulation time = " << TimeMax << " a.u." << endl;
cout << "Flux start = " << Halfway/100 << " a.u., end = " << (Halfway+Ttime)/100 << " a.u." << endl;

double *z1; //z coordinate
z1=new double [NumZ];
for (int n=0; n!=NumZ; n++){
z1[n]=n*dZ+dZmin;
}
//array z;
//try{
array z=zeros(NumZ,f64);
//}catch(af::exception& e){printf("%s\n",e.what());}
//z=array(NumZ,z1);
double dR=L/(dgp-1);
double *rou1;
double *rou2;
rou1= new double [gp];
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rou2= new double [gp*NumZ];

for (int n=0; n!=gp; n++){//radial coordinate
rou1[n]=n*dR;
for (int m=0; m!=NumZ; m++){
rou2[n+gp*m]=rou1[n]*pow(sqrt(rou1[n]*rou1[n]+z1[m]*z1[m]),-3);
}
}
array rou=zeros(gp,1,f64);
array zr3=zeros(gp,NumZ,f64);
rou=array(gp,1,rou1);
zr3=array(gp,NumZ,rou2);
zr3(0,NumZ/2)=0;
delete[] rou2;

//circle
//int cz, cr, cint, zn, rn;
//cint=0; zn=0; rn=0;
//cz=NumZ/2-rou0; cr=0;
////cout << rou0*rou0/64 << ' ' << (rou0-1)*(rou0-1)/64 << ' ' << z1[cz+zn]*z1[cz+zn] << ' ' << zn << ' ' <<
rou1[cr+rn]*rou1[cr+rn] << ' ' << rn << ' ' << dZ << ' ' << dR << endl;
//int *crad, *cang;
//crad = new int [NumZ];
//cang = new int [NumZ];
////for (int n=0; n!=NumZ; n++) c[n] = new int [2];
//while (z1[cz+zn] <= 0){
//

if( z1[cz+zn]*z1[cz+zn]+rou1[cr+rn]*rou1[cr+rn] <= rou0*rou0/64 &&

z1[cz+zn]*z1[cz+zn]+rou1[cr+rn]*rou1[cr+rn] > (rou0-1)*(rou0-1)/64){
//

crad[cint]=zn; cang[cint]=rn;

//

rn++;

//

cint++;
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//

}

//

else{

//

zn++;

//

crad[cint]=zn; cang[cint]=rn;

//

cint++;

//

}

//

//cout << cint << ' ' << zn << ' ' << rn << ' ' << z1[cz+c[cint-1][0]]*z1[cz+c[cint-

1][0]]+rou1[cr+c[cint-1][1]]*rou1[cr+c[cint-1][1]] << endl;
//}
////cout << rou0*rou0/64 << ' ' << (rou0-1)*(rou0-1)/64 << ' ' << z1[cz+zn]*z1[cz+zn] << ' ' << zn << ' ' <<
rou1[cr+rn]*rou1[cr+rn] << ' ' << rn << ' ' << dZ << ' ' << dR << endl;
//while (z1[cz+zn] < rou0/8){
//

if( z1[cz+zn]*z1[cz+zn]+rou1[cr+rn]*rou1[cr+rn] <= rou0*rou0/64 &&

z1[cz+zn]*z1[cz+zn]+rou1[cr+rn]*rou1[cr+rn] > (rou0-1)*(rou0-1)/64){
//

crad[cint]=zn; cang[cint]=rn;

//

zn++;

//

cint++;

//

}

//

else{

//

rn--;

//

crad[cint]=zn; cang[cint]=rn;

//

cint++;

//

}

//

//cout << cint << ' ' << zn << ' ' << rn << ' ' << z1[cz+c[cint-1][0]]*z1[cz+c[cint-

1][0]]+rou1[cr+c[cint-1][1]]*rou1[cr+c[cint-1][1]] << endl;
//}
//int *cc;
//cc = new int [cint*2];
//for (int i=0; i!=cint; i++) { cc[i]=crad[i]; cc[cint+i]=cang[i]; }
//cout << cint << endl;
//array c=zeros(cint,2,u32);
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//c=array(cint,2,cc);
//cout << rou0*rou0/64 << ' ' << (rou0-1)*(rou0-1)/64 << ' ' << z1[cz+zn]*z1[cz+zn] << ' ' << zn << ' ' <<
rou1[cr+rn]*rou1[cr+rn] << ' ' << rn << ' ' << dZ << ' ' << dR << endl;
//cout << "theta=pi" << endl;
//
//cout << "Flux points: " << cint <<endl;
//for (int i=0; i!=cint; i++){
//

cout << z1[cz+c[i][0]]*z1[cz+c[i][0]]+rou1[cr+c[i][1]]*rou1[cr+c[i][1]] << '\t' ;

//}
//cout << endl << endl;

//Create output filename
string fn, fnp, fnhg, dpn, pL, iS, wlen, srou0, sz0;
stringstream slp, sI, Wavl, srou, sz;
// cout << "Output Filename: " ;
// cin >> fn;
srou << rou0/8;
sz << z0/8;
slp << lp;
Wavl << wavelen;
sI << intense;
srou0=srou.str();
sz0=sz.str();
pL=slp.str();
wlen=Wavl.str();
iS=sI.str();
fn="h_"; fn+=wlen; fn+="nm_"; fn+=gs; fn+="au_"; fn+=lgth; fn+="au_"; fn+=iS; fn+="I_"; fn+=pL; fn+="t_";
fn+=b; fn+="bz_z2p_"; fn+=sz0; fn+="au"; fn+="_r_"; fn+=srou0;fn+="au";
fnp=fn;
fnhg=fn;
dpn=fn;
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fn+=".txt"; fnp+="_wf.txt"; fnhg+="_mom.txt";dpn+="_dp.txt";
const char *fn1, *fnp1, *hspec, *dpm;
fn1=fn.c_str();
fnp1=fnp.c_str();
hspec=fnhg.c_str();
dpm=dpn.c_str();

//track calculation time
clock_t start=clock();

//boundary mask
double *Mask1;
Mask1 = new double [NumZ];
array Mask=zeros(NumZ,1,f64);
for (int n=0; n!=NumZ; n++){
if (abs(z1[n])>(Zmax-5.0)){
Mask1[n]=pow((sin((Zmax-abs(z1[n]))/5.0*PI/2.0)),(0.125));
}
else{
Mask1[n]=1.0;
}
}
Mask=array(NumZ,1,Mask1);
delete[] Mask1;

double *rMask1;
rMask1 = new double [gp];
array rMask=zeros(gp,1,f64);
for (int n=0; n!=gp; n++){
if (rou1[n] > (L-5.0)){
rMask1[n]=pow((sin((L-rou1[n])/5.0*PI/2.0)),(0.125));
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}
else{
rMask1[n]=1.0;
}
}
rMask=array(gp,1,rMask1);
delete[] rMask1;

//Set Initial Wave Functions
array psi=zeros(gp,NumZ,c64);
//array psi0=zeros(gp,NumZ,c64);
array psi2=zeros(bz,gp,c64);
double *psi2d;
psi2d= new double [bz*gp];

for (int m=0; m!=bz; m++){
for (int n=0; n!=gp; n++){
psi2d[m+n*bz]=sqrt(2.0)/L/_j1(xn[m])*_j0(xn[m]*rou1[n]/L);//bessel basis fn's
}
}
psi2=complex(array(bz,gp,psi2d));
//array psi2R=zeros(bz,gp,c64);
//gfor(array n, bz) {
//

psi2R(n,span)=mul(psi2(n,span),rou(span,0).T());

//}

double *psid;
psid= new double [bz*NumZ];
for (int i=0; i!=bz; i++){
for (int j=0; j!=NumZ; j++){
psid[i+j*bz]=0;
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for (int k=0; k!=gp; k++){
psid[i+j*bz]+=psi2d[i+k*bz]*pow(PI,-0.5)*exp(sqrt(z1[j]*z1[j]+rou1[k]*rou1[k]))*rou1[k]*dR;
}
}
}
array psi1f=zeros(bz,NumZ,c64);
array psiT=zeros(NumZ,bz,c64);
array psi_initial=zeros(bz,NumZ,c64);
psi1f=complex(array(bz,NumZ,psid));
psi_initial=complex(array(bz,NumZ,psid));
delete[] psi2d;
delete[] psid;
delete[] rou1;
delete[] z1;

double Norm=0;
double pint=0;
array Norm1=zeros(NumZ,c64);
array Norm2=zeros(NumZ,c64);

gfor(array m, NumZ) {
array cero=mul(psi1f(span,m),conj(psi1f(span,m)));
array cero2=mul(psi1f(span,m),conj(psi_initial(span,m)));

Norm1(m)=sum(cero(span,0));
Norm2(m)=sum(cero2(span,0));
}
Norm=sum<double>(real(Norm1(span)));
pint=sum<double>(real(Norm2(span)));
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cout << "Norm = " << Norm << ' ' << pint << endl;
psi1f=psi1f/sqrt(Norm);
psi_initial=psi_initial/sqrt(Norm);

//momentum grid
array p=zeros(NumZ,f64);
double dP=2*PI/(Zmax-Zmin);
double *p1=new double [NumZ];
double *p2=new double [NumZ];
for (int n=0; n!=NumZ; n++) {
p1[n]=(n-NumZ/2)*dP;
}
//FFTSHIFT (no fourier transform necessary)
for (int n=0; n!=NumZ/2; n++) {
p2[n]=p1[NumZ/2+n];
p2[NumZ/2+n]=p1[n];
}
p=array(NumZ,p2);
delete[] p1;
delete[] p2;

double *creal, *cim, *dm;
dm = new double [bz*bz*NumZ];

cout << "cvmat" << endl;
for (int n=0; n!=NumZ; n++) {
for (int m=0; m!=bz; m++) {
for (int l=0; l!=bz; l++) { //(n,m,l)==(NumZ,bz,bz), m=row, l=column, of 16x16 matrices.
dmat >> dm[m+l*bz+n*bz*bz];
}
}
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if (n%512==0) { cout << n/dNumZ << '\t'; }
}
cout << endl;
dmat.close();
array cd=zeros(bz,bz,NumZ,c64);
cd=complex(array(bz,bz,NumZ,dm));
//cout << sum<double>(real(cd(bz/2,bz/2,NumZ/2))) << ' ' << dm[bz/2+bz*bz/2+bz*bz*NumZ/2] << endl;
delete [] dm;

creal= new double[bz*NumZ];
cim= new double[bz*NumZ];
//double dump;
for (int n=0; n!=NumZ; n++) {
for (int m=0; m!=bz; m++) {
vmat >> creal[m+n*bz] >> cim[m+n*bz];
}
if (n%512==0) { cout << n/dNumZ << '\t'; }
}
cout << endl;
vmat.close();

array cv0=zeros(bz,NumZ,c64);
cv0=complex(array(bz,NumZ,creal),array(bz,NumZ,cim));
//cout << sum<double>(real(cv0(bz/2,NumZ/2))) << ' ' << sum<double>(imag(cv0(bz/2,NumZ/2))) << ' ' <<
creal[bz/2+bz*NumZ/2] << ' ' << cim[bz/2+bz*NumZ/2] << endl;
delete [] creal;
delete [] cim;

//Time
cout << "Completed Coulomb matrices: " << (clock()-start)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC << "sec" << endl;
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array mom=zeros(NumZ,1,c64);
array las=zeros(NumZ,1,c64);

mom(span,0)=complex(cos(pow(p(span),2)*0.25*dT),-sin(pow(p(span),2)*0.25*dT));// def momentum operator

//try{
//

gfor(array n, NumZ){

//

array tmp=cd(span, span, n);

//

tmp=tmp.H()*cv(span, span, n)*tmp;

//

psi1f(span,n)=tmp*psi1f(span, n);}

//}
//catch (af::exception& e) {
//

printf("%s\n", e.what());

//}

array dsum=zeros(NumZ,f64);
array gNorm=zeros(Tint+4,f64);
array gp0=zeros(Tint+4,f64);
array d0=zeros(3,f64);
array dp0=zeros(Tint+4,f64);
array d=zeros(3,f64);
array dp=zeros(Tint+4,f64);
array dA=zeros(Tint+4,f64);
//array Jrout=zeros(bz,Ttime,c64);
//array dblm=zeros(bz,1,c64);
//array Jz1=zeros(bz,1,c64);
//array Jz2=zeros(bz,1,c64);

array Jrout=zeros(Ttime,z0*2,c64);
//array Jrout=zeros(gp,Ttime,c64);
array Jzt=zeros(Ttime,rou0,c64);
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//array dblm=zeros(gp,1,c64);
array dblm=zeros(rou0,c64);
array dblm2=zeros(z0*2,c64);
//array Jz1=zeros(gp,1,c64);
array Jz1=zeros(rou0,c64);
//array Jz2=zeros(gp,1,c64);
array Jz2=zeros(rou0,c64);
array Jrou1=zeros(z0*2,c64);
array Jrou2=zeros(z0*2,c64);

//double *imaginary, *number;
//imaginary=new double [1];
//number=new double [1];
//imaginary[0]=0;number[0]=1;
//array img=zeros(1,1,c64);img=complex(array(1,1,imaginary),array(1,1,number));
//cout << "i = " << sum<double>(real(img)) << " + " << sum<double>(imag(img)) << "i" << endl;
//double **Jout;
//Jout=new double *[Tint];
//for(int n=0; n!=Tint; n++){
//

Jout[n]=new double [(NumZ)*2];

//}

double t=0.0;
int time=0;
double v=0.0;

//propagation loop.
psiT=psi1f.T();
//psi0=psi2.T()*psi1f;
array field=zeros(1,f64);
//ofstream mout("mom.txt");
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//ofstream wf(fnp1);
start=clock();
array out=zeros(1,f64);
while (t<TimeMax) {

gfor(array n, NumZ) {
array cero=mul(psi1f(span,n),conj(psi1f(span,n)));
Norm1(n)=sum(cero(span,0));
array cero2=mul(psi1f(span,n),conj(psi_initial(span,n)));
array cero3=mul(cero2,conj(cero2));
Norm2(n)=sum(sqrt(cero3(span,0)));
}
gNorm(time)=sum(real(Norm1(span)));
gp0(time)=sum(real(Norm2(span)));

if (time%100==0) {
cout << t << '\t' << sum<double>(gNorm(time)) << '\t' << sum<double>(gp0(time)) <<
'\t';//Norm
cout << (clock()-start)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC << " sec" << endl;//Time
}

gfor(array n, bz) {
array temp=mul(fft(psiT(span,n)),mom(span,0));
psiT(span,n)=ifft(temp(span,0))/dNumZ;//no longer scaled by NumZ
}

//calculating coulomb coupling with diagonalizing matrix conjugate transpose
psi1f=psiT.T();
gfor(array n, NumZ) {
psi1f(span,n)=matmul(cd(span,span,n).H(),psi1f(span,n));
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}
psi1f=mul(cv0,psi1f);
gfor(array n, NumZ) {
psi1f(span,n)=matmul(cd(span,span,n),psi1f(span,n));
}
psiT=psi1f.T();

// if (t<t0) { v=E0*(t/t0)*sin(w*(t+dT/2)); }
// else { v=E0*sin(w*(t+dT/2)); }
//v=E0*sin(w*(t+dT/2)+PI/2)*exp(-pow((t+dT/2-TimeMax/2),2)/pow(TimeMax/6,2));// Gaussian
Envelope == e^(-t^2/d^2), t=[-TimeMax/2,TimeMax/2], d~T

v=E0*sin(w*(t+dT/2))*exp(-pow((t+dT/2-TimeMax/2),2)/(2*pow(TimeMax/6,2)));// Gaussian Envelope
== e^(-t^2/d^2), t=[-TimeMax/2,TimeMax/2], d~T
field(0)=v*gNorm(time);

//laser interaction
las(span,0)=complex(cos(v*z(span)*dT),-sin(v*z(span)*dT));
gfor(array n, bz) {
psiT(span,n)=mul(psiT(span,n),las(span,0));
}

//transform to momentum space
gfor(array n, bz) {
array temp=mul(fft(psiT(span,n)),mom(span,0));
psiT(span,n)=mul(ifft(temp(span,0)),Mask(span,0))/dNumZ;//no longer scaled by NumZ

}
psi1f=psiT.T();

psi=matmul(psi2.T(),psi1f); //convert to Cartesian coord's
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if (time < Tint){
//cout << t << "\t" << Halfway << "\t" << time-Halfway << "\t" << Halfway+Ttime << endl;
if (time >= Halfway && time < (Halfway+Ttime)){
//cout << z0*2 << endl;
//for (int i=0; i!=cint/2; i++){
//gfor(array i, 2){
//dblm2(i)=psi(c(i+1,1),c(i,0))-psi(c(i,0),c(i,1));//rad. der
//Jrou1(i)=mul(conj(psi(c(i,0),c(i,1))),dblm2(i));
//Jrou2(i)=mul(psi(c(i,0),c(i,1)),conj(dblm2(i)));
dblm2(span)=psi(rou0+1,seq(NumZ/2-z0,NumZ/2+z0-1))-psi(rou0,seq(NumZ/2z0,NumZ/2+z0-1));
Jrou1(span)=mul(psi(rou0,seq(NumZ/2-z0,NumZ/2+z0-1)).T(),
conj(dblm2(span)));
Jrou2(span)=mul(conj(psi(rou0,seq(NumZ/2-z0,NumZ/2+z0-1))).T(),
dblm2(span))*rou0/8/sqrt(z(seq(NumZ/2-z0,NumZ/2+z0-1))*z(seq(NumZ/2-z0,NumZ/2+z0-1))+rou0*rou0/64);
//}
gfor(array i, rou0){
//dblm(i)=psi(c(i,0),c(i,1))-psi(c(i,0),c(i+1,1));//long. der
//Jz1(i)=mul(conj(psi(c(i,0),c(i+1,1))),dblm(i));
//Jz2(i)=mul(psi(c(i,0),c(i+1,1)),conj(dblm(i)));
dblm(i)=psi(i,NumZ/2-z0-1)-psi(i,NumZ/2-z0);
Jz1(i)=mul(psi(i,NumZ/2-z0), conj(dblm(i)));
Jz2(i)=mul(conj(psi(i,NumZ/2-z0)), dblm(i))*z0/8/sqrt(rou(i)*rou(i)+z0*z0/64);
}
//cout << endl;
//for (int i=cint/2; i!=cint-1; i++){
//gfor(array i, cint/2, cint-1){

//dblm(i)=psi(c(i+1,0),c(i,1))-psi(c(i,0),c(i,1));//long. der
//Jz1(i)=mul(conj(psi(c(i,0),c(i,1))),dblm(i));
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//Jz2(i)=mul(psi(c(i,0),c(i,1)),conj(dblm(i)));

//dblm2(i)=psi(c(i+1,1),c(i,0))-psi(c(i,0),c(i,1));//rad. der
//Jrou1(i)=mul(conj(psi(c(i,0),c(i,1))),dblm2(i));
//Jrou2(i)=mul(psi(c(i,0),c(i,1)),conj(dblm2(i)));
//}
Jrout(time-Halfway,span)=(Jrou1-Jrou2)*af::i*dR/2.0;
Jzt(time-Halfway,span)=(Jz1-Jz2)*af::i*dZ/2.0;
gfor(array i, rou0){
//dblm(i)=psi(c(i,0),c(i,1))-psi(c(i,0),c(i+1,1));//long. der
//Jz1(i)=mul(conj(psi(c(i,0),c(i+1,1))),dblm(i));
//Jz2(i)=mul(psi(c(i,0),c(i+1,1)),conj(dblm(i)));
dblm(i)=psi(i,NumZ/2+z0+1)-psi(i,NumZ/2-z0);
Jz1(i)=mul(psi(i,NumZ/2+z0), conj(dblm(i)));
Jz2(i)=mul(conj(psi(i,NumZ/2+z0)), dblm(i))*z0/8/sqrt(rou(i)*rou(i)+z0*z0/64);
}
//try{
Jzt(time-Halfway,span)+=(Jz1-Jz2).T()*af::i*dZ/2.0;
//}catch(af::exception& e){ printf("%s\n",e.what()); }
}
else if(time>(Halfway+Ttime)) goto end;
}

gfor(array n, NumZ){ //std. dipole
array d3=mul(conj(psi1f(span,n)),psi1f(span,n));
array d4=-2*af::Pi*z(n)*dZ*d3;
dsum(n)=sum(real(d4(span,0)));
}
d(0)=sum(dsum(span));

gfor(array n, NumZ){//alt. dipole
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array d1=mul(conj(psi_initial(span,n)),psi1f(span,n));
array d2=-2*af::Pi*z(n)*dZ*sqrt(mul(conj(d1(span,0)),d1(span,0)));
dsum(n)=sum(real(d2(span,0)));
}
d0(0)=sum(dsum(span)); // dipole with initial wf

gfor(array n, NumZ){//acc. dipole
array d5=mul(zr3(span,n),conj(psi(span,n)));
array d6=mul(d5(span,0),psi(span,n));
dsum(n)=-2*af::Pi*dZ*dR*z(n)*sum(real(d6(span,0)));
}
//psi1f=matmul(psi2R,psi*dR); //convert back to Bessel coord's

if (time >= 4 && time <= Tint){
dp(time-4)=d(0);
//dv(time-4)=(d(0)-d(1))/dT;
//da(time-4)=(d(0)+d(2)-2*d(1))/dT/dT;

dp0(time-4)=d0(0);
//v0(time-4)=(d0(0)-d0(1))/dT;
//a0(time-4)=(d0(0)+d0(2)-2*d0(1))/dT/dT;

dA(time-4)=sum(dsum(span));
dA(time-4)=dA(time-4)-field(0);
}
//d0(2)=d0(1);
//d0(1)=d0(0);
//d(2)=d(1);
//d(1)=d(0);

//if (time%100==0) {//video
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//

for (int n=0; n!=NumZ; n+=4){

//

for (int m=0; m!=gp; m++){

//

out=real(mul(psi(m,n),conj(psi(m,n))));

//

wf << sum<double>(out) << '\t';

//

}

//

wf << endl;

//

}

//}
//if (time<=Tint*3.5/6 && time >= Tint*3.5/6-0.5 || time==Tint) {//wf image at peak intensity and final
//

for (int n=0; n!=NumZ; n++){

//

for (int m=0; m!=gp; m++){

//

out=real(mul(psi(m,n),conj(psi(m,n))));

//

wf << sum<double>(out) << '\t';

//

}

//

wf << endl;

//

}

//}
t+=dT;
time++;

if (time%25000==0) cout << lgp << ' ' << L << ' ' << bz << ' ' << inten << endl;
}

end:

array JEz=zeros(Ttime,f64);
array JEr=zeros(Ttime,f64);
//array JEt=zeros(Tint,NumZ-1,c64);
//gfor(array n, gp){
gfor(array n, z0*2){
Jrout(span,n)=fft(Jrout(span,n));
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}
gfor(array n, Ttime){
//array JEt=fft(Jrout(span,n));
JEr(n)=sum(real(mul(Jrout(n,span),conj(Jrout(n,span)))))*dZ;
}
gfor(array n, rou0){
Jzt(span,n)=fft(Jzt(span,n));
}
gfor(array n, Ttime){
//array JEt=fft(Jrout(span,n));
JEz(n)=sum(real(mul(Jzt(n,span),conj(Jzt(n,span)))))*dR;
}

ofstream psinorm(fn1);
//for (int n=0; n!=Tint-4; n++) {
//

if (n < Ttime) {

//

psinorm << sum<double>(gNorm(n)) << '\t' << sum<double>(gp0(n)) << '\t' <<

sum<double>(dp(n)) << '\t' << sum<double>(JE(n,0)) << '\t' << "0" << '\t' << sum<double>(dp0(n)) << '\t' << "0"
<< '\t' << "0" << '\t' << sum<double>(dA(n)) << endl;
//

cout << n << "\t" << sum<double>(JE(n,0)) << endl;

//

}

//

else psinorm << sum<double>(gNorm(n)) << '\t' << sum<double>(gp0(n)) << '\t' << sum<double>(dp(n))

<< '\t' << "0" << '\t' << "0" << '\t' << sum<double>(dp0(n)) << '\t' << "0" << '\t' << "0" << '\t' <<
sum<double>(dA(n)) << endl;
//}
for (int n=0; n!=Ttime; n++) {
psinorm << sum<double>(gNorm(n)) << '\t' << sum<double>(gp0(n)) << '\t' << sum<double>(dp(n)) <<
'\t' << sum<double>(JEr(n)) << '\t' << sum<double>(JEz(n)) << '\t' << sum<double>(dp0(n)) << '\t' << "0" << '\t'
<< "0" << '\t' << sum<double>(dA(n)) << endl;
//cout << n << "\t" << sum<double>(JE(n,0)) << endl;
}
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psinorm << endl << "Completed propagation\t" << (clock()-start)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC << endl;
psinorm.close();

cout << Ttime << endl;
cout << "fin" << endl;

return 0;

}
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APPENDIX B 1: DELAY LINE DETECTOR
COBOLD USER INPUT CODE
The code exerpts below modifies DAn.cpp in order to plot the electron-ion coincidence data in
coming from the DLD in real time for the data collected for Chapter 3. Newton’s Method as
well as a surface fitting from simulations run in SimIon are both used for comparison.
Newton’s Method uses idealized homogeneous electric fields to calculate the classical forces and
equations of motion.
///////////////////
//Newton's Method//
///////////////////

double newton(double tz, CDoubleArray &Parameter){
double pz, vi, t0, m_e;
t0=0;vi=0;m_e=1;//a.u.
double tol=Parameter[1063];
tz*=1./2.418884326505E-17;// convert from sec to a.u.
__int32 steps = 0;
while ( fabs(t0-tz) > tol*tz){
steps++;
if (steps > 1000) break;
double a = df(tz,vi,Parameter);
if (a != 0.) vi=vi-f(tz,vi,Parameter)/a; else vi = 1.e200;
t0=f(tz,vi,Parameter)+tz;
}
pz=vi*m_e;
return pz;
}
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/////////////////////
//Zero Momentum TOF//
/////////////////////

double zero(CDoubleArray &Parameter){
double t0, t1, t2, t3, t4;
double a1, a2, a3, l1, l2, l3, l4;
double E1, E2, E3, m_e, q_e;
double alpha, beta, gamma;
m_e=1; q_e=-1;//a.u.

l1=l2=l3=l4=1/5.2917720859E-11;//m to a.u.
l1*=Parameter[1099];l2*=Parameter[1058];l3*=Parameter[1059];l4*=Parameter[1060];//meters

E1=E2=E3=1/5.14220652E11;// V/m to a.u.
E1*=(Parameter[1054]-Parameter[1055])/Parameter[1057];
E2*=(Parameter[1055]-Parameter[1056])/Parameter[1058];
E3*=(Parameter[1056])/Parameter[1059];

a1=q_e*E1/m_e; a2=q_e*E2/m_e; a3=q_e*E3/m_e;
alpha=a1*l1; beta=alpha+a2*l2; gamma=beta+a3*l3;

t1=sqrt(2*l1/a1);
t2=(-a1*t1+sqrt(2*beta))/a2;
if (a3!=0) t3=(-sqrt(2*beta)+sqrt(2*gamma))/a3;
else t3=l3/sqrt(2*beta);
double vg=(a1*t1+a2*t2+a3*t3);
if (vg!=0) t4=l4/vg; else t4 = 1.e200;
t0=t1+t2+t3+t4;
t0/=1./2.418884326505E-17;// convert back to sec from a.u.
return t0;
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}

///////////////////////////
//SimIon Polynomial Sol'n//
///////////////////////////

double surf3(double t, double r, CDoubleArray &Parameter){// r == r dot, the initial radial velocity

double pz=0;
t/=1E-9;// s to ns

double a0 = Parameter[1070];
double a1 = Parameter[1071];
double a2 = Parameter[1072];
double a3 = Parameter[1073];
double a4 = Parameter[1074];
double a5 = Parameter[1075];
double a6 = Parameter[1076];
double a7 = Parameter[1077];
double a8 = Parameter[1078];
double a9 = Parameter[1079];

pz=a0*pow(r,3)+a1*pow(r,2)*t+a2*pow(r,2)+a3*r*pow(t,2)+a4*r*t+a5*r+a6*pow(t,3)+a7*pow(t,2)+a8*t+a
9;

return pz;

}
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Inside of
CDAN_API __int32 AnalysisProcessEvent(CDoubleArray &EventData,CDoubleArray &Parameter, CDoubleArray
&WeighParameter, LMFPreEventData &preEventData)
{

/////////////////////////////////////////////
// export user defined coordinates here :) //
/////////////////////////////////////////////

if (true) {
//double m_e=Parameter[1050]; // kg
double px=0; double py=0; double pz=0; double px1=0; double py1=0;double pz1=0; double
pz1_surf=0; double pzSurf=0;//Momentu
double pr=0; double theta=0; double phi=0; double theta2=0; //Angular Distributions
double Ex=0; double Ey=0; double E=0; double ESurf=0; double Ez=0; double
EzSurf=0;//Energies
double tof; double tof2=Parameter[1062]-23.8213E-9;//Calculated in SIMION
double TOff=Parameter[1061]-zero(Parameter);//TOF offset
double pc_x=Parameter[1051]; double pc_y=Parameter[1052]; double
pc_z=Parameter[1053]; double pc_zSurf=Parameter[1064];//Momentum Offset
double xScale=Parameter[1066]; double yScale=Parameter[1067];//X & Y Momentum
scaling factors
double zScale=Parameter[1068]; double zScaleN=Parameter[1069]; double
zScale2=Parameter[1084]; double zScaleN2=Parameter[1085];//Z-Momentum Scaling factors
double ms2au=2.1876912633E6;// m/s -> a.u.
double me=9.10938291E-31;
double xTheta, yTheta;
double J2eV=6.24150974E18;// J -> eV
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__int32 num = i_det.number_of_particles <= 2 ? i_det.number_of_particles : 2;
for (__int32 i=0; i<num; i++){ //Calculate e- momentum and energy

tof=i_det.particle[i].TOF_s-TOff;// Calibrate with vi=0 TOF
tof_Surf=i_det.particle[i].TOF_s-tof_Surf;// Calibrate with calculated vi=0 TOF

px1=(i_det.particle[i].x_m)*1000;// x position in mm
py1=(i_det.particle[i].y_m)*1000;// y position in mm
px=(i_det.particle[i].x_m-pc_x)*xScale/tof/ms2au;//Calibrate using position
(x,y) in mm
py=(i_det.particle[i].y_m-pc_y)*yScale/tof/ms2au;

pz1=newton(tof,Parameter);// a.u. Calculates z-mom with no scale or offset for
calibration
pz1_surf=surf3(tof_Surf,pr,Parameter);// a.u. Calculates z-mom with no scale or
offset for calibration

pz=(newton(tof,Parameter)-pc_z);// a.u.
if(pz>=0) pz*=zScale;
else if(pz<0) pz*=zScaleN;
pzSurf=(surf3(tof_Surf,pr,Parameter)-pc_zSurf);// a.u.
if(pzSurf>=0) pzSurf*=zScale2;
else if(pzSurf<0) pzSurf*=zScaleN2;

//pr=sqrt(px*px + py*py + pz*pz);
pr=sqrt(px*px + py*py);

//rad to deg (more intuitive for calibration)
phi=atan(i_det.particle[i].y_m/i_det.particle[i].x_m)*180/PI;
//theta=acos(pz/pr)*180/PI;
//if (pz<0) theta-=180;
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theta2=atan(pr/pz2)*180/PI;

theta=atan(pr/pz)*180/PI;
xTheta=atan(px/pz)*180/PI;
yTheta=atan(py/pz)*180/PI;

Ex=px*px/2.;Ex*=pow(ms2au,2.)*me*J2eV;
Ey=py*py/2.;Ey*=pow(ms2au,2.)*me*J2eV;
Ez=(pz*pz)/2.;Ez*=pow(ms2au,2.)*me*J2eV;
EzSurf=(pzSurf*pzSurf)/2.;Ez2*=pow(ms2au,2.)*me*J2eV;
E=(Ex + Ey + Ez);
ESurf=(Ex + Ey + pzSurf);

EventData[address_counter++] = px1;
EventData[address_counter++] = py1;
EventData[address_counter++] = pz1;
EventData[address_counter++] = pz1_surf;
EventData[address_counter++] = px;
EventData[address_counter++] = py;
EventData[address_counter++] = pz;
EventData[address_counter++] = pzSurf;

EventData[address_counter++] = pr;
EventData[address_counter++] = theta;
EventData[address_counter++] = theta2;
EventData[address_counter++] = xTheta;
EventData[address_counter++] = yTheta;
EventData[address_counter++] = phi;

if (Ex==0) EventData[address_counter++] = -1.e90;
else EventData[address_counter++] = Ex;//eV
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if (Ey==0) EventData[address_counter++] = -1.e90;
else EventData[address_counter++] = Ey;//eV
if (Ez==0) EventData[address_counter++] = -1.e90;
else EventData[address_counter++] = Ez;//eV
if (Ez==0) EventData[address_counter++] = -1.e90;
else EventData[address_counter++] = EzSurf;//eV
if (E==0) EventData[address_counter++] = -1.e90;
else EventData[address_counter++] = E;//eV
if (E2==0) EventData[address_counter++] = -1.e90;
else EventData[address_counter++] = ESurf;//eV
}

for (__int32 i=num; i<2; i++) {
for (__int32 k=0;k<20;k++) EventData[address_counter++] = -1.e90;//Limit of
k should be equal to number of coordinates in previous loop
}

} else { // only for debugging
for (__int32 k=0;k<40;k++) EventData[address_counter++] = -1.e90;//Limit of k should
be double of above^^^
}

if (WeighParameter.GetSize() > 0) {
if (i_det.use_this_detector) WeighParameter[0] = i_det.detector_map_fill; else
WeighParameter[0] = 0.;
}
if (WeighParameter.GetSize() > 1) {
if (e_det.use_this_detector) WeighParameter[1] = e_det.detector_map_fill; else
WeighParameter[1] = 0.;
}
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////////////////////////////////////////////////
// write ASCII or LMF output to hard disc //
////////////////////////////////////////////////
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APPENDIX B 2: ANALYSIS OF COBOLD OUTPUT
Data from Cobold was optimized and output to .txt files in order to analyze them
further in C++ and MATLAB. The following code written in C++ outputs data useful for
plotting in MATLAB.
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <cmath>
#include <iostream>
#include <sstream>
#include <fstream>
#include <algorithm>
#include <time.h>
//#include <arrayfire.h>
double tol=1.0e-6;
double l1=0.02111/5.2917720859E-11;//m to a.u.
double l2=0.02156/5.2917720859E-11;//m to a.u.
double l3=0.02976/5.2917720859E-11;//m to a.u.
double l4=(.146)/5.2917720859E-11;//m to a.u. /5.2917720859E-11
double V1=-0;
double V2=-100;
double V3=-384;
double V4=-464;
double au2ms=2.1876912633E6;// a.u. -> m/s
double ns2au=1E-9/2.418884326505E-17;// ns -> a.u.
//double bin2ns=0.08;//bins -> ns
double J2eV=6.24150974E18;// J -> eV
double me=9.10938291E-31;//kg
double hw=1.606;//769 nm in eV
double Ip=12.12984;//Xe 1st Ip in eV
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double J1half=1.306423;//Xe J1/2-J3/2 in eV
double Vm2au=1/5.14220652E11;// V/m -> a.u.
double E1=Vm2au*(V4-V3)/.02111;
double E2=Vm2au*(V3-V2)/0.02156;
double E3=Vm2au*(V2-V1)/0.02976;
double m_e=1.0;//a.u.
double q_e=-1.0;//a.u.
double a1=q_e*E1/m_e;
double a2=q_e*E2/m_e;
double a3=q_e*E3/m_e;
double alpha=a1*l1;
double beta=alpha+a2*l2;
double gamma=beta+a3*l3;
#define PI 3.141592653589793

using namespace std;
//using namespace af;

//int round(double val, int precision)
//{
//

std::stringstream s;

//

int val2;

//

//s.precision(precision);

//

//s.flags(fixed);

//

s << val;

//

s >> val2;

//

return val2;

//}

double sum(int *pointer, int index){
int out=0;
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for (int i=0; i<index; i++){
out+=pointer[i];
}
return out;
}

double zero(){
double t0, t1, t2, t3, t4;

t1=sqrt(2.0*l1/a1);
t2=(-a1*t1+sqrt(2*beta))/a2;
if (a3!=0) t3=(-sqrt(2*beta)+sqrt(2*gamma))/a3;
else t3=a2*l3/sqrt(2*beta);
t4=l4/(a1*t1+a2*t2+a3*t3);
t0=t1+t2+t3+t4;
return t0/ns2au;// a.u. -> ns
}

double f(double tz, double vi){

double t0, t1, t2, t3, t4;
double va, vb, vg;

t0=0;

va=sqrt(pow(vi,2)+2*alpha);
vb=sqrt(pow(vi,2)+2*beta);
vg=sqrt(pow(vi,2)+2*gamma);

t1=(-vi+va)/a1; t2=(-va+vb)/a2; t3=(-vb+vg)/a3;
t4=l4/vg;
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t0=t1+t2+t3+t4;

return t0-tz;
}

double df(double vi){

double t1, t2, t3, t4, dt1, dt2, dt3, dt4, dt0;
double va, vb, vg, dva, dvb, dvg;

a1=q_e*E1/m_e; a2=q_e*E2/m_e; a3=q_e*E3/m_e;
alpha=a1*l1; beta=alpha+a2*l2; gamma=beta+a3*l3;

va=sqrt(pow(vi,2)+2*alpha);dva=pow(va,-1)*vi;
vb=sqrt(pow(vi,2)+2*beta);dvb=pow(vb,-1)*vi;
vg=sqrt(pow(vi,2)+2*gamma);dvg=pow(vg,-1)*vi;

t1=(-vi+va)/a1; t2=(-va+vb)/a2; t3=(-vb+vg)/a3; t4=l4/vg;
dt1=(-1+dva)/a1; dt2=(-dva+dvb)/a2; dt3=(-dvb+dvg)/a3;dt4=l4*pow(vg,-3)*(-vi);
dt0=(dt1+dt2+dt3+dt4);

return dt0;
}

double newton(double tz){//ns -> a.u. (velocity)
double pz, vi, t0;
tz*=ns2au;// ns -> s -> a.u.
t0=0;vi=0;//a.u.
double m_e=1;//a.u.
int n=0; int m=0; int l=0; int k=1;
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//cout << "Newton's Method" << endl;
while ( abs(t0-tz)/tz > tol){
n++;
vi=vi-f(tz, vi)/df(vi);
t0=f(tz, vi)+tz;
//cout << n << '\t' << t0/ns2au << " ns" << '\t' << tz/ns2au << " ns" << '\t' << vi << " a.u." <<
endl;
//cout << n << endl;
if (n>1000) break;
}
pz=vi*m_e;
//cout << endl;

return pz;//a.u.
}

int main(){

//tick tock
clock_t t;
t = clock();

//input parameters for all files
int MAXinputs=16;

int start=0;
double *tOff, *zScale, *xOff, *xScale, *yOff, *yScale, **cLim, **dLim;
ifstream *eSlice=new ifstream [MAXinputs];
int charge=2;
int *events=new int [MAXinputs];
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zScale= new double [MAXinputs];xScale= new double [MAXinputs];yScale= new double [MAXinputs];
tOff= new double [MAXinputs];xOff= new double [MAXinputs];yOff= new double [MAXinputs];
cLim= new double *[charge];dLim= new double *[charge];
for(int i=0; i<charge; i++){
cLim[i]= new double [MAXinputs];dLim[i]= new double [MAXinputs];
}

//initialize input files
int l=0;double tzero=zero();
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_08_14_01.txt");
tOff[l]=42.5; xOff[l]= 3.4; yOff[l]= 1.1; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.1114); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.5);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.5);
cLim[0][l]=13296;cLim[1][l]=13733;dLim[0][l]=9426;dLim[1][l]=9740;
l=1;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_08_14_02.txt");
tOff[l]=tOff[0]+0.0125; xOff[l]= 3.4; yOff[l]= 1.4; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13296;cLim[1][l]=13733;dLim[0][l]=9426;dLim[1][l]=9740;
l=2;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_10_14_00.txt");
tOff[l]=tOff[0]+0.1125; xOff[l]= 2.1; yOff[l]= 1.2; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13296;cLim[1][l]=13733;dLim[0][l]=9426;dLim[1][l]=9740;
l=3;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_11_14_00.txt");
tOff[l]=tOff[0]+0.1; xOff[l]= 1.9; yOff[l]= 0.8; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13296;cLim[1][l]=13733;dLim[0][l]=9430;dLim[1][l]=9726;
l=4;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_11_14_01.txt");
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tOff[l]=tOff[0]+0.0625; xOff[l]= 2.1; yOff[l]= 1.3; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13296;cLim[1][l]=13733;dLim[0][l]=9430;dLim[1][l]=9726;
l=5;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_11_14_02.txt");
tOff[l]=tOff[0]+0.125; xOff[l]= 1.5; yOff[l]= 1.1; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13270;cLim[1][l]=13710;dLim[0][l]=9430;dLim[1][l]=9726;
l=6;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_15_14_01.txt");
tOff[l]=tOff[0]+0.025; xOff[l]= 2.7; yOff[l]= 0.6; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13296;cLim[1][l]=13733;dLim[0][l]=9410;dLim[1][l]=9740;
l=7;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_15_14_02.txt");
tOff[l]=tOff[0]+0.15; xOff[l]= 3.2; yOff[l]= 1.4; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13296;cLim[1][l]=13733;dLim[0][l]=9410;dLim[1][l]=9740;
l=8;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_16_14_01.txt");
tOff[l]=tOff[0]-0.025; xOff[l]= 2.6; yOff[l]= 1.1; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13275;cLim[1][l]=13711;dLim[0][l]=9400;dLim[1][l]=9726;
l=9;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_16_14_02.txt");
tOff[l]=tOff[0]-0.025; xOff[l]= 1.6; yOff[l]= 1.2; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13296;cLim[1][l]=13733;dLim[0][l]=9400;dLim[1][l]=9726;
l=10;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_19_14_01.txt");
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tOff[l]=tOff[0]-0.025; xOff[l]= 2.4; yOff[l]= 1.4; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13276;cLim[1][l]=13715;dLim[0][l]=9428;dLim[1][l]=9706;
l=11;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_19_14_02.txt");
tOff[l]=tOff[0]+0.000; xOff[l]= 1.8; yOff[l]= 1.5; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13296;cLim[1][l]=13733;dLim[0][l]=9428;dLim[1][l]=9706;
l=12;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_22_14_01.txt");
tOff[l]=tOff[0]+0.025; xOff[l]= 1.4; yOff[l]= 1.5; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13313;cLim[1][l]=13750;dLim[0][l]=9424;dLim[1][l]=9724;
l=13;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_22_14_02.txt");
tOff[l]=tOff[0]+0.000; xOff[l]= 3.7; yOff[l]= 2.0; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13313;cLim[1][l]=13750;dLim[0][l]=9424;dLim[1][l]=9724;
l=14;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_23_14_00.txt");
tOff[l]=tOff[0]+0.000; xOff[l]= 2.5; yOff[l]= 1.6; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13280;cLim[1][l]=13719;dLim[0][l]=9424;dLim[1][l]=9724;
l=15;
eSlice[l].open("G:/Cobold Output/12_29_14_01.txt");
tOff[l]=tOff[0]+0.0125; xOff[l]= 3.1; yOff[l]= 1.5; zScale[l]=sqrt(1.0); xScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
yScale[l]=sqrt(1.0);
cLim[0][l]=13291;cLim[1][l]=13731;dLim[0][l]=9357;dLim[1][l]=9816;

//start=0;
int inputs=16;
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cout << "First :";
cin >> start;cin.ignore();
cout << "Last :";
cin >> inputs;cin.ignore();

for(int i=0;i<inputs;i++){
xScale[i]=xScale[0];
yScale[i]=yScale[0];
zScale[i]=zScale[0];
xOff[i]-=0.01;
yOff[i]+=0.01;
}

ofstream *etof=new ofstream [inputs];
//ofstream *spos=new ofstream[inputs];
ofstream *tSlice=new ofstream[inputs];
ofstream *iontof=new ofstream[inputs];
string *file=new string[inputs];
const char *filename;
for(int i=start;i<inputs;i++){
stringstream ind; string index; ind << i; index=ind.str();

//file[i]="sPos";file[i]+=index;file[i]+=".txt";
//filename=file[i].c_str();
//spos[i].open(filename);

//file[i]="etof";file[i]+=index;file[i]+=".txt";
//filename=file[i].c_str();
//etof[i].open(filename);

file[i]="tSlice";file[i]+=index;file[i]+=".txt";
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filename=file[i].c_str();
tSlice[i].open(filename);

file[i]="ionTOF";file[i]+=index;file[i]+=".txt";
filename=file[i].c_str();
iontof[i].open(filename);
}

//read file sizes

//
int iNum, eNum;iNum=0;eNum=0;
int maxEvents=0;
//bool read=0;
//cout << "Read input file sizes (1=yes)? ";
//cin >> read;cin.ignore();
string dump; int fileMax;
int XeHits=0; int Xe2pHits=0; int XeHitsPosCone=0; int Xe2pHitsPosCone=0;
//if (read==1){
ifstream eventsize("eventsize");
for(int i=0; i<inputs; i++){
if(eSlice[i].is_open()==0){
cout << "Error reading file #" << i << endl;
cin.ignore();
return 0;
}

eventsize >> events[i];

if(events[i]>maxEvents){maxEvents=events[i];fileMax=i;}
}
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cout << endl << "Max number of events = " << maxEvents << " in file #" << fileMax << endl;
//}
//else{
//ofstream eventsize("eventsize");
//for(int i=start; i<inputs; i++){
//

events[i]=0;

//

if(eSlice[i].is_open()==0) {

//

cout << "Error reading file #" << i << endl;

//

cin.ignore();

//

return 0;

//

}

//

events[i]=count(istreambuf_iterator<char>(eSlice[i]),std::istreambuf_iterator<char>(),

//

if(events[i]>maxEvents)maxEvents=events[i];

//

//while(eSlice[i].eof()==0){

//

//

eSlice[i] >> eNum >> iNum; events[i]+=eNum;

//

//

getline(eSlice[i],dump);

//

//

//for (int j=0; j<eNum; j++) eSlice[i] >> dump >> dump >> dump;

//

//

//for (int j=0; j<iNum; j++) eSlice[i] >> dump;

//

//}

//

//cout << events[i];

//

eSlice[i].clear();eSlice[i].seekg(0, ios::beg);

//

eventsize << events[i] << endl;

'\n');

//}
cout << endl << "Max number of events = " << maxEvents << endl;
//}

//Initialize Variables
int xyMax=251; int zMax=2001; int calMax=81; int iMax=1301; int ionMax=4501; double itofMax=15000.0;
double itofMin=6000.0;
int resolution=4;
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int rMax=91; int erMax=401; int *eMax=new int[resolution];
int bin1=15; int tNum=(60-bin1)*40+1;
double pxLim=0.25; double pyLim=0.25; double pzLim=1.0;
double EMax=20.0;
double **E,*TOF, *dTOF;
int *tPlot, *t1Plot,*tslice,**ieCorr,**sPos,**dPos,**SingleHit,**DoubleHit,**ePos,**edPos, *ionTOF;
ieCorr=new int*[iMax];for(int i=0;i<iMax;i++){ieCorr[i]=new int[tNum];for(int
j=0;j<tNum;j++){ieCorr[i][j]=0;}}
double dT=(itofMax-itofMin)/double(ionMax);
double *TOFi=new double[ionMax];
ionTOF=new int[ionMax];for(int i=0;i<ionMax;i++){ionTOF[i]=0;TOFi[i]=itofMin+i*dT;}
E=new double *[resolution];
sPos=new int *[resolution];
ePos=new int *[resolution];
dPos=new int *[resolution];
edPos=new int *[resolution];
SingleHit=new int *[resolution];
DoubleHit=new int *[resolution];
TOF= new double [tNum]; tPlot= new int [tNum]; t1Plot= new int [tNum]; tslice= new int [tNum];
dTOF= new double [tNum];
for (int i=0; i<tNum; i++){
TOF[i]=bin1+i*0.025;
tPlot[i]=0;
t1Plot[i]=0;
tslice[i]=0;
dTOF[i]=0;
}
double *dE=new double[resolution];
//double dE2=EMax/(eMax2-1);
//double dE4=EMax/(eMax4-1);
//double dE8=EMax/(eMax8-1);
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//cout << "dE = " << dE << endl;
eMax[0]=801;
for (int l=0; l<resolution; l++){
eMax[l]=int((eMax[0]-1)/pow(2.0,double(l))+1);
dE[l]=EMax/double(eMax[l]-1);
cout << eMax[l] << '\t' << dE[l] << endl;
E[l]=new double [eMax[l]];
sPos[l]=new int [eMax[l]];
ePos[l]=new int [eMax[l]];
dPos[l]=new int [eMax[l]];
edPos[l]=new int [eMax[l]];
SingleHit[l]=new int [eMax[l]];
DoubleHit[l]=new int [eMax[l]];
for (int i=0; i<eMax[l]; i++){
E[l][i]=i*dE[l];
sPos[l][i]=0; ePos[l][i]=0;
dPos[l][i]=0; edPos[l][i]=0; SingleHit[l][i]=0; DoubleHit[l][i]=0;
}
}
//for (int i=0; i<eMax2; i++){
//

E2[i]=i*dE2;

//

sPos2[i]=0; ePos2[i]=0;

//

dPos2[i]=0; edPos2[i]=0; SingleHit2[i]=0; DoubleHit2[i]=0;

//}
//for (int i=0; i<eMax4; i++){
//

E4[i]=i*dE4;

//

sPos4[i]=0; ePos4[i]=0;

//

dPos4[i]=0; edPos4[i]=0; SingleHit4[i]=0; DoubleHit4[i]=0;

//}
//for (int i=0; i<eMax8; i++){
//

E8[i]=i*dE8;
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//

sPos8[i]=0; ePos8[i]=0;

//

dPos8[i]=0; edPos8[i]=0; SingleHit8[i]=0; DoubleHit8[i]=0;

//}

//Initialize Momentum
ofstream X("x_mom.txt");
ofstream Y("y_mom.txt");
ofstream Z("z_mom.txt");
int **pxpz, **pypz, **dpxpz, **dpypz, **pxpy, **eVangle, **eVx, **eVy, **XZcal, **YZcal;
double *pX, *pY, *pZ;
XZcal=new int*[calMax];YZcal=new int*[calMax];
dpxpz=new int *[xyMax];dpypz=new int *[xyMax];
pxpz=new int *[xyMax];pypz=new int *[xyMax];pxpy=new int *[xyMax];
pX=new double [xyMax];pY=new double [xyMax]; pZ=new double [zMax];
eVangle=new int *[rMax];eVx=new int *[rMax];eVy=new int *[rMax];
for(int i=0;i<rMax;i++){
eVangle[i]=new int[erMax];
eVx[i]=new int[erMax];
eVy[i]=new int[erMax];
for(int j=0;j<erMax;j++){
eVangle[i][j]=0;
eVx[i][j]=0;
eVy[i][j]=0;
}
}

for(int i=0;i<calMax;i++){//-20mm:+20mm
XZcal[i]=new int [zMax];
YZcal[i]=new int [zMax];
for (int j=0; j<zMax; j++){
XZcal[i][j]=0;
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YZcal[i][j]=0;
}
}
for(int i=0;i<xyMax;i++){
pxpz[i]=new int [zMax];dpxpz[i]=new int [zMax];
pypz[i]=new int [zMax];dpypz[i]=new int [zMax];
pxpy[i]=new int [xyMax];
pX[i]=-0.25+i/double(xyMax-1);
pY[i]=-0.25+i/double(xyMax-1);
//X << pX[i] << endl;
//Y << pY[i] << endl;
for (int j=0; j<zMax; j++){
pxpz[i][j]=0;dpxpz[i][j]=0;
pypz[i][j]=0;dpypz[i][j]=0;
if(j<xyMax)pxpy[i][j]=0;
if(i==0) {
pZ[j]=(-1.0+j/((zMax-1)/2.0))/2.0;
//Z << pZ[j] << endl;
}
}
}
X.close();
Y.close();
Z.close();

//int i=0;
int *eMod, xMod, yMod, zMod, tMod, rMod, iMod, ionMod;
eMod=new int[resolution];
cout << "Time Zero =" << zero() << ", Experiment = " << tOff[0] << endl;

//ofstream output("IRcoincidence.txt");
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//int events=100;
cout << "Time = " << (clock()-t)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC << " s" << endl;

//output << "Px" << '\t' << "Py" << '\t' << "Pz" << '\t' << "E" << '\t' << "Theta" << endl;
//output.precision(5);

double *eTOF,*iTOF,*xPos, *yPos, *pz, *px, *py, *energy, *rad;
int maxHits=6;
xPos= new double [maxHits];px= new double [maxHits];
yPos= new double [maxHits];py= new double [maxHits];
eTOF= new double [maxHits];iTOF= new double [maxHits];pz= new double [maxHits];
energy= new double [maxHits];rad= new double [maxHits];
ofstream xzcal("xzcal.txt");
ofstream yzcal("yzcal.txt");
//ofstream islice("islice.txt");

//spos.open("spos.txt");
double iTOF2=0;
for(int k=start; k<inputs; k++){
cout << "Input file " << k << endl;
for(int i=0; i<events[k]; i++){
eSlice[k] >> eNum >> iNum;
//cout << eNum << '\t' << iNum << endl;
for(int j=0; j<eNum; j++) {
eSlice[k] >> xPos[j] >> yPos[j] >> eTOF[j];//pos in mm, time in ns
//cout << xPos[j] << '\t' << yPos[j] << '\t' << eTOF[j] << endl;
}
for (int j=0; j<iNum; j++){
eSlice[k] >> iTOF[j];
ionMod=int((iTOF[j]-itofMin)*((ionMax-1)/itofMax)+0.5);
if(ionMod<ionMax && ionMod>=0)ionTOF[ionMod]++;
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//cout << iTOF[j] << endl;
}
for(int j=0; j<eNum; j++){

//Calibration
xMod=int(xPos[j]*2+40.5); yMod=int(yPos[j]*2+40.5); tMod=int((eTOF[j]35)*40+0.5);
if(xMod>=0 && yMod>=0 && tMod>=0 && xMod<calMax && yMod<calMax
&& tMod<zMax){XZcal[xMod][tMod]++; YZcal[yMod][tMod]++;}

//Offsets
eTOF[j]-=(tOff[k]-tzero); xPos[j]-=xOff[k]; yPos[j]-=yOff[k];

//TOF
tMod=int((eTOF[j]-15)*40+0.5);
if(tMod>=0 && tMod<tNum){
if (iTOF[0]>cLim[0][k] &&
iTOF[0]<cLim[1][k]){t1Plot[tMod]++;/*XeHits++;*/}
else if (iTOF[0]>dLim[0][k] &&
iTOF[0]<dLim[1][k]){dTOF[tMod]++;/*Xe2pHits++;*/}
}

//Momentum
pz[j]=newton(eTOF[j])*zScale[k];
px[j]=((xPos[j])*1e-3)/((eTOF[j])*1e-9)*xScale[k]/au2ms;
py[j]=((yPos[j])*1e-3)/((eTOF[j])*1e-9)*yScale[k]/au2ms;

energy[j]=(0.5)*(pz[j]*pz[j]+py[j]*py[j]+px[j]*px[j])*au2ms*au2ms*me*J2eV;
rad[j]=atan(sqrt(px[j]*px[j]+py[j]*py[j])/pz[j])*180/PI;
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//Indexing
for(int l=0;l<4;l++)eMod[l]=int(energy[j]*((eMax[l]-1)/EMax)+0.5);
//eMod2=int(energy[j]*((eMax2-1)/EMax)+0.5);
eMod4=int(energy[j]*((eMax4-1)/EMax)+0.5); eMod8=int(energy[j]*((eMax8-1)/EMax)+0.5);
xMod=int((px[j]+pxLim)*(xyMax-1)*2+0.5);
yMod=int((py[j]+pyLim)*(xyMax-1)*2+0.5); zMod=int((pz[j]+pzLim)*(zMax-1)/2+0.5);
rMod=int(rad[j]+0.5)+45;
iMod=int((iTOF[0]-13250)*2+0.5);

if(iMod>=0 && iMod<iMax && tMod>=0 &&
tMod<tNum)ieCorr[iMod][tMod]++;

//Histograms
for(int l=0;l<4;l++){
if(eMod[l]<eMax[l] && pz[j]>=0){
if (iTOF[0]>cLim[0][k] && iTOF[0]<cLim[1][k]){
ePos[l][eMod[l]]++;XeHits++;
if (rad[j]<=10)
sPos[l][eMod[l]]++;XeHitsPosCone++;
}
if (iTOF[0]>dLim[0][k] && iTOF[0]<dLim[1][k]){
edPos[l][eMod[l]]++;Xe2pHits++;
if (rad[j]<=10){

dPos[l][eMod[l]]++;if(l==0)Xe2pHitsPosCone++;
if(eNum==1)SingleHit[l][eMod[l]]++;
if(eNum>=2)DoubleHit[l][eMod[l]]++;
}
}
}
}
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if(xMod>=0 && xMod<xyMax){
if(yMod>=0 && yMod<=xyMax && eTOF[j]<60tzero)pxpy[xMod][yMod]++;
if(zMod>=0 && zMod<=zMax){
if (iTOF[0]>cLim[0][k] && iTOF[0]<cLim[1][k])
pxpz[xMod][zMod]++;
else if (iTOF[0]>dLim[0][k] && iTOF[0]<dLim[1][k])
dpxpz[xMod][zMod]++;
}
}
if(yMod>=0 && yMod<xyMax && zMod>=0 && zMod<zMax){
if (iTOF[0]>cLim[0][k] && iTOF[0]<cLim[1][k])
pypz[yMod][zMod]++;
else if (iTOF[0]>dLim[0][k] && iTOF[0]<dLim[1][k])
dpypz[yMod][zMod]++;
}

eMod[0]=int(energy[j]*20+0.5);
if(rMod>=0 && rMod<rMax && eMod[0]<erMax){
if (iTOF[0]>cLim[0][k] && iTOF[0]<cLim[1][k])
eVangle[rMod][eMod[0]]++;
}
rMod=int(atan(px[j]/pz[j])*180/PI+0.5)+45;
//if(rad[j]>=0)rMod=int(atan(px[j]/pz[j])*180/PI+0.5)+45;
//if(rad[j]<0)rMod=int(atan(px[j]/pz[j])*180/PI-0.5)+45;
if(rMod>=0 && rMod<rMax && eMod[0]<erMax){
eVx[rMod][eMod[0]]++;
}
rMod=int(atan(py[j]/pz[j])*180/PI+0.5)+45;
//if(rad[j]>=0)rMod=int(atan(py[j]/pz[j])*180/PI+0.5)+45;
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//if(rad[j]<0)rMod=int(atan(py[j]/pz[j])*180/PI-0.5)+45;
if(rMod>=0 && rMod<rMax && eMod[0]<erMax){
eVy[rMod][eMod[0]]++;
}

//Time Zero Reference (only for first file)
eTOF[j]+=(tOff[k]-tzero);
tMod=int((eTOF[j]-35)*40+0.5);
if(tMod>=0 && tMod<tNum && abs(px[j])<=0.02 && abs(px[j])<=0.02){
tslice[tMod]++;
}
//if(iTOF[0]>cLim[0][k] && iTOF[0]<cLim[1][k] && eTOF[j] < 60.0)islice
<< iTOF[0] << '\t' << eTOF[j] << endl;
}
if (i%200000==0){cout << double(i)/double(events[k]) << '\t' << XeHits << '\t' <<
Xe2pHits << endl;}

}
for(int j=0; j<tNum; j++){tSlice[k] << TOF[j] << '\t' << tslice[j] << endl;tslice[j]=0;}
for(int j=0; j<ionMax; j++){iontof[k] << TOFi[j] << '\t' << ionTOF[j] << endl;ionTOF[j]=0;}
//for(int i=0; i<eMax; i++){spos[k] << E[i] << '\t' << sPos[i] << endl;sPos[i]=0;}
//for(int j=0; j<tNum; j++){etof[k] << TOF[j] << '\t' << t1Plot[j] <<
endl;tPlot[j]+=t1Plot[j];t1Plot[j]=0;}
eSlice[k].close();tSlice[k].close();iontof[k].close();
//etof[k].close();spos[k].close();

for(int i=0; i<calMax; i++){
for(int j=0;j<zMax;j++){
xzcal << XZcal[i][j] << '\t';
yzcal << YZcal[i][j] << '\t';
}
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xzcal << endl;
yzcal << endl;
}
xzcal.close(); yzcal.close();
}
ofstream correlation("correlation.txt");
for (int i=0; i<iMax; i++){
for (int j=0; j<tNum; j++){
correlation << ieCorr[i][j] << '\t';
}
correlation<<endl;
}
correlation.close();

//ofstream spos("sPos.txt");

double sumcounter=0;
if(start==0 && inputs==MAXinputs){
ofstream radrad("eVangle.txt");
ofstream radx("eVx.txt");
ofstream rady("eVy.txt");
ofstream hits("hits.txt");
hits << XeHits << '\t' << Xe2pHits;
hits.close();
for(int i=0;i<rMax;i++){
for(int j=0;j<erMax;j++){
radrad << eVangle[i][j] << '\t';
radx << eVx[i][j] << '\t';
rady << eVy[i][j] << '\t';
}
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radrad << endl; radx << endl; rady << endl;
}
radrad.close();radx.close();rady.close();
ofstream *epos, *dpos, *edpos, *spos;
epos=new ofstream[resolution];dpos=new ofstream[resolution];edpos=new
ofstream[resolution];spos=new ofstream[resolution];
for (int l=0;l<resolution;l++){
stringstream ind; string index; ind << l; index=ind.str();
file[l]="epos";file[l]+=index;file[l]+=".txt";
filename=file[l].c_str();
epos[l].open(filename);
file[l]="dpos";file[l]+=index;file[l]+=".txt";
filename=file[l].c_str();
dpos[l].open(filename);
file[l]="edpos";file[l]+=index;file[l]+=".txt";
filename=file[l].c_str();
edpos[l].open(filename);
file[l]="spos_";file[l]+=index;file[l]+=".txt";
filename=file[l].c_str();
spos[l].open(filename);

//ofstream epos("ePos.txt");ofstream dpos("dPos.txt");ofstream edpos("edPos.txt");ofstream
spos("sPos_.txt");
for (int j=0; j<eMax[l]; j++){
spos[l] << E[l][j] << '\t' << sPos[l][j] << endl;
epos[l] << E[l][j] << '\t' << ePos[l][j] << endl;
dpos[l] << E[l][j] << '\t' << dPos[l][j] << endl;
edpos[l] << E[l][j] << '\t' << edPos[l][j] << endl;
} dpos[l].close(); edpos[l].close();epos[l].close();spos[l].close();
}
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//ofstream epos2("ePos2.txt");ofstream dpos2("dPos2.txt");ofstream edpos2("edPos2.txt");ofstream
spos2("sPos_2.txt");
//for (int j=0; j<eMax2; j++){
//

spos2 << E2[j] << '\t' << sPos2[j] << endl;

//

epos2 << E2[j] << '\t' << ePos2[j] << endl;

//

dpos2 << E2[j] << '\t' << dPos2[j] << endl;

//

edpos2 << E2[j] << '\t' << edPos2[j] << endl;

//} dpos2.close(); edpos2.close();epos2.close();spos2.close();
//
//ofstream epos4("ePos4.txt");ofstream dpos4("dPos4.txt");ofstream edpos4("edPos4.txt");ofstream
spos4("sPos_4.txt");
//for (int j=0; j<eMax4; j++){
//

spos4 << E4[j] << '\t' << sPos4[j] << endl;

//

epos4 << E4[j] << '\t' << ePos4[j] << endl;

//

dpos4 << E4[j] << '\t' << dPos4[j] << endl;

//

edpos4 << E4[j] << '\t' << edPos4[j] << endl;

//} dpos4.close(); edpos4.close();epos4.close();spos4.close();
//
//ofstream epos8("ePos8.txt");ofstream dpos8("dPos8.txt");ofstream edpos8("edPos8.txt");ofstream
spos8("sPos_8.txt");
//for (int j=0; j<eMax8; j++){
//

spos8 << E8[j] << '\t' << sPos8[j] << endl;

//

epos8 << E8[j] << '\t' << ePos8[j] << endl;

//

dpos8 << E8[j] << '\t' << dPos8[j] << endl;

//

edpos8 << E8[j] << '\t' << edPos8[j] << endl;

//} dpos8.close(); edpos8.close();epos8.close();spos8.close();
//
//ofstream tOut("TOF.txt"); ofstream dOut("dTOF.txt");
//for (int j=0; j<tNum; j++) tOut << TOF[j] << '\t' << tPlot[j] << endl; tOut.close();
//for (int j=0; j<tNum; j++) dOut << TOF[j] << '\t' << dTOF[j] << endl; dOut.close();
//dpos.close();tOut.close();dOut.close();
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}

ofstream PXPY("pxpy.txt");
ofstream PXPZ("pxpz.txt");
ofstream PYPZ("pypz.txt");
ofstream dPXPZ("dpxpz.txt");
ofstream dPYPZ("dpypz.txt");
for (int i=0; i<xyMax; i++){
for (int j=0; j<zMax; j++){
if (j<xyMax) PXPY << pxpy[i][j] << '\t';
PXPZ << pxpz[i][j] << '\t';
PYPZ << pypz[i][j] << '\t';
dPXPZ << dpxpz[i][j] << '\t';
dPYPZ << dpypz[i][j] << '\t';
}
PXPY << endl;
PXPZ << endl;
PYPZ << endl;
dPXPZ << endl;
dPYPZ << endl;
}
PXPZ.close();dPXPZ.close();
PYPZ.close();dPYPZ.close();
PXPY.close();

cout << "Energy hits " << sum(dPos[0],eMax[0]) << endl;
cout << "Time = " << (clock()-t)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC << " s" << endl;
cin.clear();cin.ignore();

return 0;
}
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APPENDIX B 3: COBOLD POST-ANALYSIS IN
MATLAB
The following MATLAB code generates histograms and plots of the analyzed electron
and ion momentum data from Cobold.
%Analyze Cobold Data
clear all;
%close all;
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.2','r');Xe2=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.3','r');Xe3=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.4','r');Xe4=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.211','r');Xe211=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.212','r');Xe212=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.213','r');Xe213=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.221','r');Xe221=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.222','r');Xe222=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.223','r');Xe223=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.311','r');Xe311=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.312','r');Xe312=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.313','r');Xe313=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.321','r');Xe321=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.322','r');Xe322=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);
filename=fopen('Theory/fort.323','r');Xe323=fscanf(filename,'%f',[2 inf]);

XeSum=Xe2(1,:);
% Xe2Sum=Xe211(2,:)+Xe212(2,:)+Xe213(2,:)+Xe221(2,:)+Xe222(2,:)+Xe223(2,:);
% Xe3Sum=Xe311(2,:)+Xe312(2,:)+Xe313(2,:)+Xe321(2,:)+Xe322(2,:)+Xe323(2,:);
% Xe4Sum=Xe2Sum+Xe3Sum;
plot(Xe2(1,:),Xe2(2,:),'LineWidth',3.0,'Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName','Xe^+');hold;
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plot(Xe3(1,:),Xe3(2,:),'LineWidth',3.0,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Xe^2^+');
plot(Xe4(1,:),Xe4(2,:),'LineWidth',3.0,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Total');
%

plot(Xe2(1,:),Xe2(2,:),'LineWidth',3.0,'LineStyle','--','Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName','Xe^+ (Sum)');

%

plot(Xe3(1,:),Xe3(2,:),'LineWidth',3.0,'LineStyle','--','Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Xe^2^+ (Sum)');

%

plot(Xe4(1,:),Xe4(2,:),'LineWidth',3.0,'LineStyle','--','Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Total (Sum)');
plot(Xe211(1,:),Xe211(2,:),'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName','3/2 -> 2');
plot(Xe212(1,:),Xe212(2,:),'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName','3/2 -> 0');
plot(Xe213(1,:),Xe213(2,:),'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName','3/2 -> 1');
plot(Xe221(1,:),Xe221(2,:),'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName','1/2 -> 2');
plot(Xe222(1,:),Xe222(2,:),'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName','1/2 -> 0');
plot(Xe223(1,:),Xe223(2,:),'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName','1/2 -> 1');
plot(Xe311(1,:),Xe311(2,:),'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','3/2 -> 2');
plot(Xe312(1,:),Xe312(2,:),'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','3/2 -> 0');
plot(Xe313(1,:),Xe313(2,:),'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','3/2 -> 1');
plot(Xe321(1,:),Xe321(2,:),'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','1/2 -> 2');
plot(Xe322(1,:),Xe322(2,:),'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','1/2 -> 0');
plot(Xe323(1,:),Xe323(2,:),'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','1/2 -> 1');
hold;

% XeSum(2,:)=XeSum(2,:)/max(XeSum(2,:));
% Xe2(2,:)=Xe2(2,:)/max(Xe2(2,:));Xe3(2,:)=Xe3(2,:)/max(Xe3(2,:));Xe4(2,:)=Xe4(2,:)/max(Xe4(2,:));
%
Xe211(2,:)=Xe211(2,:)/max(Xe211(2,:));Xe212(2,:)=Xe212(2,:)/max(Xe212(2,:));Xe213(2,:)=Xe213(2,:)/max(Xe21
3(2,:));
%%
Xe221(2,:)=Xe221(2,:)/max(Xe221(2,:));Xe222(2,:)=Xe222(2,:)/max(Xe222(2,:));Xe223(2,:)=Xe223(2,:)/max(Xe22
3(2,:));
%
Xe311(2,:)=Xe311(2,:)/max(Xe311(2,:));Xe312(2,:)=Xe312(2,:)/max(Xe312(2,:));Xe313(2,:)=Xe313(2,:)/max(Xe31
3(2,:));
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%
Xe321(2,:)=Xe321(2,:)/max(Xe321(2,:));Xe322(2,:)=Xe322(2,:)/max(Xe322(2,:));Xe323(2,:)=Xe323(2,:)/max(Xe32
3(2,:));

dnHR='Xenon/dnots/';
% dnMR='Xenon/dnots Ang Dist MR/';
fislice='Xenon/islice/';
eTOFfn='Xenon/islice TOF/';
dNegfn='Xenon/dNeg/';
sNegfn='Xenon/sNeg/';
dPosfn='Xenon/dPos/';
% dPosHRf='Xenon/dPosHR/';
sPosfn='Xenon/sPos/';
dnotsXZ='Xenon/dnots XZ/';
dnotsYZ='Xenon/dnots YZ/';
disXZ='Xenon/dislice XZ/';
disYZ='Xenon/dislice YZ/';
dicXZ='Xenon/dication XZ/';
dicYZ='Xenon/dication YZ/';
islXZ='Xenon/islice XZ/';
islYZ='Xenon/islice YZ/';
dicat='Xenon/dication/';
disl='Xenon/dislice/';
txt='.txt';

%%
fn=['09_29_14.txt';'11_12_14.txt';'11_14_14.txt';'11_17_14.txt';'11_18_14.txt';'09_30_14.txt';'10_00_14.txt';'10_01
_14.txt';'10_02_14.txt';'10_22_14.txt';'11_06_14.txt';'11_07_14.txt';'11_11_14.txt';'11_19_14.txt'];
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% % fn=['12_29_14'; '12_23_14'; '12221401'; '12221402';'12161402'; '12161401'; '12151401'; '12151402';
'12_10_14'; '12081402'; '12081401';];
%%
fn=['12_29_14_01';'12_23_14_01';'12_22_14_01';'12_22_14_02';'12_19_14_01';'12_19_14_02';'12_16_14_01';'12_1
6_14_02';'12_15_14_01';'12_15_14_02';'12_11_14_01';'12_11_14_02';'12_10_14_01';'12_08_14_01';];
%
fn=['12_08_14_01';'12_08_14_02';'12_10_14_00';'12_11_14_00';'12_11_14_01';'12_11_14_02';'12_15_14_01';'12_1
5_14_02';'12_16_14_01';'12_16_14_02';'12_19_14_01';'12_19_14_02';'12_22_14_01';'12_22_14_02';'12_23_14_00';
];
fn=['12_08_14_01';'12_08_14_02';'12_10_14_00';'12_11_14_02';'12_15_14_01';'12_15_14_02';'12_16_14_01';'12_1
6_14_02';'12_19_14_01';'12_19_14_02';'12_22_14_01';'12_22_14_02';'12_23_14_00';];
total=0; total2=0; total3=0; total2Pos=0;
IRslice=zeros(3,362181);dIRslice=zeros(3,362181);
tOff(1)=42.5;
tOff(2)=42.525;
tOff(3)=42.625;
tOff(4)=42.6;
tOff(5)=42.575;
tOff(6)=42.625;
tOff(7)=42.55;
tOff(8)=42.65;
tOff(9)=42.5;
tOff(10)=42.5;
tOff(11)=42.5;
tOff(12)=42.5;
tOff(13)=42.525;
tOff(14)=42.5;
tOff(15)=42.525;
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for f=1:13
fprintf('%s\n',fn(f,:));
for g=1:15
g
if g==1, filename=fopen([fislice fn(f,:) txt],'r');
elseif g==2, filename=fopen([dnHR fn(f,:) txt],'r');
elseif g==3, filename=fopen([disXZ fn(f,:) txt],'r');
elseif g==4, filename=fopen([disYZ fn(f,:) txt],'r');
%

elseif g==5, filename=fopen([dPosHRf fn(f,:) txt],'r');
elseif g==6, filename=fopen([sPosfn fn(f,:) txt],'r');
elseif g==7, filename=fopen([dicXZ fn(f,:) txt],'r');
elseif g==8, filename=fopen([dicYZ fn(f,:) txt],'r');
elseif g==9, filename=fopen([dnotsXZ fn(f,:) txt],'r');
elseif g==10, filename=fopen([dnotsYZ fn(f,:) txt],'r');
elseif g==11, filename=fopen([islXZ fn(f,:) txt],'r');
elseif g==12, filename=fopen([islYZ fn(f,:) txt],'r');
elseif g==13, filename=fopen([disl fn(f,:) txt],'r');
elseif g==14, filename=fopen([dicat fn(f,:) txt],'r');
elseif g==15, filename=fopen([eTOFfn fn(f,:) txt],'r');
end

%

if g>=5 && g<=6
if g==6 || g==15
array=fscanf(filename,'%f', [2,inf]);
else
array=fscanf(filename,'%f', [3,inf]);
end
if f==1
if g==1, sz=size(array);
elseif g==2, sz3=size(array);
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elseif g==5, sz5=size(array);
end
if g==1, islice=array;
elseif g==2, dnotsHR=array;
elseif g==3, dsXZ=array;
elseif g==4, dsYZ=array;
%

elseif g==5, dPosHR=array;
elseif g==6, sPos=array;figure(2);
plot(array(1,:),array(2,:)/max(array(2,:)),'DisplayName',fn(f,:));
xlim([0 10]);
energy(f,:)=array(2,:);
elseif g==7, dcXZ=array;
elseif g==8, dcYZ=array;
elseif g==9, dXZ=array;
elseif g==10, dYZ=array;
elseif g==11, iXZ=array;
elseif g==12, iYZ=array;
elseif g==13, dislice=array;
for i=0:size(array,2)/181-1
denergy(f,i+1)=sum(array(3,91+i*181:101+i*181));
end
elseif g==14, dication=array;
elseif g==15, eTOF=array;figure(3);eTOF(1,:)=35:0.025:60;
eTOF(2,:)=eTOF(2,:)-(tOff(1)-tOff(f));
plot(eTOF(1,:),array(2,:)/max(array(2,:)),'DisplayName',fn(f,:),'Color',[1 0 0]);
xlim([38 48]);
end
else
if g==1, islice(3,:)=islice(3,:)+array(3,:);
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if f==2
IRslice=array;
elseif f==5 || f==6
IRslice(3,:)=IRslice(3,:)+array(3,:);
end
elseif g==2, dnotsHR(3,:)=dnotsHR(3,:)+array(3,:);
if f==2
dIRslice=array;
elseif f==5 || f==6
dIRslice(3,:)=dIRslice(3,:)+array(3,:);
end
elseif g==3, dsXZ(3,:)=dsXZ(3,:)+array(3,:);
elseif g==4, dsYZ(3,:)=dsYZ(3,:)+array(3,:);
%

elseif g==5, dPosHR(2,:)=dPosHR(2,:)+array(2,:);
elseif g==6, sPos(2,:)=sPos(2,:)+array(2,:);
figure(2);hold;
if f==2 || f==5 || f==6
plot(array(1,:),array(2,:)/max(array(2,:)),'DisplayName',fn(f,:),'Color',[1 0 0]);
else
plot(array(1,:),array(2,:)/max(array(2,:)),'DisplayName',fn(f,:));
end
energy(f,:)=array(2,:);
hold;
elseif g==7, dcXZ(3,:)=dcXZ(3,:)+array(3,:);
elseif g==8, dcYZ(3,:)=dcYZ(3,:)+array(3,:);
elseif g==9, dXZ(3,:)=dXZ(3,:)+array(3,:);
elseif g==10, dYZ(3,:)=dYZ(3,:)+array(3,:);
elseif g==11, iXZ(3,:)=iXZ(3,:)+array(3,:);
elseif g==12, iYZ(3,:)=iYZ(3,:)+array(3,:);
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elseif g==13, dislice(3,:)=dislice(3,:)+array(3,:);
for i=0:size(array,2)/181-1
denergy(f,i+1)=sum(array(3,91+i*181:101+i*181));
end
elseif g==14, dication(3,:)=dication(3,:)+array(3,:);
elseif g==15, eTOF(2,:)=eTOF(2,:)+array(2,:);
eTOF(2,:)=eTOF(2,:)-(tOff(1)-tOff(f));
figure(3);hold;
plot(eTOF(1,:),array(2,:)/max(array(2,:)),'DisplayName',fn(f,:));
hold;
end
end
end
end
fclose('all');

E=islice(2,1:181:size(islice,2));
% E3=dnotsHR(2,1:181:size(dnotsHR,2));

for i=0:size(islice,2)/181-1
islicePos(i+1)=sum(islice(3,91+i*181:181+i*181));
isliceSc(i+1)=sum(islice(3,91+i*181:181+i*181).*cos(angle(91:181)*pi/180))*E(i+1);
isliceScSq(i+1)=sum(islice(3,91+i*181:181+i*181).*cos(angle(91:181)*pi/180))*E(i+1)^2;

iNeg(i+1)=sum(islice(3,1+i*181:91+i*181));
sNeg(i+1)=sum(islice(3,81+i*181:91+i*181));
isliceScNeg(i+1)=sum(islice(3,1+i*181:91+i*181).*cos(angle(1:91)*pi/180))*E(i+1);
isliceScNegSq(i+1)=sum(islice(3,1+i*181:91+i*181).*cos(angle(1:91)*pi/180))*E(i+1)^2;
end
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for i=0:size(dnotsHR,2)/181-1
dPosSc(i+1)=sum(dnotsHR(3,91+i*181:181+i*181).*cos(angle(91:181)*pi/180))*E(i+1);
dPosScSq(i+1)=sum(dnotsHR(3,91+i*181:181+i*181).*cos(angle(91:181)*pi/180))*E(i+1)^2;

iPos(i+1)=sum(islice(3,91+i*181:181+i*181));
dnots(i+1)=sum(dnotsHR(3,91+i*181:181+i*181));
IRPos(i+1)=sum(IRslice(3,91+i*181:181+i*181));
dIRPos(i+1)=sum(dIRslice(3,91+i*181:181+i*181));
ds(i+1)=sum(dislice(3,91+i*181:181+i*181));
dc(i+1)=sum(dication(3,91+i*181:181+i*181));

i10(i+1)=sum(islice(3,91+i*181:101+i*181));
dn10(i+1)=sum(dnotsHR(3,91+i*181:101+i*181));
IR10(i+1)=sum(IRslice(3,91+i*181:101+i*181));
dIR10(i+1)=sum(dIRslice(3,91+i*181:101+i*181));
ds10(i+1)=sum(dislice(3,91+i*181:101+i*181));
dc10(i+1)=sum(dication(3,91+i*181:101+i*181));

i5(i+1)=sum(islice(3,91+i*181:96+i*181));
dn5(i+1)=sum(dnotsHR(3,91+i*181:96+i*181));
IR5(i+1)=sum(IRslice(3,91+i*181:96+i*181));
dIR5(i+1)=sum(dIRslice(3,91+i*181:96+i*181));
ds5(i+1)=sum(dislice(3,91+i*181:96+i*181));
dc5(i+1)=sum(dication(3,91+i*181:96+i*181));

i5_2(i+1)=sum(islice(3,94+i*181:99+i*181));
dn5_2(i+1)=sum(dnotsHR(3,94+i*181:99+i*181));
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IR5_2(i+1)=sum(IRslice(3,94+i*181:99+i*181));
dIR5_2(i+1)=sum(dIRslice(3,94+i*181:99+i*181));
ds5_2(i+1)=sum(dislice(3,94+i*181:99+i*181));
dc5_2(i+1)=sum(dication(3,94+i*181:99+i*181));

i5_3(i+1)=sum(islice(3,96+i*181:101+i*181));
dn5_3(i+1)=sum(dnotsHR(3,96+i*181:101+i*181));
IR5_3(i+1)=sum(IRslice(3,96+i*181:101+i*181));
dIR5_3(i+1)=sum(dIRslice(3,96+i*181:101+i*181));
ds5_3(i+1)=sum(dislice(3,96+i*181:101+i*181));
dc5_3(i+1)=sum(dication(3,96+i*181:101+i*181));

i3(i+1)=sum(islice(3,91+i*181:94+i*181));
i3_2(i+1)=sum(islice(3,93+i*181:96+i*181));
i3_3(i+1)=sum(islice(3,95+i*181:98+i*181));
i3_4(i+1)=sum(islice(3,97+i*181:100+i*181));
i3_5(i+1)=sum(islice(3,99+i*181:102+i*181));
dn3(i+1)=sum(dnotsHR(3,91+i*181:94+i*181));
IR3(i+1)=sum(IRslice(3,91+i*181:94+i*181));
dIR3(i+1)=sum(dIRslice(3,91+i*181:94+i*181));
ds3(i+1)=sum(dislice(3,91+i*181:94+i*181));
dc3(i+1)=sum(dication(3,91+i*181:94+i*181));

dsNeg(i+1)=sum(dislice(3,81+i*181:91+i*181));
dcNeg(i+1)=sum(dication(3,81+i*181:91+i*181));
dnNeg(i+1)=sum(dnotsHR(3,81+i*181:91+i*181));
dnotsNegHR(i+1)=sum(dnotsHR(3,1+i*181:91+i*181));
dNegSc(i+1)=sum(dnotsHR(3,1+i*181:91+i*181).*cos(angle(1:91)*pi/180))*E(i+1);
dNegScSq(i+1)=sum(dnotsHR(3,1+i*181:91+i*181).*cos(angle(1:91)*pi/180))*E(i+1)^2;
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end

angle=islice(1,1:181);
Tislice=sum(islice(3,:));
Tdislice=sum(dislice(3,:))
Tdnots=sum(dnotsHR(3,:))
Tdicat=sum(dication(3,:))
Ti10=sum(i10)
Tds10=sum(ds10)
Tdn10=sum(dn10)
Tdc10=sum(dc10)
TsPos=sum(sPos(2,:))
TsP=sum(iPos)
TsNeg=sum(sNeg);
Tdislice/TsPos
Tdicat/TsPos
Tdnots/TsPos

zMom2=dXZ(1,1:201);
xMom2=dXZ(2,1:201:40401);
yMom2=dYZ(2,1:201:40401);
dnxz=zeros(201,201);
dnyz=zeros(201,201);
zMom=iXZ(1,1:401);
xMom=iXZ(2,1:401:160801);
yMom=iYZ(2,1:401:160801);
xz=zeros(401,401);
yz=zeros(401,401);
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for i=1:201
dsxz(i,:)=dsXZ(3,1+(i-1)*201:i*201);
dsyz(i,:)=dsYZ(3,1+(i-1)*201:i*201);
dcxz(i,:)=dcXZ(3,1+(i-1)*201:i*201);
dcyz(i,:)=dcYZ(3,1+(i-1)*201:i*201);
dnxz(i,:)=dXZ(3,1+(i-1)*201:i*201);
dnyz(i,:)=dYZ(3,1+(i-1)*201:i*201);
end
for i=1:401
xz(i,:)=iXZ(3,1+(i-1)*401:i*401);
yz(i,:)=iYZ(3,1+(i-1)*401:i*401);
end
for i=1:2001
sMom(i,:)=islice(3,1+(i-1)*181:i*181);
dsMom(i,:)=dislice(3,1+(i-1)*181:i*181);
dcMom(i,:)=dication(3,1+(i-1)*181:i*181);
dnMom(i,:)=dnotsHR(3,1+(i-1)*181:i*181);
end

%Pos Z-Mom
islicePos=islicePos/max(islicePos(1:(size(islicePos,2)-1)/2));
isliceSc=isliceSc/max(isliceSc(1:(size(isliceSc,2)-1)/2));
isliceScSq=isliceScSq/max(isliceScSq(1:(size(isliceScSq,2)-1)/2));
dPosScSq=dPosScSq/max(dPosScSq(1:(size(dPosScSq,2)-1)/2));
dnots=dnots/max(dnots(1:(size(dnots,2)-1)/2));
dPosSc=dPosSc/max(dPosSc(1:(size(dPosSc,2)-1)/2));
sPos(2,:)=sPos(2,:)/max(sPos(2,1:(size(sPos,2)-1)/2));
dnots=dnots/max(dnots(1:(size(dnots,2)-1)/2));
i=1:5:size(dnots,2);HR=E(1,i);
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i=1:10:size(dnots,2);MR=E(1,i);
i=1:20:size(dnots,2);LR=E(1,i);
j=1:5;
k=-4:5;
l=-15:4;
l1=-12:7;
l2=-10:9;
l3=-9:10;
l4=-7:12;
l5=-5:14;
l6=-3:16;
l7=-2:17;
l8=-1:18;
l9= 1:20;
% for i=1:(size(dPos,2)-1)/2-1
%

dHR(i)=(dPos(i*2)+dPos((i*2+1)))/2;

% end
% HR=sPos(1,1:5:size(sPos,2));
% MR=sPos(1,1:10:size(sPos,2));
% LR=sPos(1,1:20:size(sPos,2));
sHR(1)=0;
sMR(1)=0;
sLR(1)=0;
dHR(1)=0;
dMR(1)=0;
dLR(1)=0;
ii=1:2;
jj=1:4;
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i10=i10/max(i10(1:(size(i10,2)-1)/2));
i5=i5/max(i5(1:(size(i5,2)-1)/2));
i5_2=i5_2/max(i5_2(1:(size(i5_2,2)-1)/2));
i5_3=i5_3/max(i5_3(1:(size(i5_3,2)-1)/2));
i3=i3/max(i3(1:(size(i3,2)-1)/2));
i3_2=i3_2/max(i3_2(1:(size(i3_2,2)-1)/2));
i3_3=i3_3/max(i3_3(1:(size(i3_3,2)-1)/2));
i3_4=i3_4/max(i3_4(1:(size(i3_4,2)-1)/2));
i3_5=i3_5/max(i3_5(1:(size(i3_5,2)-1)/2));

% for i=1:(size(dPosHR,2)-1)/2
%

if i*2<size(dPosHR,2)-2

%

dPosMR(i+1)=sum(dPosHR(2,i*2+ii))/5;dPosMR(i+2)=0;

%

end

%

if i*4<size(dPosHR,2)-4

%
%

dPosLR(i+1)=sum(dPosHR(2,i*4+jj))/5;dPosLR(i+2)=0;
end

% end

for i=1:(size(sPos,2)-1)/5
if i*5<size(sPos,2)-5
sHR(i+1)=sum(sPos(2,i*5+j))/5;sHR(i+2)=0;
iHR(i+1)=sum(iPos(i*5+j))/5;iHR(i+2)=0;
dHR(i+1)=sum(dnots(i*5+j))/5;dHR(i+2)=0;
i10HR(i+1)=sum(i10(i*5+j))/5;i10HR(i+2)=0;
IR10HR(i+1)=sum(IR10(i*5+j))/5;IR10HR(i+2)=0;
ds10HR(i+1)=sum(ds10(i*5+j))/5;ds10HR(i+2)=0;
dc10HR(i+1)=sum(dc10(i*5+j))/5;dc10HR(i+2)=0;
dn10HR(i+1)=sum(dn10(i*5+j))/5;dn10HR(i+2)=0;
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end
if i*10<size(sPos,2)-10
sMR(i+1)=sum(sPos(2,i*10+k))/10;sMR(i+2)=0;
iMR(i+1)=sum(iPos(i*10+k))/10;iMR(i+2)=0;
dMR(i+1)=sum(dnots(i*10+k))/10;dMR(i+2)=0;
i10MR(i+1)=sum(i10(i*10+k))/10;i10MR(i+2)=0;
sNegMR(i+1)=sum(sNeg(i*10+k))/10;sNegMR(i+2)=0;
dsNegMR(i+1)=sum(dsNeg(i*10+k))/10;dsNegMR(i+2)=0;
dcNegMR(i+1)=sum(dcNeg(i*10+k))/10;dcNegMR(i+2)=0;
dnNegMR(i+1)=sum(dnNeg(i*10+k))/10;dnNegMR(i+2)=0;
IR10MR(i+1)=sum(IR10(i*10+k))/10;IR10MR(i+2)=0;
ds10MR(i+1)=sum(ds10(i*10+k))/10;ds10MR(i+2)=0;
dc10MR(i+1)=sum(dc10(i*10+k))/10;dc10MR(i+2)=0;
dn10MR(i+1)=sum(dn10(i*10+k))/10;dn10MR(i+2)=0;
end
if i*20<size(sPos,2)-20
if i==1, sLR(1)=sum(sPos(2,1:min(20+l)))/min(20+l);end
sLR(i+1)=sum(sPos(2,i*20+l))/20;sLR(i+2)=0;
iLR(i+1)=sum(iPos(i*20+l))/20;iLR(i+2)=0;
IRLR(i+1)=sum(IRPos(i*20+l))/20;IRLR(i+2)=0;
dIRLR(i+1)=sum(dIRPos(i*20+l))/20;dIRLR(i+2)=0;
dLR(i+1)=sum(dnots(i*20+l))/20;dLR(i+2)=0;

i10LR(i+1)=sum(i10(i*20+l))/20;i10LR(i+2)=0;
i10LR1(i+1)=sum(i10(i*20+l1))/20;i10LR1(i+2)=0;
i10LR2(i+1)=sum(i10(i*20+l2))/20;i10LR2(i+2)=0;
i10LR3(i+1)=sum(i10(i*20+l3))/20;i10LR3(i+2)=0;
i10LR4(i+1)=sum(i10(i*20+l4))/20;i10LR4(i+2)=0;
i10LR5(i+1)=sum(i10(i*20+l5))/20;i10LR5(i+2)=0;
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i10LR6(i+1)=sum(i10(i*20+l6))/20;i10LR6(i+2)=0;
i10LR7(i+1)=sum(i10(i*20+l7))/20;i10LR7(i+2)=0;
i10LR8(i+1)=sum(i10(i*20+l8))/20;i10LR8(i+2)=0;
i10LR9(i+1)=sum(i10(i*20+l9))/20;i10LR9(i+2)=0;

if i==1, ds10LR(1)=sum(ds10(1:min(20+l)))/min(20+l);end
sNegLR(i+1)=sum(sNeg(i*20+l))/20;sNegLR(i+2)=0;
dsNegLR(i+1)=sum(dsNeg(i*20+l))/20;dsNegLR(i+2)=0;
dcNegLR(i+1)=sum(dcNeg(i*20+l))/20;dcNegLR(i+2)=0;
dnNegLR(i+1)=sum(dnNeg(i*20+l))/20;dnNegLR(i+2)=0;
IR10LR(i+1)=sum(IR10(i*20+l))/20;IR10LR(i+2)=0;
dIR10LR(i+1)=sum(dIR10(i*20+l))/20;dIR10LR(i+2)=0;
ds10LR(i+1)=sum(ds10(i*20+l))/20;ds10LR(i+2)=0;
dc10LR(i+1)=sum(dc10(i*20+l))/20;dc10LR(i+2)=0;
dn10LR(i+1)=sum(dn10(i*20+l))/20;dn10LR(i+2)=0;

if i==1, ds10LR1(1)=sum(ds10(1:min(20-l1)))/20;end
ds10LR1(i+1)=sum(ds10(i*20+l1))/20;ds10LR1(i+2)=0;
dc10LR1(i+1)=sum(dc10(i*20+l1))/20;dc10LR1(i+2)=0;
dn10LR1(i+1)=sum(dn10(i*20+l1))/20;dn10LR1(i+2)=0;

if i==1, ds10LR2(1)=sum(ds10(1:min(20-l2)))/20;end
ds10LR2(i+1)=sum(ds10(i*20+l2))/20;ds10LR2(i+2)=0;
dc10LR2(i+1)=sum(dc10(i*20+l2))/20;dc10LR2(i+2)=0;
dn10LR2(i+1)=sum(dn10(i*20+l2))/20;dn10LR2(i+2)=0;

if i==1, ds10LR3(1)=sum(ds10(1:min(20-l3)))/20;end
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ds10LR3(i+1)=sum(ds10(i*20+l3))/20;ds10LR3(i+2)=0;
dc10LR3(i+1)=sum(dc10(i*20+l3))/20;dc10LR3(i+2)=0;
dn10LR3(i+1)=sum(dn10(i*20+l3))/20;dn10LR3(i+2)=0;

if i==1, ds10LR4(1)=sum(ds10(1:min(20-l4)))/20;end
ds10LR4(i+1)=sum(ds10(i*20+l4))/20;ds10LR4(i+2)=0;
dc10LR4(i+1)=sum(dc10(i*20+l4))/20;dc10LR4(i+2)=0;
dn10LR4(i+1)=sum(dn10(i*20+l4))/20;dn10LR4(i+2)=0;

if i==1, ds10LR5(1)=sum(ds10(1:min(20-l5)))/20;end
ds10LR5(i+1)=sum(ds10(i*20+l5))/20;ds10LR5(i+2)=0;
dc10LR5(i+1)=sum(dc10(i*20+l5))/20;dc10LR5(i+2)=0;
dn10LR5(i+1)=sum(dn10(i*20+l5))/20;dn10LR5(i+2)=0;

if i==1, ds10LR6(1)=sum(ds10(1:min(20-l6)))/20;end
ds10LR6(i+1)=sum(ds10(i*20+l6))/20;ds10LR6(i+2)=0;
dc10LR6(i+1)=sum(dc10(i*20+l6))/20;dc10LR6(i+2)=0;
dn10LR6(i+1)=sum(dn10(i*20+l6))/20;dn10LR6(i+2)=0;

if i==1, ds10LR7(1)=sum(ds10(1:min(20-l7)))/20;end
ds10LR7(i+1)=sum(ds10(i*20+l7))/20;ds10LR7(i+2)=0;
dc10LR7(i+1)=sum(dc10(i*20+l7))/20;dc10LR7(i+2)=0;
dn10LR7(i+1)=sum(dn10(i*20+l7))/20;dn10LR7(i+2)=0;

if i==1, ds10LR8(1)=sum(ds10(1:min(20-l8)))/20;end
ds10LR8(i+1)=sum(ds10(i*20+l8))/20;ds10LR8(i+2)=0;
dc10LR8(i+1)=sum(dc10(i*20+l8))/20;dc10LR8(i+2)=0;
dn10LR8(i+1)=sum(dn10(i*20+l8))/20;dn10LR8(i+2)=0;
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if i==1, ds10LR9(1)=sum(ds10(1:min(20-l9)))/20;end
ds10LR9(i+1)=sum(ds10(i*20+l9))/20;ds10LR9(i+2)=0;
dc10LR9(i+1)=sum(dc10(i*20+l9))/20;dc10LR9(i+2)=0;
dn10LR9(i+1)=sum(dn10(i*20+l9))/20;dn10LR9(i+2)=0;

i5LR(i+1)=sum(i5(i*20+l))/20;i5LR(i+2)=0;
i5LR_2(i+1)=sum(i5_2(i*20+l))/20;i5LR_2(i+2)=0;
i5LR_3(i+1)=sum(i5_3(i*20+l))/20;i5LR_3(i+2)=0;
i3LR(i+1)=sum(i3(i*20+l))/20;i3LR(i+2)=0;
IR5LR(i+1)=sum(IR5(i*20+l))/20;IR5LR(i+2)=0;
dIR5LR(i+1)=sum(dIR5(i*20+l))/20;dIR5LR(i+2)=0;
ds5LR(i+1)=sum(ds5(i*20+l))/20;ds5LR(i+2)=0;
dc5LR(i+1)=sum(dc5(i*20+l))/20;dc5LR(i+2)=0;
dn5LR(i+1)=sum(dn10(i*20+l))/20;dn5LR(i+2)=0;
end
end

sNeg=sNeg/max(sNeg(1:(size(sNeg,2)-1)/2));
sNegLR=sNegLR/max(sNegLR(1:(size(sNegLR,2)-1)/2));
dsNegLR=dsNegLR/max(dsNegLR(1:(size(dsNegLR,2)-1)/2));
dcNegLR=dcNegLR/max(dcNegLR(1:(size(dcNegLR,2)-1)/2));
dnNegLR=dnNegLR/max(dnNegLR(1:(size(dnNegLR,2)-1)/2));

iHR=iHR/max(iHR(1:(size(iHR,2)-1)/2));
i10HR=i10HR/max(i10HR(1:(size(i10HR,2)-1)/2));
iMR=iMR/max(iMR(1:(size(iMR,2)-1)/2));
i10MR=i10MR/max(i10MR(1:(size(i10MR,2)-1)/2));
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iLR=iLR/max(iLR(1:(size(iLR,2)-1)/2));
sLR=sLR/max(sLR(1:(size(sLR,2)-1)/2));
i10LR=i10LR/max(i10LR(1:(size(i10LR,2)-1)/2));
i10LR1=i10LR1/max(i10LR1(1:(size(i10LR1,2)-1)/2));
i10LR2=i10LR2/max(i10LR2(1:(size(i10LR2,2)-1)/2));
i10LR3=i10LR3/max(i10LR3(1:(size(i10LR3,2)-1)/2));
i10LR4=i10LR4/max(i10LR4(1:(size(i10LR4,2)-1)/2));
i10LR5=i10LR5/max(i10LR5(1:(size(i10LR5,2)-1)/2));
i10LR6=i10LR6/max(i10LR6(1:(size(i10LR6,2)-1)/2));
i10LR7=i10LR7/max(i10LR7(1:(size(i10LR7,2)-1)/2));
i10LR8=i10LR8/max(i10LR8(1:(size(i10LR8,2)-1)/2));
i10LR9=i10LR9/max(i10LR9(1:(size(i10LR9,2)-1)/2));
i5LR=i5LR/max(i5LR(1:(size(i5LR,2)-1)/2));
i5LR_2=i5LR_2/max(i5LR_2(1:(size(i5LR_2,2)-1)/2));
i5LR_3=i5LR_3/max(i5LR_3(1:(size(i5LR_3,2)-1)/2));
i3LR=i3LR/max(i3LR(1:(size(i3LR,2)-1)/2));
IRLR=IRLR/max(IRLR(1:(size(IRLR,2)-1)/2));
dIRLR=dIRLR/max(dIRLR(1:(size(dIRLR,2)-1)/2));
dLR=dLR/max(dLR(1:(size(dLR,2)-1)/2));
IR10LR=IR10LR/max(IR10LR(1:(size(IR10LR,2)-1)/2));
IR5LR=IR5LR/max(IR5LR(1:(size(IR5LR,2)-1)/2));

Xe2LR(1,:)=LR(1:61);Xe2LR(2,:)=csaps(Xe2(1,:),Xe2(2,:),1.,LR(1:61));
Xe3LR(1,:)=LR(1:61);Xe3LR(2,:)=csaps(Xe3(1,:),Xe3(2,:),1.,LR(1:61));
Xe4LR(1,:)=LR(1:61);Xe4LR(2,:)=csaps(Xe4(1,:),Xe4(2,:),1.,LR(1:61));
Xe2MR(1,:)=MR(1:121);Xe2MR(2,:)=csaps(Xe2(1,:),Xe2(2,:),1.,MR(1:121));
Xe3MR(1,:)=MR(1:121);Xe3MR(2,:)=csaps(Xe3(1,:),Xe3(2,:),1.,MR(1:121));
Xe4MR(1,:)=MR(1:121);Xe4MR(2,:)=csaps(Xe4(1,:),Xe4(2,:),1.,MR(1:121));
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% dPosHR(2,:)=dPosHR(2,:)/max(dPosHR(2,1:(size(dPosHR,2)-1)/2));
% dPosMR=dPosMR/max(dPosMR(1:(size(dPosMR,2)-1)/2));
% dPosLR=dPosLR/max(dPosLR(1:(size(dPosLR,2)-1)/2));

ds10HR=ds10HR/max(ds10HR(1:(size(ds10HR,2)-1)/2));
dc10HR=dc10HR/max(dc10HR(1:(size(dc10HR,2)-1)/2));
dn10HR=dn10HR/max(dn10HR(1:(size(dn10HR,2)-1)/2));

mhMR=ds10MR-dn10MR;
mhMR=mhMR/max(mhMR(1:(size(mhMR,2)-1)/2));
ds10MR=ds10MR/max(ds10MR(1:(size(ds10MR,2)-1)/2));
dc10MR=dc10MR/max(dc10MR(1:(size(dc10MR,2)-1)/2));
dn10MR=dn10MR/max(dn10MR(1:(size(dn10MR,2)-1)/2));

mhLR=ds10LR-dn10LR;
mhLR=mhLR/max(mhLR(1:(size(mhLR,2)-1)/2));
ds10LR=ds10LR/max(ds10LR(1:(size(ds10LR,2)-1)/2));
dc10LR=dc10LR/max(dc10LR(1:(size(dc10LR,2)-1)/2));
dn10LR=dn10LR/max(dn10LR(1:(size(dn10LR,2)-1)/2));

ds10LR1=ds10LR1/max(ds10LR1(1:(size(ds10LR1,2)-1)/2));
dc10LR1=dc10LR1/max(dc10LR1(1:(size(dc10LR1,2)-1)/2));
dn10LR1=dn10LR1/max(dn10LR1(1:(size(dn10LR1,2)-1)/2));

ds10LR2=ds10LR2/max(ds10LR2(1:(size(ds10LR2,2)-1)/2));
dc10LR2=dc10LR2/max(dc10LR2(1:(size(dc10LR2,2)-1)/2));
dn10LR2=dn10LR2/max(dn10LR2(1:(size(dn10LR2,2)-1)/2));
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ds10LR3=ds10LR3/max(ds10LR3(1:(size(ds10LR3,2)-1)/2));
dc10LR3=dc10LR3/max(dc10LR3(1:(size(dc10LR3,2)-1)/2));
dn10LR3=dn10LR3/max(dn10LR3(1:(size(dn10LR3,2)-1)/2));

ds10LR4=ds10LR4/max(ds10LR4(1:(size(ds10LR4,2)-1)/2));
dc10LR4=dc10LR4/max(dc10LR4(1:(size(dc10LR4,2)-1)/2));
dn10LR4=dn10LR4/max(dn10LR4(1:(size(dn10LR4,2)-1)/2));

ds10LR5=ds10LR5/max(ds10LR5(1:(size(ds10LR5,2)-1)/2));
dc10LR5=dc10LR5/max(dc10LR5(1:(size(dc10LR5,2)-1)/2));
dn10LR5=dn10LR5/max(dn10LR5(1:(size(dn10LR5,2)-1)/2));

ds10LR6=ds10LR6/max(ds10LR6(1:(size(ds10LR6,2)-1)/2));
dc10LR6=dc10LR6/max(dc10LR6(1:(size(dc10LR6,2)-1)/2));
dn10LR6=dn10LR6/max(dn10LR6(1:(size(dn10LR6,2)-1)/2));

ds10LR7=ds10LR7/max(ds10LR7(1:(size(ds10LR7,2)-1)/2));
dc10LR7=dc10LR7/max(dc10LR7(1:(size(dc10LR7,2)-1)/2));
dn10LR7=dn10LR7/max(dn10LR7(1:(size(dn10LR7,2)-1)/2));

ds10LR8=ds10LR8/max(ds10LR8(1:(size(ds10LR8,2)-1)/2));
dc10LR8=dc10LR8/max(dc10LR8(1:(size(dc10LR8,2)-1)/2));
dn10LR8=dn10LR8/max(dn10LR8(1:(size(dn10LR8,2)-1)/2));

ds10LR9=ds10LR9/max(ds10LR9(1:(size(ds10LR9,2)-1)/2));
dc10LR9=dc10LR9/max(dc10LR9(1:(size(dc10LR9,2)-1)/2));
dn10LR9=dn10LR9/max(dn10LR9(1:(size(dn10LR9,2)-1)/2));
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ds5LR=ds5LR/max(ds5LR(1:(size(ds5LR,2)-1)/2));
dc5LR=dc5LR/max(dc5LR(1:(size(dc5LR,2)-1)/2));
dn5LR=dn5LR/max(dn5LR(1:(size(dn5LR,2)-1)/2));

% sHR(1)=0;
% sMR(1)=0;
% sLR(1)=0;
% dHR(1)=0;
% dMR(1)=0;
% dLR(1)=0;

% sAvgHR(1,size(sAvgHR,2)+1)=max(sPos(1,:));
% sAvgHR(2,size(sAvgHR,2)+1)=0.;
% sAvgMR(1,size(sAvgMR,2)+1)=max(sPos(1,:));
% sAvgMR(2,size(sAvgMR,2)+1)=0.;
% sAvgLR(1,size(sAvgLR ,2)+1)=max(dPos(1,:));
% sAvgLR(2,size(sAvgLR,2)+1)=0.;
% dPosMR(2,:)=dPosMR(2,:)/max(dPosMR(2,1:(size(dPosMR,2)-1)/2));
% dPosMR(1,size(dPosMR,2)+1)=max(dPos(1,:));
% dPosMR(2,size(dPosMR,2)+1)=0.;
% dSubLR(1,:)=dPos(1,:);dSubLR(2,:)=dPos(2,:)-sAvgLR(2,:);

sub10sLR1=ds10LR-i10LR;
sub10sLR56=ds10LR-i10LR*5/6;
sub10sLR34=ds10LR-i10LR*3/4;
sub10sLR2=ds10LR-i10LR/2;
sub10sLR3=ds10LR-i10LR/3;
sub10sLR6=ds10LR-i10LR/6;
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sub5sLR1=ds5LR-i5LR;
sub5sLR56=ds5LR-i5LR*5/6;
sub5sLR34=ds5LR-i5LR*3/4;
sub5sLR2=ds5LR-i5LR/2;
sub5sLR3=ds5LR-i5LR/3;
sub5sLR6=ds5LR-i5LR/6;

sub10cLR1=dc10LR-i10LR;
sub10cLR56=dc10LR-i10LR*5/6;
sub10cLR34=dc10LR-i10LR*3/4;
sub10cLR2=dc10LR-i10LR/2;
sub10cLR3=dc10LR-i10LR/3;
sub10cLR6=dc10LR-i10LR/6;

sub10nLR1=dn10LR-i10LR;
sub10nLR56=dn10LR-i10LR*5/6;
sub10nLR34=dn10LR-i10LR*3/4;
sub10nLR2=dn10LR-i10LR/2;
sub10nLR3=dn10LR-i10LR/3;
sub10nLR6=dn10LR-i10LR/6;

sub10sMR1=ds10MR-i10MR;
sub10sMR56=ds10MR-i10MR*5/6;
sub10sMR34=ds10MR-i10MR*3/4;
sub10sMR2=ds10MR-i10MR/2;
sub10sMR3=ds10MR-i10MR/3;
sub10sMR6=ds10MR-i10MR/6;
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sub10cMR1=dc10MR-i10MR;
sub10cMR56=dc10MR-i10MR*5/6;
sub10cMR34=dc10MR-i10MR*3/4;
sub10cMR2=dc10MR-i10MR/2;
sub10cMR3=dc10MR-i10MR/3;
sub10cMR6=dc10MR-i10MR/6;

sub10nMR1=dn10MR-i10MR;
sub10nMR2=dn10MR-i10MR/2;
sub10nMR3=dn10MR-i10MR/3;
sub10nMR6=dn10MR-i10MR/6;

sub10HR1=ds10HR-i10HR;
sub10HR2=ds10HR-i10HR/2;
sub10HR3=ds10HR-i10HR/3;
sub10HR6=ds10HR-i10HR/6;

LRcub=0:20/((size(LR,2)-1)*3+1):20;
% i10LRcub=csaps(LR,i10LR,0.9,LRcub);
% sub10sLR1cub10=csaps(LR,sub10sLR1,1,LRcub);
sub10sLR1cub9=csaps(LR,sub10sLR1,0.9,LRcub);
% sub10sLR1cub8=csaps(LR,sub10sLR1,0.8,LRcub);
% sub10sLR1cub7=csaps(LR,sub10sLR1,0.7,LRcub);
% sub10sLR1cub6=csaps(LR,sub10sLR1,0.6,LRcub);
% sub10sLR1cub5=csaps(LR,sub10sLR1,0.5,LRcub);
% sub10sMR1cub10=csaps(MR,sub10sMR1,1,MR);
sub10sMR1cub9=csaps(MR,sub10sMR1,0.9,MR);
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% sub10sMR1cub8=csaps(MR,sub10sMR1,0.8,MR);
% sub10sMR1cub7=csaps(MR,sub10sMR1,0.7,MR);
% sub10sMR1cub6=csaps(MR,sub10sMR1,0.6,MR);
% sub10sMR1cub5=csaps(MR,sub10sMR1,0.5,MR);

%Neg Z-Mom
iNeg=iNeg/max(iNeg);
isliceScNeg=isliceScNeg/max(isliceScNeg);
isliceScNegSq=isliceScNegSq/max(isliceScNegSq(1:(size(isliceScNegSq,2)-1)/2));
% Xe2N=Xe2N/max(Xe2N);
% Xe2NSc=Xe2NSc/max(Xe2NSc);
% Xe2SqN=Xe2SqN/max(Xe2SqN(1:(size(Xe2SqN,2)-1)/2));
dNegScSq=dNegScSq/max(dNegScSq(1:(size(dNegScSq,2)-1)/2));
dnotsNegHR=dnotsNegHR/max(dnotsNegHR);
dNegSc=dNegSc/max(dNegSc);
sNeg=sNeg/max(sNeg);
dnNeg=dnNeg/max(dnNeg);

%For Gaussian Fit
% ePos=subplus(sPos(2,:))-0.1147;
% e09=sPos(1,1:301);i09=ePos(1:301);
% e11=sPos(1,301:614);i11=ePos(301:614);
% e13=sPos(1,614:927);i13=ePos(614:927);
% e15=sPos(1,927:1261);i15=ePos(927:1261);

i=4;
% figure(i);i=i+1;plot(E,islicePos);hold;plot(LR,sLR);hold;
figure(i);i=i+1;subplot(1,4,1);imagesc(angle,E,sMom);xlim([-10 10]);title('Single','FontSize',24);
subplot(1,4,2);imagesc(angle,E,dsMom);xlim([-10 10]);title('Multi-Hit','FontSize',24);
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subplot(1,4,3);imagesc(angle,E,dcMom);xlim([-10 10]);title('Double Hit','FontSize',24);
subplot(1,4,4);imagesc(angle,E,dnMom);xlim([-10 10]);title('Single Hit','FontSize',24);
% figure(i);i=i+1;plot(LR,i10LR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','Single');hold;title('IR Spectrum','FontSize',30);
%

plot(LR,IR10LR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','IR Single');

%

plot(LR,ds10LR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Double');

%

plot(LR,dIR10LR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','IR Double');

%

plot(LR,sub10sLR2,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S/2');

%

xlim([0 10]);hold;

figure(i);i=i+1;plot(E,i10,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','10 degrees');hold;title('UHR Angular
Scaling','FontSize',30);
plot(E,i5,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','5 degrees');
plot(E,i5_2,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','5 degrees offset 1');
plot(E,i5_3,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','5 deegrees offset 2');
plot(E,i3,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','3 degrees');
plot(E,i3_2,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','3 degrees offset 1');
plot(E,i3_3,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','3 degrees offset 2');
plot(E,i3_4,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName','3 degrees offset 3');
plot(E,i3_5,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','3 degrees offset 4');
figure(i);i=i+1;plot(LR,i10LR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','10 degrees');hold;title('LR Angular
Scaling','FontSize',30);
plot(LR,i5LR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','5 degrees');
plot(LR,i5LR_2,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','5 degrees offset 1');
plot(LR,i5LR_3,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','5 deegrees offset 2');
plot(LR,i3LR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','3 degrees');
plot(LR,i3LR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','3 degrees');
plot(LR,i3LR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','3 degrees');
plot(LR,i3LR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName','3 degrees');
plot(LR,i3LR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','3 degrees');
xlim([0 10]);hold;
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% figure(i);i=i+1;subplot(3,1,1);imagesc(E,angle(91:101),sMom(:,91:101)');
%

subplot(3,1,2);imagesc(E,angle(91:101),dMom(:,91:101)');

%

subplot(3,1,3);imagesc(E,angle(91:101),dcMom(:,91:101)');

% figure(i);i=i+1;plot(E,islicePos);hold;plot(LR,sLR);hold;
% figure(i);i=i+1;plot(E,islicePos);hold;plot(E,isliceSc);plot(E,isliceScSq);plot(sPos(1,:),sPos(2,:));hold;title('Scaling
Comparisons','FontSize',30);
% figure(i);i=i+1;plot(E,islicePos);hold;plot(E,dnots);hold;title('Positive Unscaled HR','FontSize',30);
%
% figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);plot(LR,i10LR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','Single');hold;title('LR
Subtracted Pos, Neg, Full','FontSize',30);
%

plot(LR,sNegLR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','sNeg LR');

%

plot(LR,sNegLR/2+i10LR/2,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','sFull LR');

%

plot(LR,ds10LR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Double');

%

plot(LR,dsNegLR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','dNeg Single-Hit LR');

%

plot(LR,dcNegLR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','dNeg Double-Hit LR');

%

plot(LR,dnNegLR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','dNeg Multi-Hit LR');

%

plot(LR,dnNegLR/2+ds10LR/2,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','dFull LR');

%

plot(LR,dnNegLR/2+ds10LR/2-(sNegLR/2+i10LR/2)/2,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1

0],'DisplayName','Sub Full LR');
%
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);plot(LR,i5LR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','Single');hold;title('LR
Subtracted Spectrum 5 deg','FontSize',30);
plot(LR,ds5LR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Double');
plot(LR,sub5sLR1,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S');
plot(LR,sub5sLR56,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S*5/6');
plot(LR,sub5sLR34,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S*3/4');
plot(LR,sub5sLR2,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S/2');
plot(LR,sub5sLR3,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S/3');
plot(LR,sub5sLR6,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S/6');
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xlim([0 10]);hold;
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);plot(LR,i10LR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','Single');hold;title('LR
Iterated Multi-Hit','FontSize',30);
plot(LR,ds10LR,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName','Multi-hit');
plot(LR,ds10LR1,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Multi-hit 1');
plot(LR,i10LR2,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','Single 2');
plot(LR,ds10LR2,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Multi-hit 2');
plot(LR,ds10LR3,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle',':','Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Multi-hit 3');
plot(LR,ds10LR4,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','Multi-hit 4');
plot(LR,i10LR4,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','.','DisplayName','Single 4');
plot(LR,ds10LR5,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','Multi-hit 5');
plot(LR,ds10LR6,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle',':','Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','Multi-hit 6');
plot(LR,ds10LR7,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Multi-hit 7');
plot(LR,i10LR7,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle',':','DisplayName','Single 7');
plot(LR,ds10LR8,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Multi-hit 8');
plot(LR,ds10LR9,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle',':','Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Multi-hit 9');
plot(LR,i10LR9,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','DisplayName','Single 9');
xlim([0 10]);hold;
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);plot(LR,i10LR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','Single');hold;title('LR
Iterated Double-Hit','FontSize',30);
plot(LR,dc10LR,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName','Double-hit ');
plot(LR,dc10LR1,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Double-hit 1');
plot(LR,dc10LR2,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Double-hit 2');
plot(LR,dc10LR3,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle',':','Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Double-hit 3');
plot(LR,dc10LR4,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','Double-hit 4');
plot(LR,dc10LR5,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','Double-hit 5');
plot(LR,dc10LR6,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle',':','Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','Double-hit 6');
plot(LR,dc10LR7,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Double-hit 7');
plot(LR,dc10LR8,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Double-hit 8');
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plot(LR,dc10LR9,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle',':','Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Double-hit 9');
xlim([0 10]);hold;
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);plot(LR,i10LR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','Single');hold;title('LR
Iterated Single-Hit','FontSize',30);
plot(LR,dn10LR,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName','Single-hit');
plot(LR,dn10LR1,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Single-hit 1');
plot(LR,dn10LR2,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Single-hit 2');
plot(LR,i10LR2,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','Single 2');
plot(LR,dn10LR3,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle',':','Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Single-hit 3');
plot(LR,dn10LR4,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','Single-hit 4');
plot(LR,i10LR4,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','.','DisplayName','Single 4');
plot(LR,dn10LR5,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','Single-hit 5');
plot(LR,dn10LR6,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle',':','Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','Single-hit 6');
plot(LR,dn10LR7,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Single-hit 7');
plot(LR,i10LR7,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','DisplayName','Single 7');
plot(LR,dn10LR8,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle','--','Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Single-hit 8');
plot(LR,dn10LR9,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle',':','Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Single-hit 9');
plot(LR,i10LR9,'LineWidth',2,'LineStyle',':','DisplayName','Single 9');
xlim([0 10]);hold;
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);plot(LR,i10LR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','Single');hold;title('LR
Subtracted Spectrum','FontSize',30);
plot(LR,ds10LR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Double');
plot(LR,sub10sLR1,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S');
plot(LRcub,sub10sLR1cub9,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','D-S Cubic Spline 0.9');
plot(LR,sub10sLR56,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S*5/6');
plot(LR,sub10sLR34,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S*3/4');
plot(LR,sub10sLR2,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S/2');
plot(LR,sub10sLR3,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S/3');
plot(LR,sub10sLR6,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S/6');
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xlim([0 10]);hold;
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);plot(MR,i10MR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','Single');hold;title('MR
Subtracted Spectrum','FontSize',30);
plot(MR,ds10MR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Double');
plot(MR,sub10sMR1,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S');
%

plot(MR,sub10sMR1cub10,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','D-S Cubic Spline 1.0');
plot(MR,sub10sMR1cub9,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','D-S Cubic Spline 0.9');

%

plot(MR,sub10sLR1cub8,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','D-S Cubic Spline 0.8');

%

plot(MR,sub10sMR1cub7,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','D-S Cubic Spline 0.7');

%

plot(MR,sub10sLR1cub6,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','D-S Cubic Spline 0.6');

%

plot(MR,sub10sMR1cub5,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','D-S Cubic Spline 0.5');
plot(MR,sub10sMR56,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S*5/6');
plot(MR,sub10sMR34,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S*3/4');
plot(MR,sub10sMR2,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S/2');
plot(MR,sub10sMR3,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S/3');
plot(MR,sub10sMR6,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S/6');
xlim([0 10]);hold;

%
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);plot(HR,i10HR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','Single');hold;title('HR
Subtracted Spectrum','FontSize',30);
%

plot(HR,ds10HR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Double');

%

plot(HR,sub10HR1,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S');

%%

plot(HR,sub10HR56,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S*5/6');

%%

plot(HR,sub10HR34,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S*3/4');

%

plot(HR,sub10HR2,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S/2');

%

plot(HR,sub10HR3,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S/3');

%

plot(HR,sub10HR6,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','D-S/6');

%

xlim([0 10]);hold;

% figure(i);i=i+1;plot(E,sPos(2,:),'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','sPos');hold;title('Pos. v. Neg. Cone','FontSize',30);
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%

plot(LR,sLR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','sPos LR');

%

plot(LR,i10LR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','islice Avg');

%

plot(E,sNeg,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','sNeg');

%

plot(LR,sNegLR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','sNeg LR');

%

plot(LR,dnNegLR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','dNeg LR');

%

plot(LR,ds10LR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','dPos LR');

%

xlim([0 10]);hold;

figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);plot(E,sPos(2,:),'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','sPos');hold;title('Positi
ve Cone LR','FontSize',30);
plot(LR,sLR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','sPos LR');
plot(Xe2LR(1,:),Xe2LR(2,:)/max(Xe2LR(2,:)),'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Xe^+ Theory
LR');
plot(Xe3LR(1,:),Xe3LR(2,:)/max(Xe3LR(2,:)),'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Xe^2^+
Theory LR');
plot(Xe4LR(1,:),Xe4LR(2,:)/max(Xe4LR(2,:)),'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Sequential
Theory LR');
plot(Xe2(1,:),Xe2(2,:)/max(Xe2(2,:)),'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Xe^+ Theory');
plot(Xe3(1,:),Xe3(2,:)/max(Xe3(2,:)),'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Xe^2^+ Theory');
plot(Xe4(1,:),Xe4(2,:)/max(Xe4(2,:)),'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Sequential Theory');
plot(LR,i10LR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','islice Avg');
%

plot(LR,dPosLR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','dPos');
plot(LR,ds10LR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Multi-hit');
plot(LR,dc10LR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Double-hit');
plot(LR,dn10LR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Single-hit');
plot(LR,mhLR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','Only Multi-hit');
xlim([0 10]);hold;

figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);plot(E,sPos(2,:),'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','sPos');hold;title('Positi
ve Cone MR','FontSize',30);
plot(MR,sMR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','sPos LR');
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plot(Xe2MR(1,:),Xe2MR(2,:)/max(Xe2MR(2,:)),'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Xe^+
Theory MR');
plot(Xe3MR(1,:),Xe3MR(2,:)/max(Xe3MR(2,:)),'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Xe^2^+
Theory MR');
plot(Xe4MR(1,:),Xe4MR(2,:)/max(Xe4MR(2,:)),'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Sequential
Theory MR');
plot(Xe2(1,:),Xe2(2,:)/max(Xe2(2,:)),'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Xe^+ Theory');
plot(Xe3(1,:),Xe3(2,:)/max(Xe3(2,:)),'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Xe^2^+ Theory');
plot(Xe4(1,:),Xe4(2,:)/max(Xe4(2,:)),'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','Sequential Theory');
plot(MR,i10MR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','islice Avg');
%

plot(MR,dPosMR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','dPos');
plot(MR,ds10MR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Multi-hit');
plot(MR,dc10MR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Double-hit');
plot(MR,dn10MR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Single-hit');
plot(MR,mhMR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName','Only Multi-hit');
xlim([0 10]);hold;

%
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);plot(E,sPos(2,:),'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','sPos');hold;title('Positi
ve Cone HR','FontSize',30);
%

plot(HR,sHR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','sPos LR');

%

plot(HR,i10HR,'LineWidth',2,'DisplayName','islice Avg');

%

plot(HR,dPosHR(2,:),'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 0 0],'DisplayName','dPos');

%

plot(HR,ds10HR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Multi-hit');

%

plot(HR,dc10HR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Double-hit');

%

plot(HR,dn10HR,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[1 0 0],'DisplayName','Single-hit');

%

xlim([0 10]);hold;

% figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);plot(E,islicePos);hold;plot(LR,sLR);
%

plot(E,dnots);plot(HR,dHR);plot(MR,dMR);plot(LR,dLR);

%

hold;title('Positive Unscaled HR','FontSize',30);
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% figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);plot(E,sPos(2,:));hold;plot(HR,sHR);plot(MR,sMR);plot(LR,sLR);
%

plot(E,dnots);plot(HR,dn10HR);plot(MR,dn10MR);plot(LR,dn10LR);

%

plot(E,dc);plot(HR,dc10HR);plot(MR,dc10MR);plot(LR,dc10LR);

%

plot(E,ds);plot(HR,ds10HR);plot(MR,ds10MR);plot(LR,ds10LR);

%

hold;title('Positive Cone','FontSize',30);

% figure(i);i=i+1;plot(sPos(1,:),sPos(2,:));hold;plot(E,dnots(:));hold;title('Positive Cone HR','FontSize',30);
% figure(i);i=i+1;plot(E,iNeg);hold;plot(E,dnotsNegHR);hold;title('Negative Unscaled HR','FontSize',30);
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);
subplot(1,4,1);imagesc(xMom,zMom,xz);title('XZ Mom','FontSize',24);xlim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(1,4,2);imagesc(yMom,zMom,yz);title('YZ Mom','FontSize',24);xlim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(1,4,3);imagesc(xMom2,zMom2,dnxz);title('XZ Mom','FontSize',24);xlim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(1,4,4);imagesc(yMom2,zMom2,dnyz);title('YZ Mom','FontSize',24);xlim([-0.2 0.2]);
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);
subplot(4,1,1);imagesc(xMom,zMom,xz');title('XZ Mom','FontSize',24);ylim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(4,1,2);imagesc(yMom,zMom,yz');title('YZ Mom','FontSize',24);ylim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(4,1,3);imagesc(xMom2,zMom2,dnxz');title('XZ Mom','FontSize',24);ylim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(4,1,4);imagesc(yMom2,zMom2,dnyz');title('YZ Mom','FontSize',24);ylim([-0.2 0.2]);
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);
subplot(1,4,1);imagesc(xMom,zMom,xz);title('XZ Mom','FontSize',24);xlim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(1,4,2);imagesc(xMom2,zMom2,dsxz);title('Multi-hit','FontSize',24);xlim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(1,4,3);imagesc(xMom2,zMom2,dcxz);title('Double-hit','FontSize',24);xlim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(1,4,4);imagesc(xMom2,zMom2,dnxz);title('Single-hit','FontSize',24);xlim([-0.2 0.2]);
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);
subplot(4,1,1);imagesc(zMom,xMom,xz');title('XZ Mom','FontSize',24);ylim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(4,1,2);imagesc(zMom2,xMom2,dsxz');title('Multi-hit','FontSize',24);ylim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(4,1,3);imagesc(zMom2,xMom2,dcxz');title('Double-hit','FontSize',24);ylim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(4,1,4);imagesc(zMom2,xMom2,dnxz');title('Single-hit','FontSize',24);ylim([-0.2 0.2]);
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);
subplot(1,4,1);imagesc(yMom,zMom,yz);title('YZ Mom','FontSize',24);xlim([-0.2 0.2]);
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subplot(1,4,2);imagesc(yMom2,zMom2,dsyz);title('Multi-hit','FontSize',24);xlim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(1,4,3);imagesc(yMom2,zMom2,dcyz);title('Double-hit','FontSize',24);xlim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(1,4,4);imagesc(yMom2,zMom2,dnyz);title('Single-hit','FontSize',24);xlim([-0.2 0.2]);
figure(i);i=i+1;axes('Parent',gcf,'FontSize',24);
subplot(4,1,1);imagesc(zMom,yMom,yz');title('YZ Mom','FontSize',24);ylim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(4,1,2);imagesc(zMom2,yMom2,dsyz');title('Multi-hit','FontSize',24);ylim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(4,1,3);imagesc(zMom2,yMom2,dcyz');title('Double-hit','FontSize',24);ylim([-0.2 0.2]);
subplot(4,1,4);imagesc(zMom2,yMom2,dnyz');title('Single-hit','FontSize',24);ylim([-0.2 0.2]);
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APPENDIX C: PZ APPROXIMATION DLL
The following code uses Newton’s method of numberical approximation to find the
initial momentum along the TOF axis or the z-momentum component. Variables include the
TOF electrodes’ voltages. It takes the TOF and the zero initial momentum TOF as inputs and
outputs the initial z-momentum.

#include "extcode.h"
#include <windows.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>

double tol=1.0e-6;
double l1=0.0211/5.2917720859E-11;//m to a.u.
double l2=0.02156/5.2917720859E-11;//m to a.u.
double l3=0.02976/5.2917720859E-11;//m to a.u.
double l4=.146/5.2917720859E-11;//m to a.u. /5.2917720859E-11
double V1=-0;
double V2=-99;
double V3=-384;
double V4=-465;
double au2ms=2.1876912633E6;// a.u. -> m/s
double ns2au=1E-9/2.418884326505E-17;// ns -> a.u.
double J2eV=6.24150974E18;// J -> eV
double me=9.10938291E-31;//kg
double hw=1.61;//769 nm in eV
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double Ip=12.12984;//Xe 1st Ip in eV
double J1half=1.306423;//Xe J1/2-J3/2 in eV
double Vm2au=1/5.14220652E11;// V/m -> a.u.
double E1=Vm2au*(V4-V3)/.02111;
double E2=Vm2au*(V3-V2)/0.02156;
double E3=Vm2au*(V2-V1)/0.02976;
double m_e=1.0;//a.u.
double q_e=-1.0;//a.u.
double a1=q_e*E1/m_e;
double a2=q_e*E2/m_e;
double a3=q_e*E3/m_e;
double alpha=a1*l1;
double beta=alpha+a2*l2;
double gamma=beta+a3*l3;

using namespace std;

double zero(){//output in ns
double t0, t1, t2, t3, t4;

t1=sqrt(2.0*l1/a1);
t2=(-a1*t1+sqrt(2*beta))/a2;
if (a3!=0) t3=(-sqrt(2*beta)+sqrt(2*gamma))/a3;
else t3=a2*l3/sqrt(2*beta);
t4=l4/(a1*t1+a2*t2+a3*t3);
t0=t1+t2+t3+t4;
return t0/ns2au;// a.u. -> ns
}
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double f(double tz, double vi){

double t0, t1, t2, t3, t4;
double va, vb, vg;

t0=0;

va=sqrt(pow(vi,2)+2*alpha);
vb=sqrt(pow(vi,2)+2*beta);
vg=sqrt(pow(vi,2)+2*gamma);

t1=(-vi+va)/a1; t2=(-va+vb)/a2; t3=(-vb+vg)/a3;
t4=l4/vg;

t0=t1+t2+t3+t4;

return t0-tz;
}

double df(double vi){

double t1, t2, t3, t4, dt1, dt2, dt3, dt4, dt0;
double va, vb, vg, dva, dvb, dvg;

a1=q_e*E1/m_e; a2=q_e*E2/m_e; a3=q_e*E3/m_e;
alpha=a1*l1; beta=alpha+a2*l2; gamma=beta+a3*l3;

va=sqrt(pow(vi,2)+2*alpha);dva=pow(va,-1)*vi;
vb=sqrt(pow(vi,2)+2*beta);dvb=pow(vb,-1)*vi;
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vg=sqrt(pow(vi,2)+2*gamma);dvg=pow(vg,-1)*vi;

t1=(-vi+va)/a1; t2=(-va+vb)/a2; t3=(-vb+vg)/a3; t4=l4/vg;
dt1=(-1+dva)/a1; dt2=(-dva+dvb)/a2; dt3=(-dvb+dvg)/a3;dt4=l4*pow(vg,-3)*(-vi);
dt0=(dt1+dt2+dt3+dt4);

return dt0;
}

double newton(double tz){//input in ns, output in a.u.
double pz, vi, t0;
tz*=ns2au;// ns -> s -> a.u.
t0=0;vi=0;//a.u.
double m_e=1;//a.u.
int n=0; int m=0; int l=0; int k=1;

//

cout << "Newton's Method" << endl;
while ( abs(t0-tz)/tz > tol){
n++;
vi=vi-f(tz, vi)/df(vi);
t0=f(tz, vi)+tz;

//

cout << n << '\t' << t0/ns2au << " ns" << '\t' << tz/ns2au << " ns" << '\t' << vi << " a.u."

<< endl;
//cout << n << endl;
if (n>1000) break;
}
pz=vi*m_e;
//

cout << endl;
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return pz;
}

int __declspec(dllexport)
main(double TOF, double time0, double *t0, double *vel, double *E)
{

//

double TOF=0;
double velocity=0;
double energy=0;
double offset=time0-zero();
*t0=zero();
TOF-=offset;

//

cout << "Time of flight (ns) = ";

//

cin >> TOF;
velocity=newton(TOF);
energy=me*pow(velocity*au2ms,2.0)*J2eV/2;

//

cout << "Velocity (a.u.) = " << velocity << endl;

//

cout << "Energy (eV) = " << energy << endl;
*vel=velocity;
*E=energy;
cin.ignore();

return 0;

}
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Electrons are the driving force behind every chemical reaction.

The exchange,

ionization, or even relaxation of electrons is behind every bond broken or formed. According
to the Bohr model of the atom, it takes an electron 150 as5 to orbit a proton[6]. With this as a
unit time scale for an electron, it is clear that a pulse duration of several femtoseconds6 will not
be sufficient to understanding electron dynamics. Our work demonstrates both technical and
scientific achievements that push the boundaries of attosecond dynamics. TDSE studies show
that amplification the yield of high harmonic generation (HHG) may be possible with
transverse confinement of the electron. XUV-pump-XUV-probe shows that the yield of APT
train can be sufficient for 2-photon double ionization studies. A zero dead-time detection
system allows for the measurement of state-resolved double ionization for the first time.
Exploiting attosecond angular streaking[7] probes sequential and non-sequential double
ionization via electron-electron correlations with attosecond time resolution. Finally, using

5
6

1 as = 10-18 s (attosecond)
1 fs = 10-15 s (femtosecond)
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recoil frame momentum correlation, the fast dissociation of CH3I reveals important orbital
ionization dynamics of non-dissociative & dissociative, single & double ionization.
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